Exemptions Not Required By County

Initially, it is important to know that all business activities are generally governed by the Governor’s and Secretary’s business closure orders. These orders referenced the list of industry sectors defined by the United States Census Bureau, known as the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), and marked individual subsectors as “open” or “closed” based upon whether those subsectors’ businesses are categorically life-sustaining, or otherwise necessary to assist in battling this pandemic.

For businesses that must be closed per the list, the administration created the exemption process to provide a means to identify those businesses within generally closed categories that are life-sustaining or are necessary to support the supply chain to other businesses that are open and provide life-sustaining goods or services.

The justification in each exemption request was reviewed to determine whether the specific operations described were life-sustaining or necessary to support a life-sustaining business. If the request met this standard, the business was provided an exemption from the closure order for the specific activities described in the request. If the exemption request was submitted by a business that was included in a life-sustaining industry subsector on the business closure list, or described an activity that was already permitted under the orders (e.g., emergency repairs), that business may have been informed that an exemption was “not required.” That response relates solely to the business or operation described in the request. The following list includes businesses that were informed that no exemption was required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUSINESS COUNTY</th>
<th>BUSINESS NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAMS</td>
<td>2C SERVICE, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACE SECURITY SERVICES LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFFORDABLE FIRE PROTECTION, INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALL AROUND THE YARD LAWN SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMERICAN HOME CONTRACTORS OF PENNSYLVANIA, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMERICAN LIFE SAFETY FIRE PROTECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARTISAN ARBORIST TREE CARE LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATLAS TREE SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B THERE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BE READY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIG BROTHERS TRUCKING LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIG HILL KENNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BREAMS PRINT SHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 CRANE &amp; TREE SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARISMA WASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONE SWEET CONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONWAY T SMITH INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D&amp;G FENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAVES HANDYMAN SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAVID D. OLINGER PAVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DENNIS R BISHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DENNIS REEVER PLUMBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEPORTER DETAILING LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEVILBISS WELDING &amp; FABRICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EISENHART CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERNEST FORE LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARTIN'S EXCAVATING
MATT SENTZ EXTERIORS PLUS
MODERN PULLMAN
MONACACY VALLEY ELECTRIC, INC
MRGLAZIERS INC
NEW WAY PKG. MACH.
OLDE GLORY CONTRACTORS INC.
PENNINGTON TREE AND LANDSCAPE
PENNSYLVANIA FIRE APPARATUS D/B/A LADY & TAYLOR BODY SHOP INC
PETRA CONTRACTORS, INC
PM CLEANING SERVICES
PRECISION PROPERTY SERVICES
PREDIX CONSTRUCTION INC.
PSI PUMPING SOLUTIONS INC.
R.L. SNELBECKER INC.
RAY-MAR ROOFING CO.
RDN ENTERPRISES
REBEL'S CONSTRUCTION, INC.
REDDING'S HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS
REYNOLDS AV, LLC
RIGGLE & ASSOCIATES WEALTH MANAGEMENT
RILEY'S PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
SCOTT'S LAWN CARE
SECREST CONSTRUCTION
SEMINARY RIDGE HISTORIC PRESERVATION FOUNDATION
SENFT AND STERNER MAINTENANCE SERVICES LLC
SHAWN ROSENBERGER INC.
SHULL'S CONSOLIDATED MAINTANCE
SMITH REALTY HOLDING COMPANY
SOUND DECISION HEARING AID
STOLTZFUS LAWN MOWING INC
SUSAN BECKNER STATE FARM INSURANCE
SUSQUEHANNA DOOR SERVICE
SWOPE'S TRAINING SYSTEMS, LLC
TDL MRO, INC.
THE FLOWER SHOP
THE HORSE SOLDIER
THE RIDERS EDGE INC
THEE CLEAN QUEEN
TIMES SQUARE LLC
TRIPWIRE OPERATIONS GROUP
W.A. SNYDER CONCRETE, LLC
ALEXANNDRA KREPS MD
A-LINE CONSTRUCTION LLC
ALL DONE SERVICES LLC
ALL SEASON?S EXTERIORS LLC
ALL THINGS AQUATIC, LLC
ALL UNION ELECTRICIANS AND THE CONTRACTING COMPANIES THAT EMPLOY THEM
ALLEGHENY ARMS & GUN WORKS
ALLEGHENY CONCRETE RECYCLING
ALLEGHENY CONSTRUCTION GROUP
ALLEGHENY GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
ALLEGHENY INSULATION COMPANY, INC.
ALLEGHENY MILLWORK, INC.
ALLEGHENY PLYWOOD CO.
ALLEGHENY ROOFING & SHEET METAL COMPANY INC.
ALLEGHENY TAX SERVICE
ALLEGHENY VALLEY FIRE APPARATUS
ALLEGHENY'S BEST
ALLEN GAUGE & TOOL COMPANY / FAMCO LINKERS
ALLIED GROUP, INC
ALLISON PARK CONTRACTORS, INC.
ALLMAN TREE SERVICE
ALLSOPP?S LAWN SERVICE
ALPHAGRAPHICS IN THE CULTURAL DISTRICT (CS-B2)
ALPINE POOLS SOUTH HILLS, INC.
ALPINE POOLS, INC.
ALSIDES SUPPLY
ALTIMATE CONSTRUCTION & FACILITIES MAINT CORP
ALTOMARI SEWING MACHINE REPAIR
ALWAYS HANDY
AMBROGIO & GALLO LANDSCAPING
AMERI SOURCE SP PRODUCTS
AMERICAN CONTRACTING ENTERPRISES, INC.
AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS, INC.
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTING, INC.
AMERICAN MOLD REMEDIATION
AMERICAN PENSION BENEFITS
AMERICAN POOL MANAGEMENT
AMERICO CONSTRUCTION
AM-GARD INC
AMI MEDICAL IMAGING LLC
AMO MANAGEMENT, LLC
AMP HOME CARE
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ANCHORED CHILD & FAMILY COUNSELING
ANCHORS UNLIMITED, INC.
ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE INC
ANGELO ASSOCIATES INC
ANGELS COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL CLEANING
ANRO PROPERTIES
ANTHONY ARMS
ANTHONY FOLINO CONSTRUCTION
APARTMENT SERVICES COMPANY, INC
APC TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
APEX ROOFING LLC.
APIS MEAD & WINERY
APPLIANCE CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE
APPLIANCE WAREHOUSE
APPLIANCES PLUS INC
APRIMO PIZZA
AQUA POOL INC.
ARBOGAST ELECTRIC
ARC CONTRACTING, LLC.
ARCH MASONRY INC.
ARCHITECTURAL INNOVATIONS, LLC
ARGO AI, LLC
ARKHAM REALTY AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LLC
ARMSTRONG'S LAWN CARE PLUS
ART?S CONSTRUCTION
ARTISTRY GREENSCAPES INC
ARTIZON DEVELOPMENT
ARTLINE LIMITED
ASPEN CONSTRUCTION
ATLANTIC GOLD EXCHANGE, A DIVISION OF ATLANTIC PRECIOUS METAL REFINING, INC.
ATOMATIC MFG
AUCTION YOUR POSSESSIONS TODAY
AUNT T?S CLEANING SERVICE LLC
AUTISM URBAN CONNECTIONS INC.
AUTOGRAPH SIGNS, INC.
AUTO'S LANDSCAPING DBA ELLIS MOVING COMPANY
AVIVA BRICK OVEN GIBSONIA
AW ELECTRICAL LLC
AXEL DEMOLITION AND CLEAN-UP, LLC
AXEMAN TREE SERVICE
AXIOS ADVISORY GROUP
B AND K REPAIRS
BK ELECTRIC, LLC
BLOOMFIELD LANDSCAPE GARDENERS
BLS HARDSCAPE
BLUE JAY ROOFING AND CONSTRUCTION
BLUESTONE REALTY LLC
BLULINE SOLUTIONS, LLC
BLVD GLASS AND METAL
BN ELECTRIC & COMMUNICATIONS, LLC
BOB REINHART GENERAL CONTRACTING
BOB SCHERER LOCKSMITH
BOB'S MARKET & GREENHOUSES INC.
BOILERMAKERS LOCAL LODGE 154
BOLYN SPECIALTY SERVICES
BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION
BONURA & SATTLER AUTO BODY
BOOKMINDERS
BOROWSKI BROTHERS CONTRACTORS
BOSETTI LAWN CARE
BOULEVARD GLASS AND METAL
BOYD ROLL OFF SERVICES, INC
BRADLEY'S BOOKS
BRAMBLER BOUTIQUE
BRANDY BRAUER
BRENDAN MALCOLM CONTRACTING SERVICES
BRI-CHAM SUPPLY CORP.
BRIDGEVILLE APPLIANCE
BRISTOL HOLDINGS LTD.
BROCK ASSOCIATES
BROCK LABORATORIES, INC.
BRONSON ROOFING INC.
BROZONE, INC
BRUIN ROOFING
BRYON KOLOSKY
BUCCIGROSSI BUILDING & MASONRY, INC.
BUCCOS ROOFING
BUILD360 LLC
BUILDACRES
BUILDACRES, INC.
BUILDER DIRECT CONSTRUCTION
BURGERZ ENTERPRISES LLC (DBA TRASH KINGS)
BURGERZ MADNESS / PITTSBURGERZ
BURNHAM INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS, INC.
BURNS SCALO DEVELOPMENT LLC
BUY-N-SELL REAL ESTATE
C & R LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT
C E LITTLE CONTRACTING LLC
C&M ROOFING
C.S. CONSTRUCTION AND HOME REMODELING LLC
CAPONE AND ROWE
CAPRI GLASS INC
CARDIELLO CONT INC
CARDILLO BACKHOE SERVICE
CARL WALKER CONSTRUCTION
CARMANS PAINTING AND REPAIRS
CARMUSE AMERICAS
CARMODYS GRILLE
CARNegie ROBOTiCS, LLC
CAROLINA INSPECTION SERVICES INC
CARPENTER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
CASPARS HOME APPLIANCES
CASPER COLOSIMO & SON, INC.
CASTLE GROUNDSKEEPING LLC
CASTLE TOYS AND GAMES LLC
CAUTELA ENTERPRISES, LLC
CECERE CONTRACTING
CEEVA INC.
CELENDER REMODELING
CELLSERV COMMUNICATIONS, INC. DBA CCI WIRELESS
CENTER FOR LICE REMOVAL, LLC
CHAMBERS CONSTRUCTION
CHAMPION PLUMBING
CHESTNUT PROPERTIES GROUP INC.
CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF PITTSBURGH
CHRIS IOCCO CONTRACTING
CHRIS SIMMONS LAWN SERVICE
CHRISTINE PIKUTIS MUSUNEggi- THE MUSUNEggi FINANCIAL GROUP
CHUBBY DUCK MOBILE DETAILING
CHURCH OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD
CIC PITTSBURGH LLC
CILENTI CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
CINEMARK INC
CINEMARK NORTH HILLS & XD
CINEMARK PITTSBURGH MILLS
CINTAR, INC.
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CRYSTAL CLEAN WINDOWS INC
CSI CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
CUBARNEY CONSTRUCTION
CURCIOS CARPET & CLEANING
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRIAL SERVICES, LLC
CUSTOM REMODELING LLC
CUSTOM TOUCH AUTO BODY
CUT BY A KNIGHT
CUTTINGS FLOWER & GARDEN MARKET
CW ELECTRICAL SERVICES
CYBERCOINS.NET, INC.
CYCLE GEAR
CYNAMED, INC.
CYPRYCH LANDSCAPING
D&B HOME IMPROVEMENTS
D&V
D. F. LUCCHESI CONTRACTING
D.C. MULLINS CONSTRUCTION
DAGOSTINO ELECTRONIC SERVICES
DAKOTAGROVE LANDSCAPING
DAKOTAGROVE LANDSCAPING LLC
DALE R. GERSTNER AUTOBODY
DANIEL CONTRACTING INC
DANIELI CORPORATION; DANIELI SERVICE CENTER, CORAOPOLIS
DANIEL'S HEATING, COOLING INC.
DAN'S HANDYMAN SERVICES
DAOUDE REALTY LLC
DARRELL E. FREY CONTRACTING
DAVE SMITH AUTO
DAVID CARLISLE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR
DAVID LANGLEY - SELF EMPLOYED
DAVID'S IMPROVEMENTS
DAVTON CONSTRUCTION CO LLC
DE LA TORRE ORTHOTICS AND PROSTHETICS, INC
DEAD END DINER
DEAKTOR DEVELOPMENT, INC
DEALER SUPPLY OUTLET, INC.
DEAN'S CLEANTEAM
DEARING COMPRESSOR AND PUMP CO DBA KRUMAN EQUIPMENT COMPANY
DEBBIE M LEWIS DMD FAMILY DENTISTRY
DEBLASIO GROUP
DECCO ELECTRIC CO.
DECK-AID CONSTRUCTION
DECKED OUT BY DON
DEMASI LANDSCAPING & RETAIL, LLC.
DENIPA AUTO CENTER INC.
DENNIS CARR HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
DEPASQUALE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
DEPENDABLE CLEANING CO
DEALVO
DESAVAGE CONSTRUCTION
DH CLEANING COMPANY
DISASTER RESTORATION SERVICES
DISCOVER ORGANIZING INC.
DISCOVERY ROBOTICS CORP.
DIVERSIFIED GENERAL CONTRACTING
DJK CONSTRUCTION AND RESTORATION, LLC
DJS BAR AND GRILL
DK HOME IMPROVEMENTS
DLUBAK FABRICATION
DLUBAK GLASS COMPANY
DOC'S CLEAN UP
DOING IT RIGHT ROOFING SIDING REMODELING, LLC
DOM FOLINO CONSTRUCTION LLC
DON R PLUMBING
DONALD NOWELL
DORMONT FLORIST, LLC
DOUGLAS D FLETCHER MD
DOURID ABOUD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
DR. DRY, INC
DRAVENS SNOW PLOWING AND LANDSCAPING
DRAVOSBURG BARGE TERMINAL
DRAVOSBURG HOUSING ASSN., INC.
DRAZGA WEALTH ADVISORS LLC
DRISCOLL INSURANCE & FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.
DUDJAK ELECTRIC LLC
DUDS N’ SUDS, LLC
DUFF MANOR ESTATES LP
DUNN GARAGE DOORS, INC.
DUSTING DIVAS, INC.
DYNACORN INTERNATIONAL PA LLC
DYNAMIC GROUNDWORK ENTERPRISES
DYNAMICS SERVICE CENTER
DYNASTY HOMES I LLC
E&E CONCRETE
E.Z. BREATHING AIRDUCT CLEANING LLC
EAFAB CORPORATION
EAGLE OILFIELD INSPECTION SERVICE
EAGLE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PGH
EAS ROOFING INC
EAST WEST MFG & SUPPLY
EASTERN MIRROR & GLASS INC
EASTERN OIL CORP
EBB THERAPEUTICS, INC.
EBG PROPERTY
ECOCRAFT HOMES
EDJUSTER
EDWARD LICKERT DBA
EDWARD SCHMIDT CONTRACTING
EIBEN LANDSCAPING LLC
EIDE'S ENTERTAINMENT, LLC
EISEN HOUSEHOLD
ELDER LAW MANAGEMENT
ELDER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, INC DBA COMFORCARE SENIOR SERVICES
ELITE FIREARMS &TRAINING
ELIZABETH QUICK CASH
ELLINGSON COMPANIES
ELMRIDGE, LLC
ELSON CONSTRUCTION LLC
ELTEQ MANAGEMENT COMPANY AT TWO CHATHAM CENTER
EMILAIN SKINCARE STUDIO
EMPIRE ROOFING & MORE, LLC
ENGLISH LANE NURSERY
ERZEN ASSOCIATES
E-SAFE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
EUREKA CHOCOLATES AND GIFTS
EUROMED USA, INC
EVERYDAY'S A SUNDAY
EVMCGROUP
EVOLUTIONARY FITNESS LLC
EXCELL PAVING, INC.
EXCELLENT SERVICES CARPET UPHOLSTERY FLOOR CLEANING
EXECUTIVE HOME CARE SERVICE
EXPRESS PRESS INC
EXTREME DECKS
EYE COUTURE OPTICAL
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EZ MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
F. R. INDUSTRIES, INC AND AMERICAN SENSORS CORP
F. TINKER & SON'S COMPANY
F.C.M. ELECTRIC
F.E. JOHANSSEN & SONS, INC
FAGAN PAINTING LLC
FALLON ELECTRIC CO INC
FARKAS CONTRACTING LLC
FAT POCKET PAWN
FATHER AND SON GUNS, LLC
FAYETTE FARMS, LP
FAZIO MECHANICAL SERVICES INC.
FEERST CONCRETE AND LANDSCAPING LLC.
FELLINIS PIZZA
FERRY ELECTRIC COMPANY
FIRST CHOICE PLUMBING HESTING & COOLING INC.
FIRST CHOICE TELEPHONE ANSWERING/MONITORING SERVICES
FIRST STEP RECOVERY HOMES, INC.
FITZHENRY CONTRACTING LLC
FIVE STAR WINDOW CLEANING AND SERVICES DBA SQUEEGEE SQUAD
FIVESTAR TRADEMEN
FIX'N WAG'N INC.
FIX'N WAG'N, INC.
FLANICK ELECTRIC
FLOOR COVERINGS INTERNATIONAL OF PITTSBURGH AND SOUTH
FOE699
FOREST KNOLL CONSTRUCTION, INC.
FORUM, INC.
FOUNDATION TESTING SERVICES (FTS)
FOX CHAPEL AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
FOX CHAPEL CHIROPRACTIC AND WELLNESS
FOX CHAPEL DRY CLEANERS
FOX HILL EQUITIES ESTATES LP
FOX HILL EQUITIES LP
FRAMEZILLA
FRANCIS AUDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES LLC
FRANCIS WILSON
FRANCO ASSOCIATES
FRANJO RESTORATION SERVICES (PROJECT 3)
FRANJO RESTORATION SERVICES (PROJECT 4)
FRANJO RESTORATION SERVICES, LLC
FRANJO RESTORATION SERVICES, LLC (PROJECT 2)
FRAZIER CONTRACTING AND PLUMBING
FRED'S TREE AND LAWN SERVICE INC
FREDERICK LOGAN COMPANY
FRZ CONCRETE AND MASONRY, INC.
G A SPINA MEDICAL DENTAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
G P LANDSCAPING LLC
G. W. TREE SERVICES
G.I.S. INC.
GAGNE TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.
GARY HEINZ & SONS CARPENTRY AND REMODELING
GASPAROVICH EXCAVATING, INC.
GATEWAY OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
GENERAL CLEANING, INC.
GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO.
GENERAL WINDOW CLEANING, INC.
GENTLY USED APPLIANCE
GEORGE MARKER & SONS, INC
GIBBONS LANDSCAPING
GIOVENGO LANDSCAPING SERVICE
GIRAN & SON LLC
GLASS DOCTOR OF PITTSBURGH
GM REMODELING, L.L.C.
GNIVKOSKI CONTRACTING, INC.
GODEK ELECTRIC, LLC
GODLESKIS TREE AND LANDSCAPE
GOOD FELLAS CONTRACTING
GOODSON RENTAL LLC
GOTCHA COVERED CONTRACTING
GRAETER'S ICE CREAM
GRAFF PLUMBING AND HEATING
GRAFTECH SOLUTIONS INC
GRANT BAR INC
GRASS HOPPERS LAWNCARE LLC
GRASSEL CONTRACTING
GRAVITY OILFIELD SERVICES
GREATER ALLEGHENY CONSTRUCTION
GREATER Pitt TREE SERVICE LLC
GREATER PITT TREE SERVICE LLV
GREATER PITTSBURGH REAL ESTATE SERVICES
GREATER PITTSBURGH SPECIALTY ADVERTISING, INC
GREEN BLDG AND SUPPLY
GREEN LEVES CERTIFICATIONS LLC
GREENOCK BUILDERS, LLC
GREYCOURT & CO., INC.
GRIFFITH WIRING SYSTEMS INC.
GROGAN LAWN CARE
GRUNAU FIRE PROTECTION
G’S WINDOW & GUTTER CLEANING
GUNTRUM LANDSCAPING, LLC
GUPTA PERMOLD CORPORATION
H+H SYSTEM INC.
HA HA PLUMBING AND HEATING
HADAD SERVICES
HAHN NURSERY CORP
HALF PRICE BOOKS, RECORDS AND MAGAZINES/ON-LINE FULFILLMENT CENTER
HALO LAND MANAGEMENT, LLC
HAMPTON MECHANICAL, INC.
HANDS TO HOLD SERVICES
HANDYMAN OF SOUTH HILLS LLC
HANLON ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAPANOWICZ & ASSOCIATES FINANCIAL SERVICES
HARRINGTON MASONRY
HARTZ JANITORIAL SERVICE INC
HARVEST LAWN CARE, INC
HARVIE FARMS PITTSBURGH, LLC
HAYDEN PAINTING
HC HARRINGTON
HDS
HEADTURNERZ TINT AND DETAILING LLC
HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEMS, INC
HEALTH STAR PERSONAL CARE TRANSPORTATION
HEAVENLY CARPET CARE & RESTORATION
HEIGHTS PLAZA MATERIALS INC
HELLMANN’S TREE AND LANDSCAPING
HEMLOCK DESIGN INC
HENEFELD GARAGE DOORS INC
HENKEMEYER EXCAVATING
HENRY GRASSO SAUSAGE CO
HERBERT HALSBAND PROPERTIES
HERITAGE MECHANICAL GROUP, INC.
HERKY MILLER INC
HEY BABY! 4D ULTRASOUND STUDIO
HI TIDE POWERWASH
HI TIDE POWERWASH INC
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HICKMAN ELECTRIC INC
HIDDEN VALLEY FOUNDATION, INC.
HILLTOP ELECTRIC INC.
HIRTH ELECTRIC
HLOZNIK AUTO SALVAGE
HOFFMAN ELECTRIC, INC.
HOFFSTOTS
HOLLOMAN ENERGY CORPORATION
HOMETEAM TEAM PROPERTIES
HONEST ABE CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CARE
HORHUT TREE EXPERTS
HORIZON INFORMATION SERVICES
HOSANNA HOUSE, INC.
HOSCH COMPANY
HOST CLEANING SERVICE
HOTEL INDIGO TECHNOLOGY CENTER / URGO HOTELS
HOTT SHOTZ POWERWASH LLC
HOUSE OF MANNA
HOWARD CONCRETE PUMPING CO., INC.
HUDSON ESTATE
HUTH TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
HWG PLUMBING
I FIX BRICKS, LLC
IAN DOLGOCHEEV
IKM INCORPORATED
IMPRO CORP
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
INDEPENDENT ENTERPRISES, INC.
INDEPENDENT EQUIPMENT TRANSFER, INC.
INDEPENDENT MECHANICAL
INGRAM SERVICES INC.
INHALATION PLASTICS INC
INNOVATE E-COMMERCE
INNOVATIONS IN TECHNOLOGY, INC
INSIGHT IMAGING INC
INSTALLATION SERVICES
INSTANT ELECTRIC CO INC
IRELAND CONTRACTING, LLC
IRISaurus GARDENS
IRON CITY BIKES
IRON CITY RODS AND CUSTOMS
IRONBACK LLC
J D CONTRACTING
J KOKO HAULING LLC
J P GALLAGHER ELECTRIC
J W CUMMINS PLUMBING
J&D LAWN AND TRACTOR SERVICES
J. L. ROBINSON INC.
J. W. PETERS ELECTRIC CO.
J.A. GIMIGLIANO MASONRY
J.B. PLUMBING/AFFORDABLE BATHROOMS AND KITCHENS BY JB
J J REMODELING & ROOFING
J.L. SMITH ELECTRIC CO
J.W. PETERS ELECTRIC COMPANY
J?SG CLEANING SERVICES
JA OILFIELD MFG
JABE COMPANIES
JACKIE’S CATERING
JACKSON GEAR CO
JACKSON GEAR COMPANY
JACOBSON ELECTRIC LLC
JAG FABRICATION
JAKE OF ALL TRADES PGH COMPANY
JAKOB’S SERVICES LLC
JAMARTINENTERPRISES
JAMES A. H. TAUBERG D.M.D.
JAN-PRO OF PITTSBURGH
JASE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC
JASON GEORGE CONTRACTING INC
JB KINTNER & SONS, INC. DBA KINTNER, INC.
JD & SON LLC
JEFF ISRAEL CONTRACTING
JEFFERSON HILLS LAWN AND EQUIPMENT CENTER
JEFFREY MORRIS AGENCY
JET JACK INC / INDEPENDENT ENTERPRISES INC
JIM GRAFF PLUMBING
JIM KING SERVICES
JIMS WINDOW CLEANING AND JANITORIAL
JJS LANDSCAPING INC
JL YARDWORKS LLC
JLB & ASSOCIATES, LLC
JML ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION INC.
JNC CONTRACTING
JOE DETEMPLE
KJ JOHNSTON LTD
KLAAS ELECTRIC
KLETTER AUTOMOTIVE, LLC
KNI SUPERIOR CLEANING LLC
KONCRETE KONCEPTS CO. LLC
KOOL KLEEN INC.
KOZI MEDIA DESIGN
KP LEAF AND LAWN
KRACKEN PROPERTIES, LLC
KROWN EMPLOYMENT SERVICES, LLC
KSC ENTERPRISE LLC
KUBRICK BROS LAWN MOWER SHOP
Kunning Enterprises
L&M ROOFING ASSOC, LLC
L&M SALES
L&N ASSOCIATES, LP
LAFFFEY CARPENTRY
LANARA
LANE PLASTERING & STUCCO, LLC
LANGKAMP CEMENT WORK
LAST CALL LANDSCAPING
LAURA'S FLORAL BOUTIQUE
LAUREL ALUMINUM CASTING CO INC
LAUREL PRINT AND GRAPHICS
LAUREN TETHER SERVICES LLC
LAWNS NAT
LAWSON EXCAVATING INC.
LED ELECTRICAL LLC
LEGAL TAX SERVICES INC.
LEGION ARMS
LEO IRON & METALS, INC.
LEONE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS, LLC
LETS CUT A DEAL SERVICES
LEWIS LUMBER & SUPPLY CO.
LIBRICH LANDSCAPES
LIGHT OF LIFE RESCUE MISSION
LIGHTWORK LLC
LIKAR ROOFING CO INC.
LIKAR ROOFING COMPANY
LINEBURG ELECTRICAL SERVICES LLC
LISTEN HEAR HOME ENTERTAINMENT AND AUTOMATION
LMV CONSTRUCTION LLC
LNC BUILDING AND DESIGN
LOMATRAC GROUP INC.
LOOKING FOR GROUP LLC
LOPEZ ROOFING LLC
LORAND ELECTRIC, INC
LORENZI EXCAVATING & HYDROSEEDING
LUCKY TICKET LOTTERY
LUTZ’S LANDSCAPING, LLC
LWB MACHINERY N.A. LP
LYFT
M GATTO CONSTRUCTION INC.
M WOLFE CONTRACTING
M&S PALLETS LLC
M.C MILLER GENERAL CONTRACTING
M.D. POEMESKI PLUMBING
M.O. LAWN CARE AND LANDSCAPING
MACE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
MACHI MECHANICAL LLC
MACHINERY RIGGING INC
MAIL & MORE OF WEXFORD
MAKE MOVES LLC
MALARIK’S TURF SPECIALTIES
MAMAUX SUPPLY CO.
MANAGE IT, INC
MANGRETTA LANDSCAPING LLC
MANNI’S WASH CENTERS
MARIA’S CLEANING SERVICE
MARHOEFER/ROBERTS DBA BELLWETHER BOOKS
MARIANI CONSTRUCTION
MARINICK MANAGEMENT GROUP
MARINO CONSTRUCTION CO.
MARK ANTHONY’S LANDSCAPING
MARK D EMANUELE CONTRACTING LLC
MARK’S SEASONAL SERVICE LLC
MARRA ENTERPRISES, INC. DBA UN-FLOOD-IT
MARS INC
MARTIK BROTHERS, INC.
MARTY’S MUFFLER
MARUCCI INTERIOR SPECIALISTS
MARVESTA REMODELING
MARVESTA REMODELING LLC.
MARVISTA KITCHEN & BATH
SIMPLY BRILLIANT LANDSCAPE LIGHTING
SIMPLY THE BEST CHOICE LLC, DBA MERRY MAIDS
SIMPLY YOU SOAP & CANDLE CO
SISKO WATERPROOFING AND FOUNDATION LLC
SKY LIMIT ENTERPRISE
SKY OXYGEN
SLACK DEVELOPMENTS, INC. DBA MONSTER TREE SERVICE OF PITTSBURGH
SMITH CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC.
SMITH ELECTRIC
SMITH ELECTRIC SERVICE, INC.
SMITH'S CLEANING SERVICES
SMULLIN ASPHALT & CONCRETE LLC
SNAVELY FOREST PRODUCTS
SNOW'S POLARIS SOUTH
SOAPY ROOF INC.
SOLID CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING
SOTA CONSTRUCTION - 3706 BUTLER STREET PROJECT
SOUTH HILLS BREWING SUPPLY
SOUTH HILLS LANDSCAPING & EXCAVATING INC.
SOUTH HILLS PAIN & REHAB ASSOC
SOUTH SIDE PLUMBING & HEATING
SOUTHERSBY DEVELOPMENT CORP
SPADAFFORA CUSTOM CONCRETE
SPARTAN COMMUNICATION CABLELING
SPAY NEUTER CLINIC PITTSBURGH-NORTH HILLS
SPC NETWORKS
SPEC ELECTRIC COMPANY LLC
SPEC ELECTRIC, LLC
SPECIALTY CONSULTANTS
SPEED MART LAUNDROMAT
SPEEDY ELECTRIC LLC
SPEERCO LLC
SPRINKLER FITTERS LOCAL 542
SPYNDLA ELECTRIC
SQUEEGIE CLEAN WINDOWS LLC
SRI SHIRDI SAI BABA TEMPLE
STAGE 3 AUTO DETAIL
STALEY ELECTRIC INC
STAMM DEVELOPMENT - PITTSBURGH, PA
STARPORT LLC
STATES REALTY
STAYDUHAR PLUMBING, LLC
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STEAMMASTERS, LLC
STEEL CITY GLASS AND MIRROR
STEEL CITY MOBILE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
STEEL TOWN PROPERTIES, MD4
STEEL VALLEY SMILES
STEELTOWN RESTORATION LLC
STEPHEN'S, KUN & CO.
STEWART TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
STEWARTS TOO
STINER CONSTRUCTION, LLC
STOCKMAN LAWNSCAPE
STONEKING ELECTRIC
STORM GUARD ROOFING AND CONSTRUCTION
STRAINSENSE CO
STRAITS DOOR COMPANY
STRUCTURED MINING SYSTEMS, INC. (D.B.A. CERVIS, INC.)
STS STUMP REMOVAL
SUNDAY MORNING LANDSCAPING, LLC
SUPER LAWN SERVICE
SUPERGLASS WINDSHIELD REPAIR
SURFACING SOLUTIONS, INC.
SURGICAL PRODUCT SOLUTIONS LLC
SWASKOSKI SOLUTIONS
SWEET PEA'S SWEET TREATS
SWIFT HOME SERVICES LLC
T.D. PATRINOS PAINTING AND CONTRACTING CO.
TABER GROUP, LLC
TABUSO PLUMBING & REMODELING, INC.
TAKE ACTION MON VALLEY
TALL TIMBER TREE EXPERTS
TANGIERS LLC
TANUR BUILDING AND SUPPLY COMPANY
TAREN KELLER
TDS CONTRACTING
TEAM NUTZ LLC
TECH SUPPORT SPS
TECHNOPRIME MOLD REMEDIATION
TEDESCO ELECTRIC
TEO'S REMODELING
THE A.G. MAURO COMPANY
THE BLACKWOOD GROUP, LLC
THE BRADLEY CENTER
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THE CONTRACTOR GENERAL LLC
THE DETAIL SHOP
THE EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP
THE FIRE SAFETY GROUP DBA SHEFFIELD FIRE & SAFETY
THE FULL HOUSE, LLC
THE HAS BIN
THE HAUL-A-WAYS
THE HOME PROS
THE LAWN GUY, INC.
THE MARSHALL COMPANY
THE MUSUNEGGI FINANCIAL GROUP
THE OLIVE TAP
THE PITTSBURGH CULTURAL TRUST
THE PITTSBURGH WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY
THE POSTAL SUITE
THE PRADA CO. D.B.A. GENERATION STONEWORKS
THE REGIS GROUP, INC.
THE SILK AND STEWART DEVELOPMENT GROUP
THE SPECIALTY WIRING CO LLC
THE TAMIS CORPORATION
THE TINY BOOKSTORE/TINY BOOKSTORE, LLC
THE WALDRON STREET BOOK COMPANY
THIS N’AT TREE TECHNICIANS, LLC
THOMAS COMMERCIAL CLEANING
THOROUGHbred CONSTRUCTION GROUP, LLC
THORP CONSTRUCTION
THREE RIVERS MEDICAL/MASIMEX
THREE RIVERS OPTICAL
THREE RIVERS RECYCLING LLC
THREE RIVERS SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.
THREE STAR EQUIPMENT COMPANY
THRIVE COUNSELING CENTER LLC
TIM RUHL ELECTRIC/HVAC
TIMCO FLOORING
TIMSINA BROTHERS LLC
TISCHENDORF CONTRACTOR SERVICES, LLC
TJM TREE SERVICE AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN
TOBASCO LANDSCAPE SERVICES
TODD ELECTRIC COMPANY
TODD MEYER DBA MEYER PROPERTIES
TODD7S CERTIFIED HOME REPAIRS
TOM BONEY CONSTRUCTION LLC.
WAHL HEATING AND COOLING
WALSH CONSTRUCTION
WANN CORPORATION
WATER HEATER DISTRIBUTORS, LLC
WAVES EQUIPMENT SOURCE, INC
WAYNE CROUSE, INC.
WEAVER BARNES LTD
WEBB CONSTRUCTION
WENTROBLE INSURANCE AGENCY LLC
WES STAUBER PAINTING
WEST LIBERTY ANIMAL HOSPITAL
WEST LIBERTY BEET
WEST LIBERTY CYCLES
WEST VIEW CUNNINGHAM CO INC
WESTHILLS ROOFING
WEXFORD ORAL SURGERY
WHITE VACUUM COMPANY
WHITNEY CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
WILD GOOSE CHASE, LLC D/B/A GEESE POLICE OF WESTERN PA
WILD ROSE LANDSCAPE DESIGN
WILL RENO CONTRACTING
WILLIAM ANKNEY CONSTRUCTION
WILLIAM CRAIG
WILLIAM T.ROBSHAW CONTRACTOR INC.
WILLIAMS PLUMBING
WILLIAMS SCOTSMAN, INC.
WISHBONE’S PET CARE
WM. PRESCOTT ROOFING & REM., INC
WOHLFARTH’S CONTRACTING
WOLFENDALE INC
WOODRING LANDSCAPE & CONTRACTOR SUPPLY
WOODRUFF AND SMITH HEATING AND COOLING, INC.
WORLDWIDE SERVICES LLC (DBE)
WRIGHT HANDYMAN SERVICES
WYNKOOP ELECTRIC LLC
XHIBIT SOLUTIONS INC
XI TECHNOLOGY
XYLEM INC. D/B/A: (I) GODWIN; (II) SENSUS; (III) LEOPOLD; AND (IV) US SALES CO.
YANNI & ASSOCIATES INVESTMENT ADVISORS, LLC
YECKLEY, TANTLINGER & SUBICH WEALTH MANAGEMENT, LLC
YINGLING CEILING AND INTERIORS
ZAK’S BICYCLE SHOP
ZAP'S RESIDENTIAL CONTRACTING
ZEAS CONSTRUCTION
ZEE2 LLC
ZELEZNICK CONSTRUCTION
ZEROREZ
ZEROREZ OF PITTSBURGH
ZEUS CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
ZICCARDI ELECTRIC
ZIP'S TREE SERVICE
ZOKAITES PROPERTIES LP
ZOTTOOLA FAB
ZSA'S CLEANING CO.
ARMSTRONG 100 PERCENT LAWN CARE
ABN COMPUTERS
AL’S HARDSCAPING
AMERICAN IRON AUCTIONS
ANTHONY GUZZO CONSTRUCTION, INC.
APOLLO AREA MEALS ON WHEELS INC.
ARENDOSH HEATING & COOLING INC
ARMSTRONG ANIMAL & BUG CONTROL
ART DOLLMAN HOME IMPROVEMENTS
BA SERVICES INC
BARKER’S APPLIANCES, INC.
BAYLOR AUTO BODY
BELLETECHNOLOGIES LLC
BERGAD INC.
BITTNER ROOFING
BLUME FABRICATION
BONNIE’S KITCHEN AND BATH
BOULDER LANDSCAPE EXCAVATION & SUPPLY
BS OUTFITTERS 259, LLC
BUDGET MINI STORAGE
CALVIN CRISSMAN BUILDING AND REMODELING
CHURCH OF GOD OF PROPHECY OF VANDERGRIFT INC. DBA HOUSE OF HOPE FAMILY WORSHIP CENTER
CICERO’S BAR & GRILL
CNS PITTSBURGH CORPORATION
CROTALLO MONUMENTS AND LANDSCAPING
CURRENT SERVICES
DBA MIKE MATTHEWS
DE-CAL INC.
DRAGUN’S LANDSCAPE SUPPLY INC
DRS TRUCKING
ECHO FLOORING GALLERY
EMMINER LLC
FENNICK GROUP INC. DBA, STRONGLAND ROOFING SYSTEMS
HERITAGE MEADOWS PERSONAL CARE HOME, LLLC
HOME CLEANING CENTER OF AMERICA
IOC, LLC
IPR INTERNATIONAL
J GILL LANDSCAPING AND MORE
JH HICKMAN SURVEYING LLC
JNJ CONTRACTING
JNJ HOMES, LLC
JOE SCHWICKRATH WINDOW CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
KENSINGTON HPP, INC
KNL LANDSCAPING
LAWN CARE
LERI CONTRACTING
MJGARRONE&CO. LLC
MJS CONSTRUCTION LLC
PELUSO ROOFING LLC
R & J CONSTRUCTION
R&B LINE SERVICE LLC
RACHEL PATTOCK FARRIER SERVICES LLC
RATED HIGH LLC
REARICK AND COMPANY
RIVERVIEW HOMES INC
ROCKET ELECTRICAL
S&S PIPE COMPANY
SEAL TIGHT ENTERPRISE
STILL CLEANING & SUPPLY, INC.
SUMMERHILL LUMBER
SUREFIRE WIRELINE, LLC
T & J FLORAL
THOMAS BRUNNER JR AND SONS EXCAVATION LLC
TOUCH OF COLOR OF PITTSBURGH
TRAVIS CRATTY HVAC
TRUITT SEALCOATING
UNDERCUTTERS TREE SERVICE LLC.
VERIZON RETAILER, WIRELESS ZONE
WALKER MOTOR COMPANY
WILLIAM SHAFFER AUCTIONS
DINUZZO PRIVATE WEALTH, INC.
DUSHAC PLUMBING INC
E J REYNOLDS LANDSCAPING AND EXCAVATING
EA CROGNALE INC DBA BOAT WORLD
ECM DEVELOPMENT CORP DBA: ACUTRAN TRANSFORMERS
ELCHIN'S WOODWORKING
EMERALD PRODUCTIONS
ERSHER BROTHERS INC
EVERYTHING OUTDOORS SERVICES
EXPRESS AUTO CARE
FALLS RECYCLING LLC
FENNELL TREE SERVICE
FREDERICK & SON CONTRACTING
FREDERICK AND SON CONTRACTING, LLC
FRYE TRANSPORTATION GROUP, INC.
GLOBAL HEAVY CORP.
GREEN WITH ENVY, LAWN AND LANDSCAPING
GUY'S MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
HABERS LANDSCAPING, LLC
HALAMA BROTHERS ELECTRIC INC.
HANDYMAN FOR LESS
HANNON ELECTRIC
HOFFMAN BROTHERS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LLC
HOHOS II LAWN SERVICE
HOLSINGER LAWN TREATMENTS
HOMESURE INSPECTION & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
HOUSE RENOVATIONS
HYDROTECH TESTING SERVICES
INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY CAFE LLC
J S HUBBARD SALES & SERVICE, LLC
JEFFERS & LEEK ELECTRIC INC.
JEFFREY C. OTT CONTRACTING INC.
JOHN D'ANGELO EXCAVATING LLC
JOHN D'ANGELO EXCAVATING AND GRADING
JOHN ELCHIN REMODELING
JOSH'S TREE SERVICE & FIREWOOD
JPEG LAWN MAINTENANCE
JULES LAWN CARE & TREE REMOVAL LLC
JULES LAWN CARE AND TREE REMOVAL LLC
KEITH VIDOVICH ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
KEM-R-LAWNS INC.
KETCHEL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING INC
KEYSTONE TREE TECHS
KIDD & KIDD GENERAL CONTRACTING
KIETH TAYLOR ENTERPRISE, LLC
KINGS POOL AND SPA INC
KNOX CONSTRUCTION
KNOX HEATING
LINDA DICKHART
LINMAR HOMES, INC.
LITTLE SUPER
LLOYDS TREE & LAWN CARE
M&M AUTO
MAILING SERVICES OF PITTSBURGH, INC (D.B.A. MSP)
MAK GRASSCUTTING AND HEDGE TRIMMING
MAKO MECHANICAL LLC
MAMULA’S MINI MART
MARICH LANDSCAPING & EXCAVATING LLC
MARK A. REDINGER PLUMBING AND HEATING, INC.
MARK J DZURA INC
MARTIN LAWN SERVICES, LLC.
MASSARO RESTORATION SERVICES LLC
MASTERCRAFT HOME SERVICE , LLC
MDA CONTRACTING INC
MDL LANDSCAPE MANAGMENT
MESTA INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTING, INC.
MICROTEL INN & SUITES
MILLER CONTRACTING AND EXCAVATION
MILLER’S DRY CLEANERS, LLC
MKM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
MMS PRINTING LLC D/B/A INKSTAR
MOD ANY-FALCONE INC.
MORRONE ELECTRIC
MSP
NEILL HOMES
NURSINGABC, INC.
OTIS MASONRY
PAVEL’S AUTO DETAIL
PHOENIX ROSE CONTRACTING LLC, DBA D. LANG CONTRACTING
PITTSBURGH AREA COMPUTER SERVICES
PITZER GENERAL CONTRACTING
PLUMMERS HEATING AND COOLING INC
TAYLORMADE RENOVATIONS, LLC
TEC ELECTRIC INC.
THE AUTO BODY WORKS
THE BIG EASY CAR WASH
THE HENDERSON AGENCY INC
THE ONEIDA GROUP
THOMAS AND ROSSI CONSTRUCTION
TIM CASSIDY REMODELING
TIM WISE PLUMBING INC
TREES N STUFF
TRI-STATE FORMED FOUNDATIONS INC.
TRU COMPANY DBA TRU CRAFTSMANSHIP
TRU PLUMBING CO LLC
TSF CONTRACTING
TURBO TECHNOLOGIES, INC
UMBRELLA ROOFING SYSTEMS INC.
UNIVERSAL TOOL & SUPPLY INC
UP & RUNNING COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
VANCE’S LANDSCAPE SUPPLY, INC.
VEKA INC
WIDMER ENGINEERING INC
WILCOX CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
WILDS AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALTIES
WILL OF THE WARRIOR PROGRAM
ZAJACS LAWN AND LANDSCAPING
ZUTA PRO CONTRACTING
BEDFORD

2B DEVELOPMENT, LLC
A-1 PRO CLEANING AND RESTORATION, INC
BARRY HUSICK REMODELING
BEDFORD CO. TWP. BOROUGH SANITARY CORP.
BLACKS CONTRACTING AND LANDSCAPE, LLC
CESSNA BROS.
CLARK CONTRACTORS, INC.
CORLE BUILDING SYSTEMS
CRISSMAN CONTRACTING
D&T CONTRACTING LLC
DAUGHERTY’S LAWN SERVICE
DECKSIDE LANDSCAPING
DUGAN PEST AND WILDLIFE CONTROL
E&L MAINTENANCE
EBY SAWMILL
ECKENROAD CONSTRUCTION, INC.
GEORGE BECKETT & SONS GENERAL CONTRACTING LLC
HARCLERODE & MGEE APPLIANCE
HARRISON’S WILDLIFE SERVICES
HITE ELECTRIC
HOKIE-GEEZ LLC
HYNDMAN AREA HEALTH CENTER DENTAL DEPT
JACKIES CLEANING
JESSE IMLER CONTRACTOR, LLC
JUSTIN CARSON
KAUFFMAN METALS
KEREX INC
KEYSTONE VINYL FENCE AND DECK SUPPLY
L & R CONTRACTING INC
MILL RIDGE LANDSCAPING
MILLERZ MOBILE MECHANICS
NAPIER TOWNSHIP
NEW ENTERPRISE STONE & LIME CO., INC.
PEIGHT’S WINDOW SPECIALY, LLC
RITCHEY HARDSCAPES AND LANDSCAPING INC
SEWING SOLUTIONS
SHAFFER CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
SHAWNEE VINYL HOME IMPROVEMENTS LLC
SHILOH LANDSCAPING
SKE DESIGNS
SPRINGS VALLEY BUILDERS
SYSTEMS4PT
24K CLEANING SERVICES LLC
ABOVE AND BEYOND HOUSEKEEPING
ABSOLUTE ENTERPRISE
ACC INTERNATIONAL LLC
ACE ROOFING AND REMODELING
ADHEZION BIOMEDICAL, LLC
ADONIRAM INSURANCE AGENCY INC.
A-DRIP LAWN SPRINKLERS
ADVANCED ENVIROMATION INC.
AIR ANALYSIS, LLC
ALEX LAWN AND SEAL
ALL GREEN LAWN & TREE CARE, INC.
ALLGAYER ENTERPRISES, LLC
ALVIN’S EXTERIORS LLC
AMBRUS COMPANY LLC
AMDENT LTD.
AMERICAN CRANE & EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
AMERICAN DENTAL SOLUTIONS
AMERICAN FIRE AND WATER RESTORATION
ANDREWS ARBORCARE & OUTDOOR RESOURCES
AROUND THE GROUND LANDSCAPING, LLC
ART BINNER APPLIANCE
AUDIO VIDEO CONSULTANTS
AUTO/INDUSTRY/RESIDENCE SANITIZING SERVICE
AVS7INC
B&F MANAGEMENT LLC
B&F PETROLEUM
B&G GLASS
B.D.C. LANDSCAPING INC
BACHMAN IRON WORKS, INC.
BACHMAN’S ROOFING, BUILDING & REMODELING, INC.
BACKWOODS BROTHERS AUTHENTIC TEXAS CUISINE, LLC
BALLY BLOCK COMPANY
BARBARY CONSTRUCTION INC.
BARRASSO CONTRACTING
BARRASSO EXCAVATION, INC.
BARRY & DEB SCHLOUCH
BEHRINGER SAWS, INC.
BERK INTERNATIONAL
BERKS INTERNATIONAL, LLC
BERKS CAST PARTS INC.
BERKS CONTRACTING INC
BERKS HEARING PROFESSIONALS
BERKS SECURITY LOCKSMITH AND SAFE SERVICE, INC.
BERKS SOIL & STONE INC
BERNIE FRAZER CONTRACTING
BERTOLET CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
BEST PRICE PAVING BY RICHARD
BETHANY CHILDREN'S HOME
BETTER BUILT BARNs
BIEBER ELECTRIC & REMODELING
BILL BURKHART
BILL YLRICH CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
BK UPHOLSTERY INC
BLS LANDSCAPING & CONSTRUCTION, INC.
BLUE MARSH OUTDOORS
BOLDER QUALITY TREE CARE
BORELLI CHECK CASHING
BORTZ'S CHAIN SAW SHOP
BOSADA INC DBA CERTAPRO PAINTERS OF READING
BOSOLD LANDSCAPING INC.
BOYER'S FLOOR COVERING
BOYERTOWN PLANING MILL
BPG ENTERPRISE
BREON'S PLUMBING HEATING AND COOLING
BRESSLER AUTO SPECIALTIES
BRIAN SLOAD/MATRIXTEKNIOLOGIES
BROAD'S GREEN ACRES LAWN CARE SERVICES
BURCKHARDT CONSTRUCTION LLC
BURKHARDT MECHANICAL
BUSCEMI ELECTRIC
C & J'S PRECISION AUTO DETAILING
C AND J POWER WASHING
C.H. BRIGGS COMPANY
CAPITAL PLUMBING
CARBONLITE P LLC
CAST-RITE METAL CO.
CC&J CONSTRUCTION LLC
CC&J SERVICES DBA CC&J CONSTRUCTION LLC
CCS CHRISTIAN COUNSELING SERVICES
CHESACO RV
CHR FINANCIAL ADVISORY, INC
CHRISTIANS TREE CARE SOLUTIONS
CHRISTOPHER FINN SUB CONTRACTOR
COLLENE’S CRAFTS AND FLOWERS
COLORFIN LLC
COMPUTER WIZARDS
CONTINUAL IMPACT LLC
COREYS FLOORING
COSTEA CONSTRUCTION
COUNTRY CELLULAR LLC
COURIER SERVICES OF EASTERN PA
CRABLE PAVING AND EXCAVATING
CRAIG BURKEY
CREEKSIDE PROPERTY SERVICES
CRONAN SHEET METAL INC.
CROSS KEYS MECHANICAL
CUSTOM MILLING & CONSULTING
D&B CONSTRUCTION, LLC
D.B.A. STRUNKS GREENHOUSES
D.J. HESS CONSTRUCTION
DAVID J KLEIN INC
DAVID R. BECK KNIFESMITH LLC
DENNIS UNGER AND SON INC.
DJB SOLUTIONS INC
DOLAN CONSTRUCTION INC
DOUBLE CLICK COMPUTERS
DOUBLE D SHEET METAL INC.
DREAMZ VIEW ROOFING LLC
DREWS ROOFING AND CONTRACTING
DYER QUARRY, INC.
DYNAFORM TECHNOLOGIES INC
DYNAMIC TACTICS
EAGLE LANDSCAPES
EAGLE METALS
EARL F. KEGERISE INC.
EAST PENN WELDING INC.
ECKERT LANDSCAPING
EDGAR G LANDSCAPING SERVICE, INC.
ED’S APPLIANCE REPAIR
EDS CONTRACTING SOLUTIONS
ELECTRIC COIL SERVICE INC
ELITE FIRE & WATER RESTORATION
ERB ELECTRIC
ERNEST Z MARTIN CARPENTRY
ESTERLY CONCRETE CO., INC.
EXITO EXPRESS MULTISERVICES
FEEG CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LLC
FIRSTSTATES FINANCIAL SERVICES CORP
FLINT LANE CONSTRUCTION LLC
FLOW DATA INDUSTRIES
FLOYD W.SWOYER AND SON
FRACARO INDUSTRIES INC.
FREDERICK ELECTRIC
FROM THE GROUND UP BY VINCENT LLC
FRONTIER HAULING
FRONTIER MULCH PRODUCTS
FSG MANUFACTURING
FYFE AND DRUMM
GARAGES-N-MORE INC/
GARMAN LANDSCAPING LLC
GEIGERTOWN GREENHOUSE INC
GEISSLER TREE FARMS, INC
GILMERS HOME IMPROVEMENTS
GLEN-GERY CORPORATION
GLICK PROPERTY SERVICES, LLC
GLICK'S GREENHOUSE, INC.
GOLD STAR RADON, INC
GONZALEZ MULTISERVICE CENTER LLC
GRANDVIEW ENTERPRISES LLC
GREAT AMERICAN WEAVING CORPORATION
GREEN GIANT HOME & COMMERCIAL SERVICES
GROUND CARE SOLUTIONS LLC
H&H CONSTRUCTION
HAFER PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT, LTD
HARTMAN DRIVESHAFT & AXLE LLC
HAWK VALLEY FARM, INC
HERB DAVIS TREE SERVICE L.L.C
HERON MEAD FARM, INC.
HICKORY HILL KITCHEN AND BATH
HIGHLAND CUSTOM BUILDERS, LLC
HOCH ENTERPRISES, INC
HOMAN EXCAVATING INC
HOME ARTISAN GROUP INC
HOME SCAPE SERVICE LLC
HOPEWELL NURSERY TRUCKING
HOSTETLER EQUIPMENT
HUTT'S GLASS CO
INTEGRATIVE HEALING ARTS STUDIO
INTEGRITY LAWN & TREE
INTRALINE LLC
INVISIBLE FENCE BY ASTRO FENCE
IRON HORSE HOBBY HOUSE
ISCOTT ELECTRIC
J K HUGHES CONSTRUCTION LLC
J&L ROOFING, LLC
J. PHILLIPS EXCAVATING & HAULING, LLC
J.W. DIDADO ELECTRIC
JARETT YODER FOUNDATION (OPERATION HEROES)
JEAA LLC
JEFFREY A LUTZ
JIM MACK
JOANNE'S CLEANING
JOE BAUER & SONS, INC.
JOHN M HILL MACHINE CO INC
JOHN'S MOWER SERVICE
JOSEPH J PICHLER
JOSEPH TUMMINELLO STONEMASON CONTRACTOR
JUD FIRESTONE PLUMBING LLC
KARL L KEATH INC. (HEATING-AIR CONDITIONING- ELECTRICAL - PLUMBING)
KARRICK HEATING & A/C LLC
KATZAMAN DETECTIVE AGENCY (H. KATZAMAN)
KAY POOL AND SPA SERVICE, LLC
KEELER ELECTRIC, INC.
KELLER CONSTRUCTION INC
KELLER PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
KIEBACH REMODELING
KINTECO SCREEN PRINTING, INC,
KIRK BERGER CONSTRUCTION
KLM LANDSCAPING AND PEST CONTROL
KLR FIRE SERVICES, INC.
KORPICS UPHOLSTERY
KUHNS & ANTHONY PAVING CO., INC.
KUNKEL'S SAW & MOWER
KUNKEL'S SAW & MOWER, INC.
KUNKLE'S STONE MASONRY
KWM CUSTOM BUILDING & REMODELING
LA SEYBANA BAKERY
LACEY REMODELING
LANDIS EXCAVATING LLC
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LARRY PIELLER ROOFING AND SIDING CO.
LASH LAWN TREE & LANDSCAPE INC.
LEE TREE CARE LLC.
LEELANDS SLATE ROOFING
LEROY SCHANNAUER PLUMBING AND HEATING
LEVENGOODS SEPTIC SERVICE
LIBERTY LAWN CARE SOLUTIONS LLC
LISA’S DETAILING
LITTLE SQUIRT IRRIGATION
LOPEZ MULTISERVICES, LLC
LORI’S CANDY STATION
LORISH MOWER SHOP
LUMBERJAYS LANDSCAPING
M & M LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING INC
M. J. ELECTRIC, LLC
MAGIC MAN POWER WASHING
MAGIC SUDS CAR WASH
MAINLINE PROPERTIES III LC
MAJESTIC LAWN AND LANDSCAPING
MALIZZI CAKES
MALONEY MACADAM MAINTENANCE
MANNY’S TREE SERVICE
MARK E FULTZ, CONTRACTOR
MARK NOECKER WINDOW CLEANING, LLC
MARYS SHELTER WEST LAWN BINGO
MASS INDUSTRIAL CONTROL, INC
MASTERCRAFT WOODWORKING CO., INC.
MATZ MECHANICAL LLC
MB HOME IMPROVEMENTS
MDS MOBILE DETAIL SHOP
MEADOWBROOK ELECTRIC
MEMMO PLUMBING, LLC
METHOD CLEANING SERVICES
MI ESQUINA DELI GROCERY
MICHAEL P CYLCEWSKI - BUILDER
MICHAEL’S FAMILY RESTAURANT
MID ATLANTIC FIRE AND AIR
MILLER LAWNCARE
MILLERS LAWN MOWER SERVICE
MJL UNLIMITED LLC
MJM BUILDERS
MORGAN BROS. TREE & LAWN CARE LLC
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MPC POWERWASHING
MUHLLTIME AND 11ST. CAR WASH
MULLANE HAULING LLC
MUSSER’S EXCAVATING, LLC
NELSON’S HOME AND GARDEN SERVICES
NICK YODER CONSTRUCTION LLC.
NORHEAST CUSTOM PALLETS INC
NORHEAST PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, INC.
OLEY VALLEY ORGANICS ORGANIC & NATURAL FOOD MARKET
ONTELAUNEE BUILDERS
OPPERMAN EXCAVATING INC.
OPTIMUM CONTROLS CORPORATION
PACIFIC FIBER PRODUCTS, INC
PAGODA ELECTRICAL INC.
PASSMORE SERVICE CENTER, INC
PAUL HERTZLER
PAWN PLUS
PETER PIPERS PICKLE PALACE
PJM SERVICES, LLC DBA SERVPRO OF WYOMISSING
PLANK TREE SERVICE
PLUM HILL LLC
POSEIDON PLUMBING LLC
POZNANSKI HOME AND LANDSCAPES
PREMIER SIDING & ROOFING
R & D PALLET CO. LLC
R & J RITTENHOUSE PAINTING
R&R CONTRACTING
RALPH HONIGMANN
RAM SIDING CO., INC.
RAPID SUPPRESSION FIRE PROTECTION
RASER INDUSTRIES
RAYS MOTOR SERVICE INC DBA/READING STANDARD MOTORSPORTS
READING BOAT WORKS, INC.
READING ELECTRIC & DRIVE SOLUTIONS
READING ELEVATOR
READING ROOFING COMPANY
REBECCA’S CUSTOMIZED CLEANING LLC
REEDY’S MULCH AND LANDSCAPING PRODUCTS
RENAISSANCE MECHANICAL
RENEWED VITALITY
RESPONSIBLE RECYCLING SERVICES
RESSLER ENTERPRISES, INC. D.B.A PEIFFER MACHINE SERVICES
STONY BROOK HOME SALES OF HAMBURG LLC
STRAIGHT LINE CEILINGS
SUMMER MOUNTAIN TREE SERVICE LLC
SUMMIT VALLEY OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS LLC
T W CONSTRUCTION, LLC
TAB INDUSTRIES, LLC
TALLARICO’S LAWN & LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
TC TRAILER AND EQUIPMENT CO
TEMPLE ALUMINUM FOUNDRY, INC.
THE CENTER FOR PEDIATRIC THERAPY
THE GO 2 GUYS OF READING, LLC
THE GREENERY OF MORGANTOWN
THE LONGACRE COMPANY
THE RUDDEN FAMILY FOUNDATION, INC
THE TRAVELERS LLC
THE WASH MOBILE DETAILING
TK MASONRY
TLCONRAD ELECTRIC INC
TO THE TOP TREE SERVICE
TOMPKINS INSURANCE
TOUCH OF EDEN LAWN CARE
TRANSOL CORPORATION
TRICOUNTY LANDSCAPE CREATIONS LLC
TURFS UP LAWN SERVICES
TURNER’S CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING
VALLEY STAIR & RAIL, LLC
VALLEY VIEW CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC
VIKING LAWN SERVICE
WAHL LANDSCAPING
WALKER’S MOWER & EQUIPMENT
WATER & WIREWORKS INC
WEBB CUSTOMS LLC
WEBER MACHINE
WESTBROOK ENTERPRISE
WHOLESALE MILLWORK
WICKS A. I., INC.
WILLIAM B CARR CONSTRUCTION INC.
WILLIAMWELLSANDSONPAVING
WILY ROOFING, INC
WINDLOCK CORPORATION
WISMER TREE MANAGEMENT
WOLF HOME SERVICES, LLC
WOLF RUN NURSERY INC
WOLLE PAINTING
WYOMISSING STRUCTURES, LLC
WYOMISSING VALLEY CRAFTSMEN INC.
WYOMISSING WOODWORKS LLC
ZIMMERMAN ELECTRIC
ZIVA CLEANING SERVICES, LLC
Z-ZWELDCO INC
PEDAL POWER
PINNACLE 7 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PREMIER CLEANING AND RESTORATION INC
PROFESSIONAL MOBILE POWERWASHING
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW TINTING
PROPERTY CARE BY BONSELL
PSN LLC
QUALITY WINDOW WASHING
RANDALL E FRAZER TRUCKING
RILEY'S SMALL ENGINE INC.
ROBISON EXCAVATING
ROOF WORKS USA INC
ROSE DRY CLEANERS AND LAUNDROMAT
ROZICK'S GREENHOUSE
SCHOOLHOUSE HOLLOW MAINTENANCE
SERVPRO OF ALTOONA
SHUMANS CONCESSIONS II
SIPES CONTRACTING
SNARE LANDSCAPING
STEVE PHEASANT RENTALS
STIFFLER MASONRY
SUMMERS BUILDERS LLC
T&L MOORE ENTERPRISES INC.
TERRY L. LONG EXCAVATING INC.
THE CASHMAN FINANCIAL GROUP INC.
THE CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH DATA RESEARCH, INC.
THE RAVINE INC
THE SMALL ENGINE SHOP
THERMAL EXTERMINATION SYSTEMS LLC
TUSSEY MTN. MULCH LANDSCAPE CENTER
U.S. LUMBER GROUP, LLC
UNLIMITED CYCLE CENTER
VEHICLE CALIBRATION SERVICES, LLC
YELLOW SPRINGS HARDWOODS
YNC CONSTRUCTION, LLC
YOUR BUILDING CENTERS INC.
ZACHS CUSTOM DETAILING LLC
ZIMMERMAN EXCAVATING
TERRY SELLECK EXCAVATING LLC
THE CELLULAR CONNECTION/TCC AND WIRELESS ZONE (BRANDS FOR ROUND ROOM, LLC)
TIMOTHY D LEONARD
UP IN ARMS SHOOTING SUPPLIES
VESTAL ASPHALT, INC.
WALDMAN LANDSCAPING AND LAWN CARE
BUCKS

2000 ABSTRACT INC
A & B LAWN AND LANDSCAPING SERVICE
A BROOKS CONSTRUCTION, INC
A FUNKY LITTLE SIGN SHOP
A&A MACHINERY MOVING, INC.
A&T LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
AACTION FENCE
AAH GROUP LLC
AB INSTALLATIONS INC.
ABB INC.
ABLE DRAIN SERVICE LLC
ACCURATE ROOFING AND SIDING INC
ACE SURVEILLANCE
ACS BUILDING SERVICES, INC.
ADAPTAS SOLUTIONS
ADVANCED CARBIDE TOOL
ADVANCED MOBILE GROUP
AEGIS FIRE AND SECURITY
AFF INC. - LEONARDO'S ITALIAN BAKERY
AFFINITY TECHNOLOGIES INC
AFFORDABLE CONCRETE PUMPING LLC
AI RESTORATION
ALDERFER EXTERIORS
ALEXANDR VOLCHONOK DDS PC
ALL PRO DETAIL
ALL TYPE GARAGE DOOR COMPANY
ALLEGIANCE PUBLIC ADJUSTERS, INC
ALLEVI, INC
ALLSTEEL SUPPLY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS/STREET SWEEPING
ALLWIRE ELECTRIC LLC
ALM ABATEMENT SERVICES, LLC
ALPINE TREE SPECIALISTS INC
AMBER GROUP INC.
AMC FUNDING CORPORATION
AMERIBLASTS
AMERICAN BUILDPRO INC.
AMERICA'S BEST SECURITY
AMY'S CLEANING
ANIMAL SPECIALTIES AND PROVISIONS, LLC
ANTE UP GRAPHICS INC
ANTON INSTALKERS
ANVIL SIGNS AND GRAPHICS
A-PLUS ROOFING
APPROVED CONTRACTORS INC
AQUA DRY WATERPROOFING
AQUA RENOVATIONS LLC
AQUARIUM INNOVATIONS AND DESIGN
AQUASCAPES UNLIMITED INC. (AUI)
ARBOUR SQUARE DOYLESTOWN
ARC ROOFING CORP
ARTISAN HOME REMODELING, LLC
ARY TRUCKING INC.
ASHPALT SERVICES
ASSOCIATED MATERIALS LLC DBA ALSIDE
ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION SERVICES, INC.
ASV BUILDERS INC
ATCH-MONT GEAR CO., INC.
ATKINS & SON CONCRETE AND MASONRY
AUTHENTIC ABSTRACT
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT SERVICE
AVA DEVELOPMENT
B AND R MECHANICAL
B S ELECTRIC LLC
BACKLUND PLUMBING, INC
BAHNCK TREE & LAWN CARE
BAHNCK TREE AND LAWN CARE
BALTICORP LLC
BARKING SPYDER
BARLOW TRANSPORT LLC
BATEMAN BROS LUMBER CO INC
BE EQUIPMENT, INC.
BEE HAPPY HONEYBEES
BEER EXCAVATING, LLC
BENDER CONSTRUCTION GROUP, INC.
BENSELEM METAL INC.
BERES CONTRACTING, INC.
BETTER HOMES
BI STATE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
BIG GREEN LAWN AND LANDSCAPE
BILL FRAYNE PLUMBING
BMC INDUSTRIAL LLC
BOB SCHUELLER AND SONS
BRAMBLE SWEEPING, INC.
BRIGHT CLEANING LLC
COMMUNITY NEUROLOGY ASSOCIATES, PC
COMPASS SIGN
COMPUTER FORCE, INC.
CONSIDER IT DONE HANDYMAN SERVICES
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES CONCIERGE, LLC ("CSC")
CONTINENTAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC
COOPER MECHANICAL INC.
COOPERSBURG MATERIALS, A DIVISION OF H&K GROUP, INC.
CORE FINANCIAL OUTSOURCING, INC.
CORPORATE CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
COUNTRYSIDE LANDSCAPING & LAWN CARE
COUNTRYSIDE LAWN CARE AND LANDSCAPE
CREATIVE CARPENTRY INC.
CREDIT COUNSELING CENTER
CREDIT FREEDOM AND RESTORATION CORP
CRIVELLO ELECTRIC, INC.
CROWN CORK & SEAL USA, INC.
CRYSTAL CLEAR SIGNATURE POOLS LLC
CURBAPPEAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LLC
CURRENT ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS, INC.
CUSTOM CLEANING SERVICE
CVA SITE MANAGEMENT INC.
D ELECTRIC, INC.
D.C. MINIO ELECTRICAL LLC
D.R. BARLOW AND SONS TREE AND LANDSCAPE SERVICE
DA SIGNS AND SERVICES
D'ANGELO ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR INC
DANIEL FOX CONSTRUCTION
DAS ROOFING & RESTORATION INC
DAVID FIORI INC.
DAVID R YARNALL INC
DCMINIO ELECTRIC LLC
DELTA PRODUCTS
DESIGN MANUFACTURING INTERNATIONAL
DESIGN SCAPE
DEVANNEY ELECTRIC INC
DGG RE INVESTMENTS LLC D/B/A GUARDIAN ASSET MANAGEMENT
DIAS CERAMIC TILE
DIPRATO LANDSCAPE SERVICES LLC
DIVERSIFIED REFRIGERATION INC.
DOCS POOL SERVICE
DOUG HRYCKO ELECTRIC
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DREYERS LANDSCAPING
DSH CONTRACTING, LLC DBA HARRISON GENERATOR
DUNBAR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LLC
DURAN LANDSCAPING
E C BENTZ, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR, INC.
EAGLE STAINLESS
EASTERN MANUFACTURING, LLC OWNED BY APC AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, LANGHORNE PA
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS
EASTERN OAK TREE SERVICE
ECO CLEAN & SEAL
ED FRANCO'S SIMPLY GREEN LANDSCAPING
ED MANN LANDSCAPING LLC
ED’S HOMECARE
EDDINGTON INDUSTRIES
EDD’S TREE SERVICE, INC
EGW INC
EISENHART CONSTRUCTION
EJS AND ASSOCIATES INC
ELEVATOR EQUIPMENT CORP - PA
EMERALD GREEN, INC T/A DECKMAX
EMPOWER LIFE COACHING & COUNSELING SERVICES
ENTERPRISE JANITORIAL SERVICE
ENVIRONMENTAL TECTONICS CORPORATION
ESCO CONCRETE INC.
ESTATES CHIMNEY & FIREPLACE LLC.
EUGENE BUKOWSKI
EUROFINS ABRAXIS
EVASAR CLEANING SERVICE LLC
EVOLUTION 12 LLC
EXECUTIVE IMPROVEMENT GROUP, LLC
EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS
FAIRLESS HILLS GARDEN CENTER
FALCON ENGINEERING CO., LLC
FERGUSON CONTRACTING, INC.
FETAL VISION IMAGING, INC
FH MACHINERY, INC.
FISHER SIGN SERVICES
FRANK A MALIZIA JR.INC,
FRANK’S TILE AND COPING
FRANKS TRATTORIA
FREDERICK G WOHLGEMUTH, INC T/A B&W WOODCRAFTERS
FREED’S BUILDING N? DECORATING
FRIENDS ELECTRIC
FULL SERVICE INVESTMENTS
G AND D’S LANDSCAPING
G&G UNDERWRITERS, LLC
G.A. PEAK EXCAVATING, INC.
G3 AUTOMATION
G3 CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
GALIANI OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PC
GALILEE VILLAGE ESTATES LP
GALILEE VILLAGE PLUS INC
GALLAGHER TIRE, INC.
GARDEN PATIOS, INC.
GARDENSMYTH INC.
GARRETT EQUIPMENT AND LANDSCAPE SUPPLY INC
GARY KROUT AND SON FUEL OIL LLC
GASPER LANDSCAPES INC
GEESE POLICE OF PHILADELPHIA
GEITZ MACHINE, INC.
GENERAL MECHANICAL SERVICES LLC
GENESIS CONCRETE AND HARDSCAPING, INC.
GENO’S SIDING & ROOFING LLC
GENTELL
GEO. C GILBERT CONSTRUCTION
GERTH GENERAL CONTRACTING
GH PAVING AND SEALCOATING
GIFFORD BROTHERS INC
GILBERT’S LANDSCAPE LLC
GILLICK CONSTRUCTION
GIORDANO INC. DBA DIAL MACHINE COMPANY
GIORGIO POOLS AND SPAS, LLC
GLASS ENTERPRISES, INC.
GLASSES AND MORE
GMG INSURANCE
GNC KK3324
GNOSTECH, LLC
GODDARD & GODDARD RENOVATIONS
GORECON, INC.
GRANITE JEWELS CORP
GRASSO SERVICES, LLC
GREEN TREE GROUP CONTRACTING LLC
GREENDROP, LLC
GREGORY G’S RESTORATION, INC.
GREY?S GARAGE
GRITZ ENTERPRISE LLC
GRONE CONSTRUCTION LLC
GROUND EFFEX
GROUNDWORX LANDSCAPING/CONTRACTING
GTR WELDING CO., INC.
GUIDEMARK PRECISION MACHINE INC.
H & B PROPERTY MAINTENANCE, LLC
H. ESPENSHADE CONTRACTORS, INC.
HAMBURGER ROOFING & SHEETMETAL
HAMilton COURT EAST APARTMENTS
HAMMOND RESTORATION LLC
HAPP CONTRACTORS INC.
HARSCO ENVIRONMENTAL - REED MINERALS, A DIVISION OF HARSCO CORPORATION
HARTWELL WAREHOUSE
HC SITE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HEARING LAB TECHNOLOGY, LLC DBA LUCID HEARING
HEARTH & HEDGEROW LTD
HERITAGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT , LLC
HIGHWAY MARINE SERVICE
HILL?S CLEANERS
HILLIS ADJUSTMENT AGENCY, INC.
HMB STEEL, INC.
HOME TRANSFORMATIONS, LLC
HOME-SCAPE CONTRACTING
HORTICULTURAL SERVICES
HORTULUS FARM FOUNDATION 501 C 3
HOTTER / RENOVATIONS
HOWE SHARP
HUNSBERGER ELECTRIC INC.
HVAC SERVICES INC
I3 PHARMACEUTICALS, LLC
IMAGEWORX
IMPACT IMPROVEMENTS
INDIAN CREEK ELECTRIC, INC.
INDUSTRIAL NAMEPLATE, INC
INFINITY HEALTHCARE SERVICES, LLC
INNOVATIVE SECURITY LLC
J & J ARBOR CARE
J&M PLUMBING & DRAIN CLEANING
J&M ROOFING LLC
J&R DOOR CO INCLUDING
KRAUSE HOME AND LAWN CARE
L&S RESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
LA CHELE MEDICAL
LABE SALES INC
LACARRUBBA ELECTRIC, INC
LAPORTA CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN
LAPPE AND ASSOCIATES
LAWTON TREE CARE, LLC
LDS TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS, INC.
LEGACY OF LIFE FOUNDATION DBA COMMUNITY WOMEN'S CENTER OF AMERICA
LENNOX INST.CO., INC.
LEONARDOS?S PIZZA
LEVEL BEST CONSTRUCTION
LEVER COLORS INC.
LEVITTTOWN FAMILY DENTAL ASSOCIATES LLC
LIBERTY COATING COMPANY, LLC
LICOM COMMUNICATIONS
LIFEMOD SOLUTIONS, LLC
LIMA PRECISION MFG. CO. INC.
LINDA'S CLEANING CREW LLC
LINDSAY KNIGHT DMD & ASSOCIATES PC
LIV ASSOCIATES, INC.
LM CONSTRUCTION INC
LOAD RITE TRAILERS INC
LOMBARDI AND ASSOCIATES
LUCKY GARDENING
LUDWIG AND SONS PROPERTY SOLUTIONS LLC
LUMBERMEN ASSOCIATES INC
LYNEER STAFFING SOLUTIONS
M & S BUILDING CONTRACTORS INC.
M & S ROOFING & CONTRACTING
M.A. LANDSCAPES & LAWN CARE
MACRON DYNAMICS, INC.
MADE-RIGHT PRECISION MANUFACTING
MAGIC COTTAGE CHILDCARE
MAGNOLIA LAWSCAPES LLC
MANDY'S MAGick
MANNINO'S PIZZA & FAMILY RESTAURANT
MARK 1 RESTORATION
MARK BRYAN DESIGNS
MARK FUNK ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR INC.
MARK J FIHER ROOFING AND SIDING, LLC
MARK MILLER CUSTOM BUILDER ENT LLC
MARKSHARE MOVERS, LLC
MARKS HOMEIMPROVEMENTS
MARLYN "RUBE" WEAVER GENERAL CONTRACTORS
MARRAZZO?S MANOR LANE
MARS ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING INC.
MAR-VAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
MATRIX ROOFING SYSTEMS, INC.
MAURER WELDING, INC.
MAW CONSTRUCTION, INC.
MAY DAY INDUSTRIES, INC.
MB FAÇADES GROUP, LLC
MCCABE MASTERWORKS
MCCARTHY MASONRY & CONCRETE INC.
MCCORIE ELECTRICAL SERVICES
MCDONALD COMPANY MACHINES
MCMULLEN HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING LLC
MD CONTRACTORS
MDL RESTORATION INC.
MEADOWLARK RESTAURANT
MEDICOM EDUCATION GROUP, INC.
MEDI-DOSE, INC.
MEDIMPEX UNITED INC
MEGA SUPPLY STORE, LLC
MEHL FAMILY BUILDERS
MENZEN & COMPANY
MERCURY SYSTEMS, LLC
MERIDIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATES, INC
METROPUBLIC ADJUSTMENT, INC
MICHAEL J MCGORORY RESTORATION INC DBA SERVPRO OF GERMANTOWN, SERVPRO OF PENNYPACK
MIDGARD INC.
MILEX RESIDENTIAL
MILLER PIPELINE LLC
MISTY MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE INC
MICHETT INDUSTRIAL TIRE CO.,INC (MITCO)
MJR LANDSCAPING LLC
MLH COMPANY, LLC
MN ELECTRICAL SERVICES, LLC
MONTAGUE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
MORAN?S LANDSCAPING LLC
MR POOL SERVICE, LLC
MRC ELECTRIC DBA MRC SIGNS
NATHANIEL LOCALIO LLC
NCB MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.
NELSON SHANE CONTRACTING
NEU DYNAMICS
NEW CHINA HOUSE
NEW FALLS CONSTRUCTION LLC
NEWAGE INDUSTRIES INC.
NEWTOWN ELECTRONICS LLC
NEWTOWN HARWOOD FLOORING
NEXTGEN LIFELABS LLC
NICK'S LANDSCAPE
NICKOS CONTRACTING LLC
NIEVES CONSTRUCTION INC
NOOTER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
NORTHAMPTON GARDENS INC.
NORTHERN HOME IMPROVEMENTS
NW SERVICES LLC
OAKES PAVING LLC
O'DONAHUE CONTRACTORS
OKNA WINDOWS CORPORATION
OLIVE OIL ETCETERA
OMEGA RIVER FARM SERVICES, LLC
ONE STOP HEALTH BEAUTY SHOP
OSBALDESTONS PETS OF THE WORLD
OTT'S LANDSCAPING AND CONSTRUCTION L.L.C.
OUTDOOR LANDSCAPE SUPPLY
OXYMAGIC OF BUD-MONT
PACITTI LAND AND HOME INC.
PAINTED EARTH LANDSCAPE INC.
PALERMO CRANE SERVICE LLC
PAONE ELECTRIC, LLC
PARADIGM ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION
PASAD LLC
PAUL HOWLAND TREE CARE
PAYNE & SONS LLC
PCM CONTRACTING INC
PEDCOHILL, INC.
PEDIA MANOR INC.
PELICAN LEISURE SPORTS PA INC.
PENN JERSEY DIESEL AND TRAILER
RAINES POOL SERVICE, INC.
RAINMASTERS, INC.
RAM EXTERIORS
RAYBORN FLOORING
RAZOR TREE AND LAWN CARE INC.
RCD CONTRACTORS LLC
REALTY LANDSCAPING CORP.
REISS TREE SERVICE
RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
RENK ELECTRIC INC
REO HOLDING COMPANY
REPPERTFACTOR
RESAWN TIMBER CO., INC.
RESCOM LLC
RESTORATION 1 OF CENTRAL BUCKS COUNTY
RETROFITCAREERS, LLC
RHOADS CONSTRUCTION
RICHARD R. PUCCI AND ASSOCIATES
RICHARDSON MASONRY GROUP
RICHTERS LANDSCAPE DESIGN
RIGHTWAY COURIER, LLC
RIGOUS POOL BUILDERS & SERVICE INC
RIVAS POOL PLASTER LLC
RIVERGIRL GARDENS LLC
RJW CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
ROAD-CON INC
ROBINSON LANDSCAPE LLC
ROCKWATER POOLS
ROMANO ROOFING
ROOFING AND SIDING
ROOFING LOGIC
ROOTS PLUMBING
ROSENBERG, SMITH, COONEY & MIGLIORE, PC
ROSENGARTEN ROOFING
ROY G. KLOTZ III INC DBA KLOTZ ELECTRIC
ROYAL TOUCH CLEANING LLC
RUSS WHELAN, INC.
RUSSELL K HAAS CUSTOM CARPENTRY
RUTLEDGE BUILDERS
S.A. COMUNALE CO., INC
S.MINCH LAWN CARE INC
SANATY LAWN CARE
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SANDYRIDGE LANDSCAPE CO.
SAPPHIRE AQUATICS LLC
SAVAGE TREE SERVICE LLC
SCHLUPP MAINTENANCE CO.
SCHNEIDERWIND FARM & NURSERY
SCOTT MILLER LANDSCAPING LTD
SCURLOCK PLUMBING
SEALING SPECIALTIES, INC
SECOND STREET SPEED
SERVICE TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
SERVICEMASTER TEAM
SERVIN ENTERPRISES LLC
SERVIUCE PORT REFRIGERATION
SERVPRO OF LANGHORNE/BENSELAM
SHARP IMPORT LLC
SHELLY ENTERPRISES - US LMB LLC   TELFORD TRUSS PLANT
SHELMET PLUMBING CONTRACTORS, INC
SHERWOOD STEEL INC
SHERWOOD’S SEEDS
SHU DENTAL LABORATORY
SILVERDALE DENTISTRY
SMILE CULTURE DENTAL
SMITH ASPHALT COMPANY
SMITH DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
SMITH LANDSCAPE SOLUTIONS LLC
SMITH MARINE LLC
SOLEBURY ROOFING CONTRACTORS INC.
SOLES ENTERPRISE, INC.
SOMMER MAID CREAMERY
SOUTHAMPTON COLLISION
SOUTHAMPTON WINDOW CLEANING & JANITORIAL SERVICE. INC.
SPERDUTO MASONRY AND CONCRETE
SPIRIT LOGISTICS NETWORK
SPRING VALLEY NURSERIES
SPRINGBANK FARM NURSERIES
SPUR MARKETING
STAN JOKA LAWN & LANDSCAPE LLC
STAN’S VITAMINS & SUPPLEMENTS
STAR PALLET TRADING AS STAR MAINTENANCE LTD.
STELLAR CLEAN LLC
STEPHEN J HUSAR ELECTRICAL SERVICE
STEPHEN LORENZ LLC
DEMEX LLC
DIRECT PAYMENT CONSULTANTS, LLC.
DON SCHWICKRATH WINDOW CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
DUSTIN GEAGAN
EAGLE PRINTERY INC
EARL DUNCAN EXCAVATING
EARTHWEST, LLC
ELITE AUTO DETAILING
FAIR MEADOWS MANAGEMENT COMPANY
FAMILY EYECARE NORTH, LLC
FENELTON FIREARMS INC.
FIRETec LLC
FLYING SQUEEGEES
FORD CITY EQUIPMENT CO.
FRIES & ASSOCIATES PC
FRUEHAUF MANUFACTURING
GADOVA MANUFACTURING / INNOVATIVE BUILDING SOLUTIONS
GARY'S SMALL ENGINE SERVICE CENTER, LLC
GENTLEMAN JACK’S DETAILING SERVICE LLC.
GEORGE A. PEGHER INC
GEYER CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT, INC.
GOLDEN EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC
GOOD SHEPHERD VETERINARY HOSPITAL
GRAF CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION LLC
GREG SPIRK AND CO
GUNTON CORPORATION
H & N CONCRETE
HESKINS LLC
HEY ELECTRIC CO. LP
HICKORY GLEN PARTNERS LP
HILES EXCAVATING LLC
HILLS TREE CARE & NURSERY, LLC
HOMECOMING INC
HOUK CONSULTING LLC
HUNGARIAN BENEFICIAL SOCIETY
HY-TECH MACHINE, INC.
IE POWER LLC
INTERNATIONAL QUALITY CONSULTANTS, INC.
ISACCO ENTERPRISES, LLC
J AND J TECHNICAL ELECTRIC CONTRACTING
J MILLER EXCAVATING LLC
J.W. MARSHALL, INC.
JACK'S WHEELHORSE TRACTOR SALES, LLC
JAN-DEE JANITORIAL SUPPLY
JASON THE ELECTRICIAN
JODA LAWN SERVICE
JOS. SCHERER ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR INC.
JP EQUIPMENT LLC
K & C QUALITY CLEANING
K&L ELECTRIC INC
KENNEDY LAWN MAINTENANCE
KERR FARM EQUIPMENT
KEY PRECAST AND SUPPLY INC.
KING INVESTMENT LLC
KIRK A SNYDER ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
KOHLER TREE SERVICE, LLC
KRISTY KLEEN CARWASH
LANDSCAPES OF MAKEFIELD
LEISIE LAWN CARE
LEISURE LAWN SERVICE, INC.
LINCOLN HERITAGE
LITZENBERG WATER WELL DRILLING, INC.
LOGAN'S GUN GALLERY
M R MOODY SALES & SERVICE, INC.
MACHINE TOOL ALIGNMENT & REPAIR SERVICE
MAJESTIC LAWN CARE
MASON MCDEVITT
MATT'S TREE SERVICES
MCBRICK CO., LP
MECCO
MELE & MELE & SONS, INC.
METROPOLITAN FIRE PROTECTION
MIKE MULKERRINS CONCRETE
MILLER TIRE
MINERAL SPRINGS CYCLE
MOBILE WASH AND LUBE LLC
MOMBERGER CONSTRUCTION
MORGAN & NELLS ELECTRIC INC.
NATURAL CONCRETE PRODUCTS
NELSON KITCHEN & BATH, LLC
NORTHERN ARBORIST
NUSSER REMODELING
OPTA (USA) INC.
P.A. BLAKLEY CONTRACTING INC
PA ROOF RESTORATION AND CONSTRUCTION
PARADISE POOLS AND SPAS
PELLES HEATING & COOLING SERVICE
PENN FENCING INC.
PENNRO ASSOCIATES LLC
POLLINO LANDSCAPING
PRECISION EXCAVATING & DEVELOPMENT LLC
PRESTIGE AUTO ARMOR
PRIDE MASONRY INC/DBA GLENNS STEEL CITY TRUCK AND AUTO
PRINT KING INC
PROFESSIONAL IRRIGATION & DESIGN, INC
PYLE HEATING AND COOLING
RAINPROOF ROOFING & CONTRACTING
RAISEYS HOME IMPROVEMENT
RAPP'S PACKAGING
RB TREE SERVICES LLC
RELIHAN ENTERPRISE
RIEMER INC
RIGHT ELECTRIC
RINAMAN ELECTRIC
RIVERVIEW HOMES, INC.
ROSSMAN HENSLEY, INC.
RUSSELL STANDARD CORP.
S & N INDUSTRIES, LLC.
SCHAFFNER PRINTING CO INC
SCOTT LANDSCAPING & MTCE. INC.
SERVPRO OF BUTLER PA
SERVPRO WEST BEAVER COUNTY
SEVEN SEAS POOLS
SHINEY DIMES CLEANUP LLC
SMALL TUBE PRODUCTS
SMITH METAL BUILDINGS
SNOWS GARDEN SHOP
SPRENG & SONS WATER WELL DRILLING
SR HOUSE CLEANING SERVICE
STATE PIPE SERVICES INC
STEIGHNER CRANE SERVICE INC
STEPHENSON'S TREE AND LANDSCAPING SERVICE LLC
SUE NOVOSEL LANDSCAPING LLC
SUMMERCRESS CONTRACTING LLC
SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES
T.C. CONTRACTING, INC.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAMBRIA CITY FLOWERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIA BASEMENT WATERPROOFING, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIA CITY FLOWERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIA SYSTEMS, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARPENTER RADON LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAN IMAGE POWER WASHING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCURRENT TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOPER SIGNS LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROWN AMERICAN ASSOCIATES (&quot;CAA&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVIS EXCAVATING LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLAN'S WELDING &amp; STEEL FABRICATING INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLGES ELECTRIC INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST HILLS POWER WASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPIRE EXCAVATION LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUITY REMODELING LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOORCAREMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALLO'S NEWSSTAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAP POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERALD SHERRY &amp; ASSOCIATES, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN MOUNTAIN TREE SERVICE, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPE CYCLERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS L-459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J T SWICK HVAC AND REMODELING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J&amp;D FLECK PAINT CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. WEAVER MASONRY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES E. FERENCE DMD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES SMILEY ROOFING &amp; CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOE KANUCH EXCAVATING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SYSTEMS WITH RELIABILITY
T AND T LANDSCAPE
THE LONG BARN, INC
THERMOALL REMODELING
THIERRY CARPENTRY INC
WASK INC D/B/A JATS TRANSMISSIONS
WATKINS SECURITY, LLC
WEBIFY, LLC
WESTWOODFLORALAND GIFTS
YAHNERT'S LANDSCAPING
YANKO BROTHERS TRUCKING
ZIGGYS CONSTRUCTION
N.S. PAVING & LANDSCAPING, LLC
NEW DAY REAL ESTATE, LLC
PACKING HOUSE PROPERTIES LLC DBA IRON VALLEY REAL ESTATE NORTHEAST
PROYARD, LLC
REDLINE SALES & SERVICE INC.
RVR GENERAL CONTRACTING LLC
S & O COMPUTERS, LLC
SHECKLER ELECTRIC
STEVENS CONSTRUCTION
STUMP LAWN & LANDSCAPE LLC
SYMMETRY CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISES
TAB TEK INC
TATASYN
THE FIREPLACE GUY INC.
THE HOUSEKEEPER CLEANING SERVICE
WB ELECTRIC, INC
CENTRE
A FLOWER BASKET
A.M. LOGGING, LLC
ADVANCED ROOFING
AMERICAN BUILDING PRODUCTS
AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH SOLUTIONS
BOWMAN EXCAVATION/PAVING/CONCRETE
BRANDKO UNLIMITED LLC
BRANTON RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL CLEANING LLC
BREONS HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING LLC
BUTTS TRUCKING
C L HARter EXCAVATING & TRUCKING LLC
CANATAL STEEL USA
CENTRE CLEANING SOLUTIONS LLC
CENTRE WILDLIFE CARE
CHIP'S TREE SERVICE & MORE LLC
CITICLEAN INC.
COLONIAL PRESS
COMMUNICATION AND POWER INDUSTRIES BOALSBURG DESIGN CENTER
COMPLETE MEDICAL BILLING SOLUTIONS, INC
DANIEL VAUGHN DESIGNS
DAVID JOHNSON
DENTISTRY BY APRIL DETAR
EAGLE VALLEY ELECTRIC INC.
ELK CREEK SOLAR LLC
EP WELDING
EVERYTHING ICE
FRAVEL CUSTOM WOODWORKING
GARY THULL POOLS, INC.
GLENN HUEY EXCAVATING LLC
GLENN O HAWBAKER INC
GRASS ANIMALS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
GREEN HOME SOLUTIONS
GREEN HORIZON LANDSCAPE INC.
GREEN THUMB SERVICES LLC
HAPPY VALLEY SOFTWASH, LLC
HC HOODCO
HRI, INC.
INDIGO BIOSCIENCES, INC.
JABCO'S CUSTOM LAWN CARE LLC
JEFFREY T GOOCH
JIMESON OUTDOOR SERVICES
JOHN R. HELLMANN - CONSULTING; WOUNDED KNEE ARTISAN AGRICULTURE
KELLEY'S LAWN&SNOW
KETTLE RUN CARPENTRY
KIGHT LANDSCAPING LLC
KNIFE HEARING AID CNTRS INC.(MIRACLE EAR)
KORMAN TRUCKING
LANDSCAPING BY MEYER INC
LEONARD S. FIORE, INC.
LIFETIME OUTDOOR ARRANGEMENTS
LUCAS HOME IMPROVEMENTS
MAMMOTH RESTORATION AND CONSTRUCTION
MILLERS AUTO WASHING WAXING AND DETAILING.
MOLLY MAID
MOLLY MAID OF LEWISTOWN/STATE COLLEGE
MOYER LANDSCAPE DESIGN
MUSCLE MOVERS
MYERS PALLETS
NARDOZZO'S LANDSCAPING
NEW AGAIN BUILDERS & DESIGN
NITTANY CHEM-DRY
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA MINES, LLC.
PINE-KNOB ENTERPRISE
POCKETFUL OF POSIES
POORMAN'S OVERHEAD DOORS
PRO WASH 814
PROBUILD COMPANY LLC
PYROTECHNICS MANAGEMENT INC.
R.G. MORGAN CONSTRUCTION LLC
RED HOT CARPET CLEANING
REDLINE SPEED SHINE
RIPKA'S PAVING & EXCAVATING
ROESHOT CONSTRUCTION, INC. & ROESHOT PROPERTIES LP
ROYER'S REMODELING
SAM FISHER'S PLUMBING AND HEATING
SHAWVER BUILDING & REMODELING
SIPPEL DEVELOPMENT CO, INC
SKIP'S ELITE CLEAN
SMITH'S JANITORIAL
SPRING MILLS ELECTRICAL LLC
STAHL SHEAFFER ENGINEERING
STAUFFER TRANSPORTATION
STROUSE ELECTRIC INC.
T WILLIAMS EXCAVATION
TAYLOR TAX SERVICE
TEACO, INC. DBA VALLEY HOMES
TECH AVIATION FLIGHT SCHOOL
TEEL MANUFACTURING LLC DBA G-O-METRIC INC
THE BEST HVAC.COM
THE BICYCLE SHOP
THE DURABLE SLATE COMPANY
THE STATE THEATRE
THE VALLEY APARTMENTS & TOWNHOMES
THE VIEW APARTMENTS
TOBIAS MACHINING & WELDING INC.
TOP HAT CHIMNEY & DUCT CLEANING
TOTAL MOBILE CLEANING
VALLEY ELECTRIC & MECHANICAL INC.
VON KENSINGER & SON ROOFING, LLC
WE ARE MADE FOR YOU LLC
WE CARE ENTERPRISES
WILDFIRE RANCH SPIRITUAL RETREAT
WOODRING’S FLORAL GARDENS
WR THOMPSON ENTERPRISES, LLC
CHESTER 3D-R ELECTRIC LLC
610AUTOHAUS, LLC
A. F. DANIEL TECHNOLOGY GROUP, INC.
A. F. ORAZIETTI SIDING CO., INC.
A.H. DAVIS & SON, INC.
A.L. PRUDENTE INC.
ABBADUSKY ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
AC TREE EXPERTS INC
ACADEMIC CAREERS ONLINE
ACCELERATED FIRE PROTECTION, INC.
ACCU-BOND CORPORATION
ADVANCED REHABILITATION MANAGEMENT
AFFINITY SOLUTIONS CORP
AGRA CONCRETE SPECIALISTS LLC
AGRA STAMPED CONCRETE
AIR TIGHT HOME IMPROVEMENTS INC. DBA CHAPMAN WINDOWS DOORS & SIDING
AJAN MAINTENANCE, INC.
AKER CONTRACTORS
AL THE PLUMBER LLC
ALL STAR WINDOW CLEANING & PRESSURE WASHING
ALLPOWER GENERATOR
ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION CONCEPTS
AMAZ FLOORS
AMBASSADOR HOMES CONSTRUCTION CO.
AMBLER SURGICAL, LLC
AMERICAN MADE LAWN & LANDSCAPE
AMERICAN STOVES, INC., TRADING AS THE STOVE SHOP FIREPLACE CENTER
ANDREW E. SWISHER PLUMBING
ANDREW ROBBINS FINE CUSTOM HOMES, INC.
ANIMAL HOUSE PROJECT
ANRO, INC. OF PENNSYLVANIA
ARTSCAPE LANDSCAPE LLC
ATLANTIC STATES
AUGER MANUFACTURING SPECIALISTS CO., INC.
AUGERS UNLIMITED INC.
AUTOMATED FINANCIAL SYSTEMS, INC.
AXALTA COATING SYSTEMS LLC
B&J EXCAVATING INC
B.A.HOLLOWAY CONSTRUCTION
B.K. MECHANICALS, INC.
BAER ELECTRIC LLC
BALFOUR BEATTY COMMUNITIES LLC
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FABRIZIO PLUMBING LLC
FAHNESOCK BUILDERS INC.
FAME FIRE COMPANY OF WEST CHESTER
FAR AWAY FARMS COUNTRY CORNER
FINER DRYWALL
FIRST ELECTRIC LLC
FITNESS MACHINE TECHNICIANS
FM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
FRAGS 2 FISHES
FRANK'S HANDYMAN & LAWN CARE SERVICES LLC
FRITZ CARPENTRY & CONTRACTING
FUTURE ILLUMINATION TECHNOLOGIES LLC
GALLAGINI BUILDERS
GARY GRAHAM'S LANDSCAPING LLC.
GARYS LAWN CARE
GASKET RESOURCES, INC.
GENERAL FLOOR INDUSTRIES, INC.
GEORGE E. LEY COMPANY
GEORGE MINSHALL PAINTER IV DBA MAIN LINE DOORS & MILLWORK
GILLESPIE CONTRACTING INC
GLASGOW INC.
GLOBAL TRADE LINKS LLC
GO GREEN N CLEAN CAR WASH
GRANNETINO INC.
GREAT SCOTT FARM
GREEN BUILDING SOLUTIONS & SUPPLIES LLC
GREEN LANDSCAPING OF WEST CHESTER, LLC
GREENLEAF TURF SOLUTIONS
GREYLYN FARM
GRUDZINSKI CUSTOM STONWORK
H&S PLUMBING AND HEATING INC
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY OF CHESTER COUNTY
HAINES TREE SERVICE
HALCYON THERAPY
HAMILTON FORREST CONTRACTING
HAMPTON INN EXTON
HASTINGS GLASS
HAUGLAND ENERGY LLC
HELP-NOW, LLC
HI PRO CONSTRUCTION INC
HOSTETLER ELECTRIC, INC.
HOT MIX INDUSTRIES, INC
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MATRiX NAC
MATTEOS PIZZA
MCAVoy BRiCK CO.
MCAVoy VITRIFIED BRiCK CO. DBA MCAVoy BRiCK CO.
MCCOMSEY BUILDERS, INC
MCCULLOUGH PROPERTy MAINTENANCE LLC
MCDERMOTT CONSTRUCTION CO INC
MCEVOY ELECTRIC, LLC
MCFADDEN GROUP, INC
MDC SYSTEMS
METALLURGICAL PRODuCTS COMPANY
METALX 3G INC
METROMED, INC.
MICHAEL BARLOW WELL DRILLING
MICHAEL MADONNA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
MICHAEL S. SALACH PLUMBING & HEATING
MICON CONSTRUCTION INC
MID-ATLANTiC PIKE STRAW MULCH
MILLER FLOORiNG COMPANY (MFC)
MILLER PIPELiNE
MILLER RESTORATION
MITEK
MOBiLE FRyER FiLTRATiON, INC DBA FiLTA ENviRONMENTAL KITCHEN SOLUTiONS
MOBiLiTY SPECIALiST, LLC
MOLD ABATEMENT CONTRACTORS, INC
MOMS CLEANiNG SERVICE
MONTGOMERY MASONRY
MOORE JONES BUSINESS SERVICE SOLUTIONS
MOP-UPS CLEANiNG SERVICES
MORE THAN WINDOW CLEANiNG INC
MORGAN BASEMENT WATERPROOFiNG & MOLD REMEDIATiON, LLC
MORRiSON CUSTOM CONCRETE
MOViE HEALTH & SPORTS CLiNiC
MSi PRECiSiON SPECiALTY iNSTRUMENTS
MT BREWER
MY HOUSE
NATIONAL MAIL GRAPHiCS CORPORATION
NEUTRONiCS INC
NEW HERITAGE PROPERTy MANAGEMENT
NEWTON’S SEAL COATING, LLC
NK&K LLC
NORTH AMERICAN PIPELiNE SERVICES LLC
NORTH EAST CONSTRUCTION
OAKTREE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
OFF DUTY POWER WASHING LLC
OLD EAGLE ASSOCIATES, LLC
OLD PHILADELPHIA ASSOCIATES, INC.
ONIX GROUP (DBA ARS, CADIA HEALTHCARE & PMX)
ORTHOPAEDIC AND SPINE TECHNOLOGIES
OUT OF SITE LLC
OUTLAW FLIPZ LLC
PACER POOL SERVICES & SUPPLIES INC
PACT CONSTRUCTION, INC., PACT ONE, LLC & PACT TWO, LLC
PANCZNER ENTERPRISES, DBA PARAMOUNT SIGNS
PATRIOT FINANCIAL LLC
PAUL R. SAVILLE CONCRETE & MASONRY, INC.
PELCO BUILDERS, INC.
PENN OFFICE PRODUCTS
PENNSYLVANIA TREE SERVICE, INC.
PERKINS HOME SERVICES
PETE BILOTTA GENERAL CONTRACTOR, LLC
PF LANDSCAPING
PHARMACEUTICAL PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS
PHILIPS BROTHERS ELECTRIC
PHIPPS HILL LIMITED
PHLEXGLOBAL
PHOENIX AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT INC
PHOENIX WAGGY TAILS
PINCUS ELEVATOR CO., INC.
PINE STREET CARPENTERS, INC.
PINNACLE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, INC.
PIPE XPRESS INC
PLANALYTICS
PRECISION GRAPHIX
PRECISION UNDERGROUND PIPE SERVICES INC
PRIMEPAY, LLC
PRO TEC SEAMLESS GUTTERS
PSL LLC
PSX INC.
PURR-FECT CARE LLC
QRF MAINTENANCE
R&D CONSTRUCTION CO HEATING& AC INC.
R. NAVARRO & SONS LLC
R.D. EXCAVATING CO., INC.
R5 CONSTRUCTION INC
RABBIT RUN LANDSCAPING
RABENA BROTHERS INC.
RADNOR FINANCIAL ADVISORS, LLC
REARDON DENTAL
REDFERN LANDSCAPING
REED CONTRACTING & DESIGN, INC.
REEDS AUTO SALVAGE
REGAL CAR WASH
RENUE SYSTEMS PHILADELPHIA
REST ASSURED HOME MAINTENANCE
RESTORE POC
RICKS HERITAGE SADDLERY
RISE REAL ESTATE LLC
RITENBAUGH, INC
RIVER RUN ROOFING LLC
RMT CONTRACTING - HONEY BROOK,
ROBERT WERKHEISER
ROCK PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
RODRIGUEZ SERVICES
ROGERS EARL
ROHER MECHANICAL SERVICE, INC.
RON'S MASONRY LLC
ROSA'S CLEANING SERVICES
ROYAL FENCING & LANDSCAPING LLC.
RPI PROPERTY GROUP, INC & RPI SERVICES LLC - T/A RPI COMPANY
RUAGER CONTRACTING LLC
RUDLOFF CUSTOM BUILDERS
S A HARRIS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
SARAFINAS HOME REPAIR
SCHNATZ & ROHRER LANDSCAPING INC.
SCHOPEN HAULING & EXCAVATING, LLC
SCOTT MORAN & ASSOCIATES, INC
SDF TREE SERVICE INC
SDP MULCH & MOWING
SERVICEMASTER PROF. CLEANING AND RESTORATION
SERVPRO OF NORTH EAST CHESTER COUNTY
SETH ROSENBERG COUNSELING
SHARP STREAM POWER WASHING & PAINTING LLC
SHAWN DUNLEAVY PLUMBING & DRAIN CLEANING
SHOWMARK, LLC
SIMMERS BUILDERS, INC.
SIMON THE PLOWMAN LLC
SMALLWOODS LANDSCAPING
SOUTHDOWN HOMES LP
SPRUCE LANE CONSTRUCTION LLC
STARKE TREE CARE, LLC
STEINMEYER GENERAL CONTRACTING, LLC
STEPHEN YOUNG ENTERPRISES, INC   DBA: MONSTER TREE SERVICE MAINLINE
STEVE BRUN - PAINTING
STEVEN E CARLOW CONSTRUCTION
STEVEN H THOMPSON
STEVEN KEARES , INC
STIMSON LAWN CARE
STOLTZFUS FARM SERVICE INC
STONEY RIDGE HOME IMPROVEMENTS LLC
STORMCHASERS LLC DBA SERVPRO OF KENNETT SQUARE/OXFORD
SUBURBAN ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS
SUDS IN THE BUCKET CLEANING
SUNSHINE LANDSCAPES
SUPERIOR PAVING
SUPERIOR SEAL COATING
SWEET PEAS OF JENNERSVILLE, INC
TAYLOR FIREARMS, LLC
TCM FINISHES
TEF CAP INDUSTRIES INC.
TEL CLEANING SERVICES
THE CLASSIC DINER
THE EDDIEWOOD COMPANY
THE ORGANIZING CONSULTANT
THE PIPESHARK, INC.
THE TREE CONNECTION
THE UNIQUE PET CARE (FORMALLY KNOWN AS SNIPS & CLIPS GROOMING AND PET CARE)
THERAPLAY INC
THOMAS L. HOLDER INC
TIM MCEWEN
TIMOTHY OFF HEATING, A/C & PLUMBING INC
TO LOVE A CANINE RESCUE, INC.
TOA RICHLAND LLC
TOP FLIGHT STABLES, LLC
TOPSIDE LANDSCAPING, LLC
TRAFFIC PRODUCTS LLC
TRAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
TRANQUIL SOLUTIONS COUNSELING CENTER LLC
TREBRON CONSTRUCTION
TREE SERVICE BY LEE KING
TREEMENDOUS TREE CARE
TREGO EXCAVATING, INC.
TRI.- COUNTY CLEANING
TRIPLE C?S, CHESTER COUNTY CLEANING
TROUPE AUTOMOTIVE
TURPIN LANDSCAPING, INC.
ULTRATITANX LLC
UNDERGROUND SERVICES, INC.
U-NEEK INDUSTRIES, LLC
UNITED TIRE AND SERVICE
V.P. ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING INC
VA LA VINEYARDS
VALLEY TOWNSHIP
VALPAVECONSTRUCTION
VAN HORN PAINTING LLC
VANGUARD PROPERTIES
VEIN CLINICS OF AMERICA
VERNON MAY LANDSCAPING & TREE SERVICES
VINCE STANCATO PLUMBING
VIRTUAL VISTA
VISION POOLS INC
VJG LANDSCAPING LLC
VPP SECURITY LLC.
W. H. LAIRD ROOFING
WALT'S HANDYMAN SERVICE LLC
WAREHOUSE TECHNOLOGY
WASHANYWHEREHP INC
WATER DAMAGE SOLUTIONS
WCDB
WEATHERTIGHT EXTERIORS
WEAVER LAND CUSTOM PAINTING AUTO BODY SHOP
WELLSPRING PHYSICIAN ACUPUNCTURE
WEST BRADFORD ELECTRICAL
WEST DAIRY, INC. (DBA CANTEEN BERKS COUNTY)
WESTERMAN'S LAWN & TREE SERVICE, LLC
WHITE HORSE CONSTRUCTION INC.
WHITE HORSE COSTRUCTION
WILLIAM WEBB
WISE ELECTRIC AND CONSTRUCTION INC.
WISE LANDSCAPING LLC
WJM PLUMBING AND HEATING LLC
WOLF'S CLEANING & FLOOR CARE LLC.
WOODSONENT. TA PENNPACKER FLORIST
WORKFORCE CONSTRUCTION INC
YARD-MASTER LAWN SERVICE, INC.
YARNALL'S LAWN & REPAIRS PLUS
YOUR BEST HEARING, DBA MIRACLE EAR
ZANZARELLA
ZARELLI LANDSCAPING, INC
CLEARFIELD

2E BUSINESS SOLUTIONS, LLC
ARBOR PRO’S LLC
AWAKEN 514 CHURCH
BOCK INDUSTRIES, INC.
BRUNETTI BUILDERS
BULLDOG TRUCKING LLC
C&R DIRECTIONAL BORING, LLC
C.E.NELSON BUILDING & REMODELING CENTRE DRILLING INC.
CLEARFIELD ELECTRIC, INC.
CLEPPER BUS SERVICE INC.
COUNTRY BOYS CONSTRUCTION
D & A CLEANING SOLUTIONS
DAVE MAHOLTZ LANDSCAPING
DIEHL CONTRACTING LLC.
DIXON’S ELECTRIC LLC
DUBOIS GLASS & CHINA, INC.  DBA: DUBOIS RESTAURANT SUPPLY
DUBOIS GRANITE AND QUARTZ, LLC
DUTTRY’S TREE SERVICE
EATRADA TREE REMOVAL
ED’S SAW SHOP
EVERYTHING UNDERFOOT
FRANK ZELMAN CONSTRUCTION
GATHAGAN INVESTMENT CO., LP
GOLDEN YOKE CONSTRUCTION
GOTTA GO LAWN AND SNOW LLC
GREENLAND CONST., INC.
GROWING JOY IMAGING
HEALTHCARE BILLING CONSULTANTS INC.
HOCKMAN CANDY
HPM INDUSTRIES D/B/A ATLAS PRESSED METALS
HUGHES BOHLEY ENGINEERING, LLC
JACKSON HEWITT TAX PREPARATION OFFICE
JLW VENTURES, INC.  DB/A JOHNSON MACHINE COMPANY
JOHNSON’S CUSTOM CARPENTRY
JOHNSTON INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
KLF MERCHANDISE
KNEPP ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES LLC
KURTZ CONSTRUCTION
LANZONI SEAMLESS GUTTERS INC
LEZZER TRUSS INC
LIGHTNING ELECTRIC, LLC
CLINTON

ADVANCED ARBOR PROS, LLC
ARIC J. GUJSWITE LAWN CARE
BRODART
BUCKS EXCAVATING AND MORE LLC
CHAPMAN TOWNSHIP, CLINTON COUNTY PA
CLINTON COUNTY HEALTHY COMMUNITIES (CCDENTAL CLINIC)
COLEMAN’S LANDSCAPE, LLC
CONFRE’S ELECTRICAL SERVICE
ENDLESS WATERS INC POOL SERVICE
HARGER UTILITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
HENRY’S ASPHALT SEALING
INSPIRATIONS FLORAL STUDIO LLC
JEB ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC
JEB ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
JWM CONSTRUCTION
KNIPE HEARING AID CNTRS INC. (MIRACLE EAR)
KOHEN CLEANING SERVICE LLC
M&R CONTRACTING INC.
MASTERS EXCAVATING, LLC
MERRICK ENTERPRISES DBA RAUCHTOWN INN
PENN BUILT LLC
PINE CREEK LUMBER COMPANY (A DIVISION OF BINGAMAN & SON LUMBER) - A PREVIOUS CORPORATE WIDE - 5 LOCATIONS - WARRIER WAS FILE, NEW GUIDANCE TOLD US TO FILE FOR EACH LOCATIONS
R & B INSURANCE SERVICES
RACOS AXIS ARBORCARE INC.
RAYMONDS OFFICE WORKS LLC
REVOLUTIONARY DETAIL LLC
SWEENEY’S FLORAL SHOP
THE TRI-M GROUP, LLC
THOMPSON LOGGING & TRUCKING
TOM EVERS PLUMBING & HEATING
WEAVER’S REMODELING AND RENOVATIONS LLC
TNT HOMES & CONSTRUCTION
TOP TO BOTTOM CONSTRUCTION
TRUFIT CONTRACTING LLC
TURF PRO FERTILIZATION AND WEED CONTROL LLC
TYDE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, LLC
WELSH CONSTRUCTION LLC
WILKES POOLS AND SPAS CONSTRUCTION LLC
ZIEGERTS TREE SERVICE LLC
CRAWFORD
A&G TREE CARE
ABBATRON
ABSOLUTE ELECTRIC COMPANY
ACCLAIMED CLEANERS LLC
ACUTEC PRECISION AEROSPACE
ALL PRO EXTERIOR SERVICES, LLC
ALOHA POOLS AND SPAS
AMANDA’S NOTARY
ANDEL REAL ESTATE, LLC
ANDERSON’S BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
AREA TOOL & MANUFACTURING, INC.
ARMSTRONG TREE SERVICE
BRYER MANAGEMENT
BUCKEYE ALUMINUM FOUNDRY, INC.
BURKHAERT SHEET METAL CO INC
C&S CLEANING SERVICES, LLC
CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES, INC.
CHILSONS HOME FURNISHINGS
CLASS ACT CLEANING SERVICES LLC
COAST CONSTRUCTION
CONNEAUT LAKE NAVIGATION CO.
COX & KANYUCK ELECTRIC, LLC
CRAIG NEWELL WELDING, INC.
DONNA TRUDELL
DRUMM BUILDING MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATION SERVICES AND RECYCLING INC.
ENVIROTURF LAWN MAINTENANCE
ERNEST LLC DBA HANKS FROZEN CUSTARD
FIBRO TOOL AND GAGE
FRENCH CREEK COFFEE AND TEA CO. LLC
GREAT LAKES COMMERCIAL ROOFING, LLC
GUTTERSUS
HAZLETT TREE SERVICE, INC
HOSTETLER CONSTRUCTION
IMPERIAL CARBIDE, INC
IMPERIAL NEWBOULD INC
INLET TOOL, INC.
INVENTIVE TOOL
J.E. ANDREW & SONS FARM & LAWN EQUIPMENT INC
JORDAN SPECIALTY EXCAVATING, LLC
K&K MANUFACTURING
KDL INDUSTRIES
CUMBERLAND

A.E.S. HEARTHPLACE, INC.
AC & H SERVICES
ADM ELECTRICAL SERVICES INC.
ADVANCED FABRICATION SERVICES DBA AFS ENERGY SYSTEMS
ALL SEASON GUTTERS
AN ATHLETE’S EDGE
ANDERSON KWIK N SHINE CAR WASH
ANDERSON’S CHIMNEY SWEEPS, INC.
ANDREW S FLEMING BUILDING AND REMODELING
ANYTHINGADAM LLC
ARBR LLC
ASSOCIATED FORKLIFT, INC.
ATLANTIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
AUNT BEA’S HOME IMPROVEMENT
B&R LOCKSMITHING
BASS AIR QUALITY SYSTEMS, LLC
BAT CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT, INC
BAUSERMAN’S PREMIUM MULCH AND DECORATIVE STONE
BC AND SONS CONSTRUCTION CO
BEE PRESENT WELLNESS LLC
BEECHER HARDSCAPES AND LANDSCAPES LLC
BEKON ELECTRICAL INC
BELLE TERRE APARTMENTS
BENEFIT DESIGN SPECIALISTS
BERRY BROWN HALL, LLC.
BKS SIGNS LLC
BLOOMS BY VICKREY
BLUE MOUTAIN SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
BLOOMES GUN SHOP
BOMBAY BAZZAR
BOYER’S SEAMLESS GUTTER
BRICKERS CARPENTRY
BROWNS POOL SERVICE, LLC
C C LANDSCAPE AND DESIGN
CAMP HILL DENTIST
CAPITAL AREA CARPET CLEANERS
CAPITAL AREA PAVING INC.
CARLEA M LENKER REALTY
CARLISLE HEARING CENTER
CARLISLE KITCHEN & BATH
CARLISLE PRODUCTIONS INC
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JUST FOR TODAY RECOVERY AND VETERAN SERVICES
KALENS SNOW REMOVAL LLC
KERRY'S LAWN & GARDEN EQUIPMENT CENTER INC
KEYSTONE AQUATIC CENTER LLC
KEYSTONE CLEANER
KEYSTONE CONCRETE (PA14826)
KEYSTONE GUN SALES, LLC
KEYSTONE POOLS AND SPA INC
KREAMER BROTHERS GLASS, INC
KRN SERVICES LLC
LAMB'S GAP ANIMAL HOSPITAL
LANDSCAPE BY LANDON
LANDSCAPES BY PRECISION, INC.
LASTREP
LAUGHNER CONTRACTOR SERVICES
LAVENDERS BUILDING CONCEPTS
LEGGETT INC.
LET'S MOVE IT, INC.
LOWV SYSTEMS, INC.
LYNN RUSSELL
M&L STUMP GRINDING AND TREE SERVICE
M&Z CARPET AND FLOORING
M.J. DITONNO CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION INC.
M.T. TREASTER L.L.C. / AIR VENT PROS
MAGARO MACHINES, INC.
MAGIC HOME SERVICES
MATTHEW L GEHRKE
MATT'S MOWING & LANDSCAPING SERVICES
MCCORKEL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, INC.
MCGRANAGHANS' CITY LIMITS
MECHANICSBURG ORDNANCE
MECHANICSBURG SPORTSMEN'S PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
MELLA LUNA STUDIOS
MILLRACE LLC
MIRACLE-EAR / HEARING INSTRUMENTS INC.
MOWERY CONSTRUCTION
MOYER'S GLASS SERVICE AND MORE
MS RESTAURANT & EQUIPMENT SALES
MT. ROCK FLOORING & REMODELING LLC
MYSHIN PROSTHODONTICS, PC
N L MINICH & SONS INC.
NAP SERVICES GROUP, LLC
NEIL CHOQUETTE FINE UPHOLSTERY
NEWVILLE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
NO NAME
NOAH W. POWELL CONSTRUCTION
NOLTS POWER EQUIPMENT
NORTH RIDGE EXCAVATING
NUISANCE WILDLIFE
ODD BROTHERS ARMORY LLC
OILER'S LAWN AND LANDSCAPE, LLC
OSBECK'S TPM
OUTDOOR EXPRESSIONS PA, LLC
PAT CRAIG STUDIOS
PAUL TIDAY BUILDERS LLC
PAULL BROS. LANDSCAPING LLC
PENNYSYLVANIA CHILD CARE ASSOCIATION
PEPPINOS ITALIAN PIZZERIA LLC
PERFECT MATCH BOUTIQUE LP
PERSONAL TOUCH CLEANING
PIZZA BOLIS
POLARIS ADVISORS LLC
POSTAL CONNECTIONS 225
PRO MACHINE & HYDRAULICS
QUEEN CLEANING LLC
R AND R ROOFING & CONSTRUCTION
R.S. JAMES ELECTRIC
RAIFSNIDER'S ROOFING & REMODELING
RB HOBBAUGH & SON, INC.
RICHARDSONS ACCOUNTING SERVICE CORPORATION
RIDERS AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE SHOP
RIDGEVIEW WOODWORKING, LLC
RIGHT HAND MAN CONTRACTOR LLC
ROBERT WICKARD SIDING
ROBINS NEST AVIARIES AND AQUARIUMS
RYDER GEORGIA PACIFIC
RYDER LLC
SABOLCHICK ELECTRIC LLC
SCANLAN CONSTRUCTION
SCHLUSSER'S PAVING INC.
SELECT CAPTITAL COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES INC
SENTRY INSURANCE SERVICES, INC
SERVPRO OF HARRISBURG WEST
SHATZER'S BACKWOODS BOOCHI
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717 ARMORY LLC
8STARCLEANINGLLC
A FINAL TOUCH LANDSCAPING
A GRIMS PLASTICS AND FABRICATION, INC.
A PLUS METAL ROOFING SPECIALISTS LLC.
A TO Z CONSTRUCTION LLC
A.T.O. EXCAVATING, INC.
AA CONTRACTING INC
ABC LANDSCAPING CONSTRUCTION, INC.
ABC TAXES LLC
ABC TREE MONKEYS
ABEL PERSONNEL INC.
ACCORD RESTORATION OF PA, INC
ADVANCED CLEANING & RESTORATION, LLC
AMERICAN/HUNGERFORD BUILDING PRODUCTS
ANGRY ALS TREE SERVICE
ANGUS ARCADES LLC (DBA ANGUS ENTERPRISES)
ANTHONY’S LANDSCAPING
APEX MAINTENANCE GROUP, INC
ARNEY BROS INC
ASSOCIATED MATERIALS LLC DBA ALSIDE
B & W, INC.
B R MUTHABAUGH JR INC
B.ETTER REMODELING
BECKER LANDSCAPING
BEER TRUCK ENTERPRISES LLC
BELLES CARPET CLEANING AND JANITORIAL
BENNY BEE’S TREE SERVICE LLC
BEST WESTERN PLUS
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS REAL ESTATE
BJ LANDSCAPING
BLUE RIDGE CONSTRUCTION
BMK CONSTRUCTION LLC.
BOB SHEETZ ROOFING AND SIDING LLC
BRATINAS HOME IMPROVEMENTS
BRIGHTBILL INDUSTRIES, INC.
BRYAN L CARRICATO
BURRELL FLORIST
BUTLER STREET SENIOR LIVING
C&Z CONSTRUCTION
C. C. COOPER AGENCY
CAPITAL SIDING AND SPOUTING INC
JACK B. BILLMYER, INC
JARRETT’S AUTO BODY
JEFF’S AUTO DETAILING
JOE’S LANDSCAPING SERVICES
JSDC LAW
JVH EXCAVATING INC
K.L. TYNDALE INC.
KEEP IT KLEAN CLEANING SERVICE
KEITH’S LAWNS
KLASS ACT KLEANING & MAINTENANCE INC.
LAHR CONSTRUCTION EXCAVATING
LATSHAW INC
LAZY M ENTERPRISES
LEGENDS CONSTRUCTION (CLEANING) SERVICES LLC
LIFELINE PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
LIMITED ACCESS FIRE AND SECURITY
LINGLESTOWN FAMILY FITNESS, LLC - GOLD’S GYM CAMP HILL AND GOLD’S GYM LINGLESTOWN
LONG ELECTRIC SERVICE LLC
LONG LANE TRACTOR
LUTZ BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION LLC
LYKENS VALLEY CONTRACTORS LLC
LYNEER STAFFING SOLUTIONS
MAKO MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS INC
MARCO TECHNOLOGIES
MATANGOS CANDIES INC
MB-TG ENTERPRISES INC DBA THE GUTTER GUYS
MCDOWELL LAWN AND LANDSCAPE
MCGUIRE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
MEILY’S TREE SERVICE
MIKE LEONARD’S PLUMBING & HEATING, INC
MIKE MURPHY RENTALS
MILLERSBURG ASSEMBLY OF GOD
MOSEY LANDSCAPES INC
MOW & MULCH
MOW-HAWK LANDSCAPING
MUSHER’S TREE SERVICE
NATURES WAY GLASS GALLERY & WELLNESS
NEXT LEVEL PRODUCTION SERVICES
NORTH COUNTRY UNLIMITED
NYLACAST LLC
OAKMONT IV CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION - BBVS-BEP
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SPRING VALLEY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP DBA SPRING VALLEY APARTMENTS
SPRINGFORD LIMITED PARTNERSHIP DBA SPRINGFORD APARTMENTS
SPRINGFORD TERRACE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP DBA THE TERRACES AT SPRINGFORD
STAR EXPRESS LIMOUSINE
STAUDTS GUNS, LLC
STAUFFER’S PRODUCE FARM AND GREENHOUSE
STONER’S TREE SERVICE, INC.
STONY GUN AND ARCHERY
STUMP SIDING & ROOFING, LLC
SUEZ PA INC
SUGGZ ELECTRICAL
SUNPOINTE GARDENS LLC
SWAB WAGON COMPANY, INC
T & T TIRE RECYCLING
TD HOME RENOVATIONS
TECTA CLEANING SERVICES LLC
TENDER TOUCH LAWN CARE
TERRACES AT HANOVER LIMITED PARTNERSHIP DBA THE RESERVES AND GARDENS AT HERSHEY MEADOWS
THE BOARDWALK LAUNDROMAT
THE CAFE
THE TRAILER EXPERIENCE
THOMAS CHARLES DISPENZA
TKO ROOFING AND REMODELING LLC
TOOL SHED OF AMERICA
TOWN AND COUNTRY HOME IMPROVEMENT
TRACY WAMPLER
TRANSCORPS ENTERPRISES, INC.
TRIMMER HOME INSPECTIONS
TURNING POINT RESTORATION, LLC
UNLIMITED SECURITY INC / LIMITED ACCESS
UPS HEALTHCARE
UPTOWN FAMILY DENTISTRY
VALLEY STONE LLC
VICTORYZ PAINTING AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTORS
VILLA SCHIANO RISTORANTE LLC
VISHWAS SABNIS
W. S. MILLER AND SONS, INC.
WEAVERBUILT
WHITMAN, REQUARDT AND ASSOCIATES, LLP
WOOD WISE TREE SERVICE, LLC
XPO LOGISTICS LAST MILE
YEAGER CONSTRUCTION AND INSURANCE RESTORATION INC.
DELAWARE

4TH ST AUTO
S STAR SERVICES
A HANDYMAN SERVICES LLC
A KEY TO FREEDOM LLC
A&T INSTALL SOLUTIONS
A.A. WEST CO. INC.
A.F. DAMON, INC.
A.J. JURICH, INC.
ABSOLVE CONTRATING LLC
ACCENT UNIFORM INCORPORATED
ACCURATE LOCK AND KEY
ACI-TECH, INC.
ACTION DISCOUNT TIRE
ADORANTE ELECTRIC INC
ADVANCED ELECTRICAL SERVICES GROUP, INC.
ADVANCED FINISH & SHINE LLC
AERO AGGREGATES OF NORTH AMERICA
AFN LANDSCAPES
ALAN JOSEPH HOME REMODELING
ALL RIDERS UP
ALLCAM'S MACHINE COMPANY
ALLSCAPES
ALLSTATES MECHANICAL, LTD.
ALPHA DOG ELECTRIC LLC
AMC CONSTRUCTION
AMERICAN LINEHAUL
AMERICAN MADE ELECTRIC
ANDREW M. HALBERT, D.D.S.
ANTHONY LEBO PAINTING LLC
APACHE INDUSTRIAL UNITED
APOSTLE
APOSTLE CONSTRUCTION
APPS
AQUATECH PRESSURE WASHING
ARCHER'S ELECTRIC
ARMOURSEAL
ASF FINANCIAL PARTNERS
AT CONSTRUCTION, INC
ATN PHYSICIANS & ASSOCIATES
AULD & ASSOCIATES INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
AUNGST ELECTRICAL
AUSTIN HEPBURN INSTALLS WINDOWS AND DOORS LLC
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DO-ALL DOORS
DOIRE CONTRACTING INC
DRUMMOND SCIENTIFIC CO
DTC AUTO
DYNAMIC CONTRACTING
E&S ELECTRIC
EAGLE TRUCKING COMPANY
EASTERN GENERATOR SALES AND SERVICE, INC.
EDGAR METAL FABRICATION LLC
EDWARD Griffin MASONRY LLC
ELITE LAWN CARE
EMMONS ROOFING AND SIDING
ERNEST D. MENOLD, INC.
EVERMAN GLASS
EVOLUTION PERFORMANCE INC.
EXPERT BATH
EXPERT PLUMBING, HEATING & DRAIN CLEANING
EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT PROFESSIONALS
FARLEY CONSTRUCTION GROUP
FASTENING PRODUCTS CO, INC
FILANO HOME IMPROVEMENT
FISHER TANK COMPANY
FORAN LAWN & YARD LLC
FORRSMITH LOGISTICS
FPS AMERICA LLC
FREDERICK P. ONORATO, INC.
G&G TREE SERVICE
GALLE ELECTRIC LLC
GARAVENTA LIFT
GARDENVIEW LANDSCAPES
GARDNER LEWIS ASSET MANAGEMENT
GENERAL FLOOR INDUSTRIES, INC.
GEO GROUP, INC.
GOFASTBREAK LLC
GOLDEN IMPULSE, INC.
GOLDHORN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION, INC.
GRANITE CENTRAL DISTRIBUTORS, LLC
GREEN MEADOWS FLORIST
HALF PRICE HOT TUBS DBA JACUZZI HOT TUBS
HALPIN TREE
HANDYCUTS, LLC.
HANLY HEATING COOLING
KANE PAVING & SEALCOATING INC.
KATE ALVAREZ, LMT, MSCC
KD DISASTER CLEANUP LLC DBA SERVPRO OF SOUTHERN DELAWARE COUNTY & WEST CHESTER
KEITH MARTIN ELECTRIC
KELLY MASONRY INC
KELLY MICOZZIE REALTORS INC
KENNETH CLARK PAINTING LLC
KEYES TOWING INC.
KHOURY GROUP
KING CUT LANDSCAPING INC.
KNEAFSEY MASONRY & RESTORATION LLC
KONTROL AUTOMATION INC.
KUHLMAN LANDSCAPE SERVICE, LTD.
L. BRINK CONSTRUCTION
LANCASTER COUNTY MEATS AND DELI
LAND & SEASCAPES
LANDRUM LANDSCAPING
LCI ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS LLC
LEGACY SIGN COMPANY
LIBERTY ELEVATOR EXPERTS LLC
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS INC
LLC, BOATES BROTHERS GEN CONT
LOGAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS COLAGRECO & SON LANDSCAPING
LUCKY SIGN SHOP INC
LYFT/UBER DRIVER
MACCARTY & SONS AWNINGS
MADSEN INC.
MAIN LINE PIZZA, INC.
MAIN LINE SPRING WATER
MARDINLY ENTERPRISES
MARDINLY INDUSTRIAL POWER
MAREC BUILDERS INC
MARK FALA ELECTRICAL
MARK J FALA ELECTRIC
MARK MADER CONSTRUCTION
MARPLE NEWTOWN ROOFING COMPANY
MARPLE TOWNSHIP
MARTINDALE'S NATURAL MARKET
MARVIN E. KANZE, INC.
MCCALL BROTHERS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
MCCULLOUGH CONTRACTING SERVICES, LLC
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MCGILLEN ELECTRIC, INC.
MD ELECTRIC LLC DBA ACTION SECURITY
MEDIA DENTAL ASSOCIATES
MELLON CERTIFIED RESTORATION
MERRY MAIDS
METROPOLITAN FIRE
METROPOLITAN FIRE PROTECTION CO., INC.
MICHAEL D’ONOFRIO HISTORICAL RESTORATION (MICHAEL DONOFRIO ENTERPRISES) - PA033343
MICHAEL P CONOLLY PLBG & HTG
MICHAELS PAVING
MIDLANTIC TREE SERVICE
MILLER PIPELINE
MILLSTONE GARDENS LLC
MIKO LANDSCAPING INC
MONRIDGE CONSTRUCTION INC
MONTAGNO CAROET
MONTGOMERY NURSERIES INC.
MOYAO ASSO CLEANING SERVICE
MULCHWORKS RECYCLING, INC.
MULTIFAB, INC.
MUSCATELLO ELECTRICAL INC
MUSICWORKS
MYTRASHGUY.COM LLC
NAF CONSTRUCTION LLC
NANCY BOXER, PSYCHOTHERAPY
NEGREY EYE ASSOCIATES
NELSON’S AUTO SERVICE
NEW IMAGE DETAILING, INC
NEW WAYNE PIZZA
NEWTOWN SQUARE FIRE COMPANY
NG GILBERT
NJS CUSTOMS LLC
O’BOYLE STUCCO
O’BANNON FAMILY WINDOWS, SIDING AND ROOFING
O’BRIENS POWER WASH
OHARA CARPENTRY
OPEN SKY ENERGY
OUR HOME CLEANING SERVICE
PAIRINGS CIGAR BAR
PALACE BUILDERS NA, LLC
PARRA ELECTRIC
PATTERSON CONTRACTORS
SYKES SCHOLTZ COLLINS LUMBER INC. DBA SSC DISTRIBUTORS INC.
TERRA ELECTRIC LLC
TERRASOL ENERGIES, INC.
TGM RESTORATION
THE BRIGHTSIDE WINDOW CLEANING, LLC
THE BRIGHTSIDE WINDOW CLEANING, LLC.
THE BULLEN COMPANIES
THE CARPET DOCTOR, INC
THE GUTTER PEOPLE
THE PLAZA FAMILY RESTAURANT
THE PRIME NETWORK
THIRD GENERATION CONTRACTING LLC
THOMAS TYLER CONSTRUCTION
THOMPSON ELECTRIC LLC
THOMPSON GRAVEL
TOM BARNABEI GENERAL CONTRACTOR
TOMMY GUN INC T/A TARGETMASTER
TONY CAPPELLI AND SONS
TOPGUN ENTERPRISES LLC
TRAUMA RESPONSE TEAM AND JANITORIAL SERVICES INC
TRIAGE RESTORATION
TRISTATE LANDSCAPING ENT.
UNIFIRE INC.
VIC AND DEAN'S PIZZERIA
WALKER ROOFING & SIDING LLC
WARD ELECTRICAL SERVICES LLC
WAYNE CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CENTER
WEEDS INCORPORATED
WEISS & ASSOCIATES, LLC
WESCOTT ELECTRIC
WEST CHESTER MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS, INC
WHAT A CROCK MEALS TO GO LLC
WILLIAM BOGSCH PLUMBING & HEATING
WIREWORKS ENTERPRISES, INC.
WOODLAWN NURSERY
RICH’S MOBILE DUSTLESS BLASTING
ST MARYS STONE MULCH AND MORE
STEVES LAWNMOWER SALES & SERVICE
SUPER SHINE CLEANING AND RESTORATION
THE WINERY AT WILCOX, INC.
TORY TOOL, INC.
TRIPLE H PIPE & MECHANICAL, INC
VOLLMER TAR AND CHIP, INC.
4 SEASON CYCLE LLC
4FRONT SOLUTIONS, LLC
A. ANTHONY AND SONS CONCRETE
AA CONCRETE & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
ABD WATER TREATMENT SERVICES
ACCURIDE ERIE LP
ACE SUPPLY CO.
ADVANCED FINISHING USA
AFS PAYROLL SERVICES
AIR-CON, INC
ALL DOUBLE E’S TAX & CONSULTING SERVICES
ALPHA CONSTRUCTION
AMANDA’S NOTARY & MESSENGER SERVICE
AMERICAN CONTRACTING
AMERICAN MOLDING & TECHNOLOGIES, INC
AMERICAN TURNED PRODUCTS
AMTHOR STEEL / CARRARA STEEL
ANDREA’S KITCHENS PLUS, LLC.
ANGELO’S ROOFING
ANTALEK CONSTRUCTION LLC
ARROW CASTINGS COMPANY
AUDITORY SERVICES LLC
B.F. FIELDS MOVING & STORAGE
BARNER’S FARM MARKET
BAYFRONT ENTERTAINMENT
BAYFRONT GLASS, LLC
BECKY D LESIK LMT LLC
BENTLEY TREE CARE LLC
BETCHER KITCHEN & BATH, LLC
BLUMISH LAWN CARE COMPANY
BOB’S GUN & INDOOR RANGE
BONDED SERVICES CORPORATION
BRINK ROOFING
BRUCE CRANE SERVICE
BUIE CONSTRUCTION
BURRELL ENTERPRISES INC.
C & C PRINTING
C. B. FENTON GRAVEL
C.W. BEAL, INC.
CAR CARE 2
CART/HORSE DISTILLING, LLC
CENTERPOINT COMPUTERS
CESSNA CONSTRUCTION, INC
CG AQUISITIONS DBA CORPORATE GLASS
CHAMPION BOLT, INC
CHAT OF PENNSYLVANIA
CHICORY HILL HERBS
CHIVERS CONSTRUCTION
CINEMARK TINSELTOWN 17
CLIMATE CHANGERS INC
CLOVER COMMUNITIES HARBORCREEK L.P. DBA HARBORCREEK SENIOR APARTMENTS (MANAGED BY CLOVER MANAGEMENT WEST, INC.)
COLLEYS POOLS SALES INC
CONNECTO ELECTRIC, INC.
CONNEX INC
CONRAD OFFICE PRODUCTS LLC
CONTROLABILITY
Corry BEVERAGE INC
COUNTERTOP SOLVERS
CSI/JEWITT
DAUGHERTY CONTRACTING
DAVE SEIB'S HANDYMAN SERVICES, LLC.
DAVID LEE DESIGNS
DELTA SONIC CAR WASH
DIBBLE TREE SERVICE
DIETARY FOODS
DINICOLA CONTRACTING LLC
DR. PATRICK A DEMARCO DMD
EDINBORO CHOCOLATERIE
EDINBORO LAKE RESORT
EDINBORO OUTDOORS
EMPCO EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
ENGESSER EXCAVATING
ERIC WALTER TREE AND STUMP REMOVAL
ERIE AGGREGATES, INC.
ERIE BRONZE & ALUMINUM
ERIE INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
ERIE POWDER COATING TECHNOLOGIES
ERIE PROPERTY WORKS
ERIE SPECIALTY PRODUCTS INC
ERIE TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LLC
EVERLAST WINDOWS INC
EXCAVATING SPECIALTIES INC.
EXPRESS WOOD REFINISHING & INSTALLING LLC
FASTSIGNS-ERIE
FINAL FIX HOME SERVICES
FIRE-FLY FIRE EQUIPMENT SALES, INC.
FOOR GUNSMITHING, LLC
GEORGE WINSTON COMPANY INC
GMC METAL CLEANING INC
GPJ, LLC
GRANDE HOME MAINTENANCE
GRAPEVINE LAUNDRY AND LINENS.COM
GREAT LAKES FINISHES, LLC
GREATER ERIE SURGERY CENTER, LLC
GRIFFITH ELECTRIC DBA GRIFFITH PROPERTIES
HANDS ON CONSTRUCTION
HARRINGTON INC
HEARTFELT HOME HEALTHCARE SERVICES, INC.
HEETER ELECTRIC INC
HOLLIS CONTRACTING SERVICES
HOTEL RESTAURANT INSTITUTIONAL SUPPLY DESIGN
HOUSEMER EXCAVATING AND HARDSCAPING
HOWARD INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIAL SALES & MFG. INC
INNOVATEL TELEPSYCHIATRY
J HOFFMAN AUTO
JAGEMAN ELECTRIC
JAMES DUDA EXCAVATING
JAMES H. CROSS COMPANY
JD LAWNCARE AND PLOWING
JE HILBRICH ELECTRIC INC.
JERRY LAUGHLIN BUILDERS
JET TOOL COMPANY, INC.
JIM BROZELL CONSTRUCTION, LLC
JIM VALLIMONT CONST.
JIMMY D ENTERPRISES, LLC DBA SERVPRO
JMPDS, INC.
JOHNSON COMPUTER REPAIR
JOSEPH MCCORMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC
JOSEPH MCCORMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
KAY’S DPF SERVICES LLC
KERTRA LTD DBA BEL-AIRE HOTEL
KEYSTONE ARMORY
KLEIN BATH & BASEMENT SYSTEMS, LLC
KUBINSKI BUSINESS SYSTEMS
KUNCO LANDSCAPE, INC.
L.M. WANDER & SONS LANDSCAPING, INC.
LAKE CITY INDUSTRIES, INC.
LAKE CITY INDUSTRIES, INC.
LAKE CITY POWER SYSTEMS, LLC
LAKE ERIE COUNTERTOPS
LAKE ERIE PROMOTIONS/LAKE ERIE SPEEDWAY
LAKE PLEASANT FLOWER SHOPPE
LAKESHORE TOWING SERVICES INC.
LANGER ELECTRICAL SERVICES
LERCH CONSTRUCTION
LIMELITE INSPECTION SERVICES
LINDSEY CONSTRUCTION INC
M MASNA CARPENTRY AND HOME REPAIR
MCCELLAND CONSTRUCTION
MCCLYMONDS-WALLACE TRUCKING & SUPPLY CO
MERRITT CONSTRUCTION
MIACZYNSKI LANDSCAPING AND SERVICES
MIKE ANEN CONSTRUCTION
MIKE WOLOZANSKI ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
MILLCREEK METAL FINISHING, INC.
MILLER BROS
MILLER SEWER & DRAIN, LLC
MKS ARBORIST SERVICES
M-TEL WIRELESS LLC
MY POOL GUYS
NEELY COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
NEW AGE FLOORS
NEWCO ELECTRIC CO., INC.
NINE SHIPS COMPANY D/B/A MODULAR ENGINEERING COMPANY
NORTH COAST PACKAGING
NORTH COAST POOLS AND SERVICE
NORTHWEST RESTORATION, INC.
NORTHWESTERN WELDING & MACHINE CO., INC
OFFICE SERVICES INC
OTTENI EXCAVATING COMPANY
PATERNITI HOMES LLC
PATERNITI MALENA CONSTRUCTION, LLC.
PERF-A-LAWN, INC.
PERO REAL ESTATE LLC
PERSEO-ERIE, INC.
PETER HARDNER AND SON INC.
PINK OR BLUE 4D ULTRASOUND STUDIO
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PLASTIKOS MEDICAL, LLC
PLASTIKOS, INC.
POLLARD LAND SERVICES, INC
POTTER MASONRY
PRESQUE ISLE ANGLER BAIT, LLC
PRESQUE ISLE GUN SHOP
PRESQUE ISLE POWERCLEAN, INC.
PRESTIGE COUNTERTOPS & SERVICES
PRODUCTS FINISHING, INC
PROFESSIONAL NUTRITION CONSULTING, LLC
PROFESSIONAL TECHNICIANS EQUIPMENT SERVICE AND SUPPORT
PROVIDER RESOURCES, INC.
PSB INDUSTRIES/ MIKRON VALVE AND MFG
R HEBNER ELECTRIC
RAGS2RICHESCLEANING
RAINBOW INTERNATIONAL OF NWPA
RALEY’S SIGNATURE CLEANING SERVICES LLC
RANYAK TREE SERVICE
REABAH INC. DBA NETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES
REECE HILLS
REED SUPPLY COMPANY
RENAUD PECK REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO.
RETAIL SOLUTIONS PROVIDERS ASSOCIATION
RIDG-U-RAK, INC.
ROI ROOFING AND SUPPLY
RYAN KENNEDY CONSTRUCTION
S. ST. GEORGE ENTERPRISES, INC.
SALLOT CONCRETE INC
SCHNARS PAINTING AND SERVICES
SCHUTTE WOODWORKING
SCOKIM INC DBA ABC GLASS
SCOTT’S TREE AND STUMP REMOVAL
SCOTT’S BAYFRONT HOTEL, LLC
SELECT-TRON INDUSTRIES, INC
SHETLER LUMBER COMPANY
SHIRLEY ENT. DBA STANLEY STEEMER CARPET AND FURNITURE CLEANERS
SHOP RITE FOOD MART
SKINNER POWER SYSTEMS
STANDARD PATTERN WORKS INC
STEEL CITY SANDWICH CO
STEFANELLI’S CANDIES
STERILIZER REFURBISHING SERVICES INC
STERLING TECHNOLOGIES INC
SULLIVANS TREE SERVICE LLC
SUPER-ROOFER, LLC
SYNERGY APPLICATIONS, INC.
TEAMTURF
TERELLA DRYWALL & ACOUSTICAL
THE INVESTMENT CENTER OF ERIE LLC
THE OASIS MARKET
THE VARGO COMPANY
THOMAS SUDDARTH & SONS
TONNARD MFG CORP
TOTAL FOUNDATION SOLUTIONS
TRI-STATE PAIN INSTITUTE, LLC
TRUX LLC
UC CAR WASH
UNIFORM OUTFITTERS
URICK FOUNDRY
V AND V APPLIANCE PARTS INC.
VENTURE FASTENERS LLC
VENTURE LANDSCAPING
VFW POST 264
VISCOM SYSTEMS, DBA VISION COMMUNICATIONS
VIVX LLC
VOICES FOR INDEPENDENCE
WALKER FILTRATION INC. TAX ID 251898437
WARNER HOLLOW CONSTRUCTION
WARNERS HOLLOW CONSTRUCTION
WATERFORD HARDWARE & SERVICES INC
WATKINS GENERAL CONTRACTING INC.
WEISSEARLEY LANDSCAPE DESIGN & CONTRACTING LLC
WELLMAN TRUCKING AND LANDSCAPING SALES
WHITE ELECTRIC CO
WILL POWER SERVICE
WITTMAN BUILDERS LLC
WOODS HEATING COOLING & SERVICES INC
ZEYON, INC.
GENE & BOOTS CANDIES, INC.
GOLDEN EAGLE ASPHALT
GREEN FILTER INC.
HARRIS CONSTRUCTION
HITTIE PAVING
HMK IMPROVEMENTS
HORVATH HOME IMPROVEMENTS
HOSPDAVIS INC
HOTSYS CONTRACTING
IMPACT MHC MANAGEMENT, LLC
J AND T CONSTRUCTION
JAN & JEFF'S DISCOUNT STORE
JIM DAVID GARAGE DOORS
JIM RITENOURS LAWN CARE
JOSEPH KING
JRH RESTORATION INC. DBA SERVPRO OF FAYETTE COUNTY
L & D VIDEO
LANDSCAPING BY FISHER, INC
LANDSCAPING SERVICES UNLIMITED
LASHINSKY CONTRACTING
LIVINGSTON CLEANING SERVICE
MARTIN EXCAVATION
MAY KITCHENS
MCCANDLESS ENTERPRISES LLC (DBA MIRACLE EAR)
MILTON NEIDERHISER & SONS, INC.
MOUNTAIN WATERSHED ASSOCIATION INC
MOUNTAINCREEK MAINTENANCE
NIXON LAWN MAINTENANCE & LANDSCAPING LLC
NORTHWEST HARDWOODS
PECCON CONSTRUCTION
PERKINS PAINTING INC
PITTSBURGH COMPLETE COMMERCIAL CLEANING, LLC
PRIORITY CLEANING
PRITT'S CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY LIFE SERVICES HENRY CLAY
R&R TREE AND STUMP SERVICE
REPPERT APPLIANCE
ROBERT VAN VERTH HOME REPAIR
ROGER SUTER AND SONS INC
RONALD L WAGNER JR CONSTRUCTION
RONNIE CHAPMAN CONSTRUCTION
ROSS BROTHERS
RYZER CONSTRUCTION
SAINT ZITA CLEANERS LLC
SAPP’S ROOFING AND BUILDING
SAVAGE PLUMBING AND HEATING
SERVICEMASTER RESTORATION
SETCO RESTORATION INC
SMITH’S AUTO REPAIR
STEVE ZITNEY CONSTRUCTION
STEVE’S LAWN CARE
SWARTZ BUILDERS, INC.
TGN QUALITY CARPENTRY
THE CHIMNEY GUY, LLC
THE MON-VALLEY HANDYMAN
TRAILSIDE DESIGN & CONTRACTING
TRI STATE TREE SERVICE
UNIONTOWN PC, LLC
VARNDELL TREE SERVICE
WALTER MUCCI CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
WE-DO POWER PRODUCTS, INC
WHEELSUPTRANSPORT LLC
WILDERNESS VOYAGEURS
WILDERNESS VOYAGEURS OUTFITTERS INC
WOLBERT HANDYMAN SERVICES
ZRM ENTERPRISES LLC
FRANKLIN

ADVANCEDGE HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
AG EQUIPMENT SPECIALTIES
ALL ABOUT HEARING, LLC
AMERICAN AWNINGS AND REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
AMERICAN HERITAGE EXCAVATING LLC
AMERICAN MICRO INDUSTRIES, INC.
ANTIETAM HUMANE SOCIETY
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT CONSULTANTS, INC.
BARDPOOLS
BARNHART AND SON TREE SERVICE
BAUSERMANS LAWN SERVICE
BCM PAYROLL SERVICES, INC.
BLOCHER’S ELECTRICAL SERVICES
BLUE RIDGE HARDSCAPES LLC
BLUE RIDGE LAWN SERVICE
BOWMAN’S HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
BRECHBILL TRAILERS SALES LLC
BROTHERS PIZZA
BRUSTERS REAL ICE CREAM
BURNSIDE AMERICA INC.
BYRON WADEL (WADEL’S CONSTRUCTION)
C.R. DETAIL
CARL ROSENBERRY & SONS LUMBER INC
CHAMBERSBURG GLASS SERVICE LLC
CHAMBERSBURG HEARING CENTER
CHAMBERSBURG IMAGING ASSOCIATES
CHAMBERSBURG MEMORIAL YMCA
CHAMBERSBURG MEMORIAL YMCA PROGRAM CENTER
CLINE CONTRACTING
COMICS WORLD
CONRAD HOMES, INC
COUNTRY LANE
CREATIVE HANDS LANDSCAPE DESIGN, LLC
CROSSFIRE SHOOTING SPORTS
CS STONEWORKS LLC
CUSTOM VEHICLE SOLUTIONS/RUSH TRUCK CENTER OF GREENCASTLE
DAN LEHMAN LAWNCARE
DAVE’S EXCAVATING OF SHIPPENSBURG
DESIGN PAVING LLC
DILLERFREY LLC
DINE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
DIRECTIONAL TRAFFIC LLC
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fulton</th>
<th>Abel Roofing and Construction Inc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBA General Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clugstons Roofing and Remodeling LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crystal Spring Hardwoods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dave's Putting A New Leash On Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edgewood General Contractors, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuhn Lawn Service Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resipro, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tri-State Community Health Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wagaman's Lawn Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Strait</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GREENE
ALEX C FERGUSSON, LLC
AMERICAN FOOD TECH GROUP
BRADEN RUN ANIMAL HOSPITAL
C&B LAWN CARE
C&B LAWN CARE
DAVE'S REMODELING
EARTHWORX AND SALES LLC
GAMBLE TRUCKING, LTD
GARNEY COMPANIES, INC.
GP BARNHARTS LTD
HOT LLC
HOT MOPS CLEANING INC
IVAN'S TREE SERVICE
JAVINS CORPORATION
MCKNIGHT CUSTOM CARPENTRY
MYERS HOME HEALTHCARE, LLC
PK LANDSCAPING
RIVERVIEW HOMES, INC.
ROUTE 21 HOMES
RT 21 HOME INC
SEPARATION DESIGN GROUP LLC
STAIN BLASTER
TEEGARDEN'S LANDSCAPING & LAWN CARE
TIME SAVERS INC
WAYNESBURG YAMAHA SUZUKI
MUMAU BUILDING AND REMODELING
NICHOLSON & MOORE ELECTRIC LLC.
PAGANO’S EQUIPMENT SERVICES
PRESTIGIOUS LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND LAWN CARE
QUINTECH ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
R.T.I.MACHINING AND FAB LLC
REMINGTON PALLETS & CRATES
RHEA CONSTRUCTION
RIZZO AND SONS INDUSTRIAL SERVICE CO., INC.
SPRAY ALL
STEWART LAWN SERVICE
SUPERIOR YARDSCAPES
THE GARAGE SALE
THE WRIGHT SALES INC.
TOTAL ASPHALT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
TREE MONKEYS
VICTORY SIGNS
V-LINE CORPORATION
WARREN PETER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
WHISPERING WHEELS SPORTING GOODS
JEFFERSON

AL’S CONSTRUCTION
ANALYTICAL SERVICES, INC.
BISH AUTO CARE AND SERVICES LLC
BLOOM ON MAIN
BOWSER REMODELING AND HOME REPAIR
BRAD GUIHER CONSTRUCTION
BRCK DEVELOPING LLC
BRETT’S BUILDING SERVICES LLC
BROCKWAY APPLIANCE, INC
BWP BATS
BWP BATS, LLC
COREY GUAGLIANONE
CURBSIDE COOKERY
DAVE ROMAN EXCAVATING, INC
DAY CONTRACTING
DIVERSIFIED AUTOMATION INC
DOWN CONSTRUCTION
DRP COMPUTER CLINIC
EASTERN HARDWOODS
FIVE STAR FOODS
FIVE STAR ROOFING
FLEEGER CONTRACTING
FLOCK SERVICES INC
FREMER MOULDING
GUTCHESS LUMBER (BROOKVILLE)
HRI, INC.
HRIN ENTERPRISES
HUMPHREY TV SALES & SERVICE
JEFFERSON PAVING CORP.
LEVI’S TROYER CONSTRUCTION
LOWMASTER & WARDEN INC
LUANN E GRUBE
LUNDERG PAVING & TRUCKING LLC
MC ALARMS
MILLERS CONSTRUCTION
NDL ACCOUNTING SERVICES
PEACE KITCHENS & HOME REMODELING LLC
PENNSYLVANIA HEARING AID CENTERS, MIRACLE-EAR
REYNOLDSVILLE BOROUGH POLICE STATION
RICHS OUTDOOR WORLD
ROSE GRESAK SIGNS
ROSES ON MAIN
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S MUTH EXCAVATION
SEEK NOW
SENIOR ASSIST SERVICES
STAAR COMPANIES LLC
STEVEN BYLER CONSTRUCTION
THE LAUNDRY ROOM
TIM BRITTON CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC.
TRI-CLEANING SERVICES, LLC
WILD CONSTRUCTION, LLC
YATES EXCAVATION, INC.
JUNIATA A TO Z YARD CARE
ANDY SPADE LLC DBA PHIL'S SERVICE CENTER
BRIDGET D HIBBS
BROOKSIDE ROOFING
ELKE FULTZ
ENERGEX AMERICAN INC.
ENOS YODER ROOFING
HISTORIC STAINED GLASS RESTORATIONS
J&B FURNITURE
J&M PALLETT, LLC
J.P.H. ENTERPRISES L.L.C.
KEVIN E BURNS
L.E.Z. ELECTRIC INC.
LAUREL RUN PALLET LLC
MICHELLE L KINET
MIFFLINTOWN PLUMBING & HEATING
OAK SPRINGS WOOD PRODUCTS
OAKLAND WOOD PRODUCTS
P A LOSCH AND SONS LLC
PENNIAN BANK
R&F HEAT TREATING AND TRUCKING
RENNO BROTHERS LUMBER
ROCKLAND HYDRAULIC
SHADE MOUNTAIN CONSTRUCTION
THE COUNTRY CUPBOARD OF SMICKSBURG
TREGO ELECTRIC LLC
TRUSS TECH, INC.
TURF CORPS
YODER LUMBER
JITTY JOE’S LLC
JMF COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
JONAL’S LAWN & GARDEN INC
K & F LANDSCAPING INC.
KANE LOGISTICS
KEN REES
KR TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS LLC
KRIGER PIPELINE INC.
L.J. MILO ENTERPRISES, INC.
LACKAWANNA RIVER BASIN SEWER AUTHORITY
LEBER & BONHAM ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS INC
LITTLE RED DOGHOUSE
LMB CABINETRY INC.
LOGICAL ENERGY DIAGNOSTICS
LOH MEDICAL
LOOKING GOOD LANDSCAPING
LOST TRAILS LLC
LOVING CARE CLEANERS
LOZENSKI TREE AND CONSTRUCTION
MAIN SANDS LLC
MALATESTA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC.
MARCIANO’S CONTRACTING
MC MULTISERVICES
MCCARTHY FLOWERS, INC.
MCDONALDS GREEN THUMB LANDSCAPING
ME ENTERPRISE SERVICES
MERCER SALES AND SERVICE
MGM MASONRY INC
MHW LANDSCAPE SUPPLY-A DIVISION OF MHW CONSTRUCTION, LLC
MICHAEL WELLS GENERAL CONTRACTOR
MINUS100 LLC
MOUNTAIN ROOFING LLC
NAMMO POCAL
NEPA DISTRIBUTORS/ALHAMRAH CORPORATION
NEPA PEST CONTROL LLC
NIBBLES & BITS
NORTH AMERICAN WARHORSE, INC.
NORTH END ELECTRIC
NORTHEASTERN KNIFE SHARPENING SERVICE INC
NORTHEASTERN TREE, LLC
NORTHERN TREE EXPERT COMPANY
O&S ELECTRIC LLC
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OLD FORGE FLOOR CENTER
ORIGINAL JITTY JOES LLC
PAULS QUICK STOP
PEDIATRIC DENTAL SPECIALISTS
PENDRAK ELECTRIC, LLC
PENNSYLVANIA BEDDING
PETRINI’S PASTA PRODUCTS INC
PETTINATO LAWN AND GARDEN CARE
PIONEER BEER DISTRIBUTOR
PLUMMERS TOWING
PRAEFKE CONSTRUCTION
PRECISION SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS
PREFERRED POWER WASHING AND LANDSCAPING
PREPARE AMERICA
R&A, LLC
RC TREE SERVICE
REVIELLO CONSTRUCTION LLC
RICHARD MELLOW CORP.
RIDDLE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
RLE DIGGING AND RIGGING
RLE ENTERPRISES
ROBBIES REASONABLE TREE
ROCHE CONSTRUCTION
ROCK HARD COATINGS NE, LLC
RODRIGUEZ LAWN CARE & LANDSCAPING LLC
ROSSI ROOTER, LLC
SACCHETTI SEWER AND DRAIN
SAVAGE LANDSCAPING
SCRANTON GRINDER & HARDWARE
SENIOR HEALTHCARE ADVISORS
SHERMAN’S CLEANING LLC
SOOT SOLDIERS LLC
SPARKLING SOLUTIONZ LLC
SPRING VALLEY LAWN AND TREE CARE.
STANDARD IRON WORKS
STANTON CORE
STUART N POLLACK EA LLC
SUDO ENTERPRISES, LLC
SUMMIT RADON
T E SPALL & SON INC
TANFIELD LUMBER & VENEER
TASK TREE SERVICE LLC
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A AND H HARNESS AND TACK CO.
A NEW YOU MASSAGE THERAPY
A THERAPEUTIC EFFECT
A. K. PETERSHEIM BUILDERS, LLC
A. M. ACRI CONSTRUCTION
AAMCO
AARON’S CARPENTRY L L C
AB HARDSCAPE AND DESIGN
ABUELITAS SOFRITO LLC
ADAIR’S FLOORING
ALIVE CHURCH EPHRATA
ALLGOOD ELECTRIC
ALLGYER’S EXTERIORS LLC
ANDY LACOCK PAVING AND EXCAVATING
ANGIE’S CUSTOM CLEANING LLC
ANS PROPERTY SERVICES
APEX ADVERTISING
AQUA-DOCS
ARBORIST ENTERPRISES INC.
ARMER TREE SERVICE & LANDSCAPING
ARROWHEAD CONSTRUCTION LLC
ASSOCIATED BUILDING INSPECTIONS LLC
ASSOCIATED MATERIALS LLC DBA ALSIDE
ATTENTION 2 DETAILS
AUKAMP ELECTRIC INC.
AUTOBONIX
AXELECTRIC
AZIZ ANIMAL HOSPITAL
B & E NOTARY INC
B&D BUILDERS LLC
BALLEW’S ALUMUMIM PRODUCTS INC
BAREVILLE RENOVATIONS
BARRY E. KOSER CARPENTRY AND RENOVATIONS
BARRY SHULTZ FLOORING
BARTON SIGNS
BASILEIA COMPANIES LLC
BASSLINE ELECTRIC, LLC
BATHCREST ASSOCIATES/ BCLC INC.
BCS APPLIANCE INC
BEAVER CREEK CONSTRUCTION
BECO EQUIPMENT LLC
BEILER BROTHERS LLC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEILER CONSTRUCTION, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEILERS PLUMBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELMONT TRAILERS LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENCHMARK CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTER BASEMENT SOLUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTER TOUCH CLEANING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTERWAY EXCAVATING LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEYOND THE FORK IN THE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG O ELECTRIC AND PLUMBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOPLEX ORGANICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK FOREST DESIGN AND BUILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKHORSE PROpane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLESSINGS OF HOPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLS ROOFING LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE SKY SCAPES LAWN &amp; LANDSCAPING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN EXCAVATING INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOND MACHINE AND FABRICATION LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOSE ALUMINUM FOUNDRY CO INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTTOM LINE CONTRACTING, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOWMAN'S STOVE &amp; PATIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREATH OF LIFE MINISTRY INTL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRENAMAN ELECTRICAL SERVICE, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRENT MILLER BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHTWOOD LANDSCAPE SERVICE, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHTWOOD LAWN SERVICE, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRITANNY ZIMMERMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROOK LAWN FARM MARKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROOKMYER REMODELING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROOKSIDE EXCAVATING INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROOMELL ELECTRIC LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN BEARING &amp; DRIVE SOLUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUBACKER ELECTRIC LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUBAKER BROS. LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUBAKER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRUCE K WALTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS PROPERTY SERVICES, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCK BEVERAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCKLEY'S CHIMNEY AND MASONRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLDOG HYDROGRAPHICS AND FIREARMS, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNING BRIDGE ANTIQUES MARKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. E. PONTZ SONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.A. WEAVER &amp; CO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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C.S. WITMER & SONS SEAMLESS SPOUTING
CABIN CARE LLC
CAPITAL COATING INC.
CAPITAL COATING, INC
CAPITAL FOREST PRODUCTS, INC
CAR WASH WIZARDS, LLC
CARING HOUSE CLEANERS
CARMODY ELECTRIC LLC
CARTER INDUSTRIES DBA: B&G LUMBER CO.
CATERBONE PROPERTY SERVICES LLC
CAVALLO CHIROPRACTIC & WELLNESS CLINIC
CEDAR RUN CONSTRUCTION
CELL PHONE REPAIR
CENTRAL PA SWEEPING, INC.
CENTRAL PENN REFLEXOLOGY
CENTRAL PENN WATERPROOFING
CERAMIC PRO AUTO SPA
CFM PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
CHAD HERTZLER DBA/HERTZLER'S PRECISION CONTRACTING
CHAMPION HEARING AID CENTER
CHANGE-UP REMODELING, INC.
CHEAP MOWING
CITYSCAPES COMMERCIAL ROOFING LLC
CK MARTIN LLC
CKS&SONS
CLARK MECHANICAL SERVICES DBA C MECHANICAL SERVICES
CLASSIC ESTATE JEWELRY
CLASSIC SHINE LLC
CLAUDE M. GERLACH & SON
CLEAN WATER SOLUTIONS
CLEARSITE, LLC
CLOVER CUTTER LANDSCAPING
CLOVER PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
CLUGSTON CONSTRUCTION
COCALICO PLUMBING & HEATING
COCALICO TREE SERVICE
COCHRANVILLE CONSTRUCTION CO LLC.
COLONY PRODUCTS INC DBA COLONY BUSINESS SYSTEMS
COLUMBIA DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
COMMONWEALTH FULFILLMENT & DISTRIBUTION
COMMUNITY NATURAL FOOD STORE
COMPLETE DISASTER SERVICES
CONCEPT EXCAVATING INC
CONCRETE AUTHORITY
CONESTOGA COUNTRY KITCHENS INC
CONOY PRODUCTS LLC
CORRECTIONAL DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING, INC
COSTELLO ELECTRIC
COUNTRY LANE CLEANING
COUNTRY MACHINERY LLC
COUNTRY VIEW REMODELING LLC
COUNTRYSIDE PEST CONTROL LLC
COUNTY LINE MECHANICAL
COURIER SERVICES OF EASTERN PA
CR CONSTRUCTION
CRAFT-BILT CONSTRUCTION
CREATIVE EXCAVATING
CROWWOODS HOMESTEAD LLC
CRYSTAL LAKE LANDSCAPE SUPPLY, LLC
CURTIS ENCK CEMETERY MAINTANCE
CURTIS WELDING & FABRICATING INC.
CURTISS & SONS LAWN CARE
CUSTOM PLUMBING & HEATING INC
CUTE CUDDLY DOODLES
CUTTING EDGE LAWN CARE
D OTT CONSTRUCTION
D&R LANDSCAPE
DAN
DAVE FASTI
DAVE WENNERSTROM’S PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
DAVID A. DROEGE CONSTRUCTION
DCS QUALITY CARPENTRY
DEADON CONSTRUCTION
DEER COUNTRY FARM & LAWN, INC.
DELAWARE VALLEY GOLDEN RETRIEVER RESCUE
DELEON LANDSCAPE
DENLINGER FISHER BUILDERS LLC
DENNIS R HACKMAN HOME IMPROVEMENTS
DES ECK CONSTRUCTION
DETAILING WORLD
DH FUNK & SONS
DIAMOND DESIGN KITCHEN & BATH INC.
DIAMOND POOL SERVICES
DL KREIDER
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DN PRINTER SOLUTIONS LLC
DOLLARS AND SENSE BOOKKEEPING LLC
DOM'S LAWN CARE, LLC
DON STEVENS
DONE JUST RIGHT
DONLIN CONSTRUCTION
DOUBLE E CARRIAGES LLC
DOUBLE H CONSTRUCTION LLC
DOUG'S TREE SERVICE INC
DOUGLAS TREE & PROPERTY SERVICE
DOUGLASS & COMPANY
DR. JEROME MARTINEZ FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
DREAMERS TRANSPORT LLC
DS MARTIN LLC
DULL'S PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLC
DURAWOOD PRODUCTS, INC.
DURRELL'S ESTATE MAINTENANCE, INC.
DUTCHIES STONE WORK LLC
DUTCHLAND INC.
E H BEILER INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
EARTHBOUND ARTISAN LLC.
EBERSOLE BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
EBY EXTERIORS
EBY ROAD STRUCTURES LLC
ECHO VALLEY CONSTRUCTION
ECHO VALLEY ROOFING
ECK AND SONS LLC
ECKMAN ENTERPRISES
EDWARDS ELECTRIC & TELECOM, INC.
EDWARDS ELECTRIC & TELECOM, INC.
EICHOLTZ PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
ELECTRIC OPTIONS LLC
ELITE COMMERCIAL ROOFING
ELITE PRESSURE WASHING, LLC
ESH ELECTRICAL ENTERPRISES
ESH HOME IMPROVEMENT LLC
ESHLEMAN BUILDING & REMODELING PA044453
ESQUIRE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES, INC. DBA MPC INDUSTRIES
EXTERIORS ROOFING
F & M PAINTING CO LLC.
FAHNSTOCK EXCAVATING, INC
FASTENING PRODUCTS OF LANCASTER
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FASTSIGNS LANCASTER
FENNER INC DBA FENNER PRECISION POLYMERS
FICHTHORN ELECTRIC INC
FILTER SHINE INC
FINISH LINE CONSTRUCTION
FIRE LINE EQUIPMENT, LLC
FISHER BROTHERS EXTERIORS
FIVEPOINTVILLE EXCAVATING LLC
FLYING FIBERS
FOXES SIDING INC
FRANK SAHD SALVAGE CENTER, DBA SAHD METAL RECYCLING
FRANK SENSENIG EXCAVATING LLC
FRED METZLER CONSTRUCTION INC
FREEMAN MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY CO
G C SHEDS
GARDEN SPOT ELECTRIC
GARMAN'S CLEANING
GARMAN'S CLEANING LLC
GARMAN'S COAL & MULCH LLC
GARVER MACHINE LLC.
GASPLUSPLUS
GEBHARD AND SON INC
GENE FORREY WOODWORKING LLC
GENERAL FLOOR INDUSTRIES, INC.
GENUINE TOBACCO CO.
GIANNINI STRATEGIC ENTERPRISES LLC
GLASS ACT FIBERGLASS REPAIR SERVICE
GLICK BROTHERS ROOFING
GLICK WOODWORKS
GLINKA'S CONTRACTING
GOLD STAR CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
GOLD TIP PAINTING
GOOD HOMES & ADDITIONS, INC
GOODS LAWN CARE LLC
GOODS MASONRY
GRAYBILL MACHINES
GRAYSTONE ROOFING AND SIDING
GREAT SIGNS
GREEN LEAF CLEANING, LLC
GREENFIELD FOOD 'N FUEL
GREENS TREE SERVICE
GREENTREE WOODWORKS
GREG MANMILLER CONSTRUCTION
GREINER INDUSTRIES INC.
GREYSTONE CONSTRUCTION INC.
GROFFDALE CONCRETE WALLS INC
GROFF'S HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & PLUMBING, INC
GROUNDSCAPE EXCAVATION AND LANDSCAPING INC
GSM ROOFING
GUARDIAN BARRIER SERVICES
GUNDRUM ELECTRIC LLC
H&R CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC
H. M. STAUFFER & SONS, INC.
H.K. KELLER
HALDEMAN'S EXCAVATING LLC
HANDY DAN CONSTRUCTION
HANDYMAN JAY
HARNISH ELECTRICAL SERVICE, INC
HARNISH PAINTING LLC
HAWTHORNE GARDENS
HEALTHY TURF & LANDSCAPE
HEAVENONEARTH LAWN CARE LLC
HEISEY MACHINE CO., INC.
HEISEY MECHANICAL, LTD.
HELLE CONSTRUCTION
HELPING HANDS FOR ANIMALS, INC.
HENCH GENERAL CONTRACTING, LLC
HENDRICKS' FLOWERS, INC
HENRY'S HOOF TRIMMING
HERR & SACCO, INC.
HERR'S HOMESCAPES LLC
HERSHEY DOOR SERVICE, INC.
HERSHEY EXCAVATING LLC
HERTZLER ELECTRIC
HIGH EH&S CONSULTING
HIGH HOTELS, LTD. D/B/A COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT LANCASTER, PA
HIGH TECH POWER WASH
HIGHLAND CAR WASH
HIGHLAND REALTY GROUP LLC
HILLTOP MASONRY LLC
HIMALAYAN LLC
HOFFERT PROPERTY MAINTENANCE, LLC
HOFFMAN REMODELING LLC
HOLLANDER APARTMENTS LLC
MARY ANN BOWER VAN SERVICE LLC
MAX HAULING LLC
MAZZEO CONTRACTING
MCCREAMY'S PUB
MCCrackens Pet Supply
MEL'S HEATER SERVICE LLC
MELTON'S CLEANING SERVICE
MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
MERE NORMAN COSMETICS & SPA
METZLER MOWER LLC
MICHAEL R KOLENDAN JR
MID-ATLANTIC TIMBER FRAMES
MIDDLE CREEK ROOFING LLC
MILL CREEK EXTERIORS
MK MECHANICAL LLC
MKS CONSTRUCTION LLC
MODLOGIQ, INC.
MONTEREY SHOP, LLC
MONYER ELECTRIC
MOSER ROOFING SOLUTIONS
MOTT'S LANDSCAPES & LAWNCARE
MOTZ TECHNOLOGIES LLC
MOUNT VERNON CONSTRUCTION
MOVERS & CO. LLC
MT AIRY LUMBER CO. LLC
MT VERNON CONSTRUCTION
MTK MECHANICAL
MULCH N MORE, INC.
MULLEN BOOKS, INC
MUSSER REFRIGERATION
MUSSER'S EXCAVATING, LLC
MUSSER'S LAWN & GARDEN, LLC
MWE ELITE AUTO LLC
N.C. ROHRER RENTALS
N/A - MATTHEW T. AUER (INDIVIDUAL)
NADU CONSTRUCTION
NARVON CONSTRUCTION LLC
NAWCC, INC
NEAL W. MARTIN
NEAT FREAK CLEAN LLC
NEFF'S SAFE LOCK & SECURITY INC.
NETCONEX, INC.
NEW HOLLAND BUILDERS
NEW HOLLAND CUSTOM WOODWORK
NEW JERSEY SHELL CASTING CORPORATION
NEWSWANGER EXCAVATING INC.
NEWSWANGER EXCAVATING, INC.
NO BUFF 2 TUFF
NOLT BACKHOE SERVICE LLC
NOLTS FLOORCOVERING INC.
NOLTS PROPANE CONNECTIONS
NORMAN HOOVER WELDING LLC
NORTH END RENOVATING
NSI NURSING SOLUTIONS
NUSSBAUM EQUIPMENT VEHICLES SALES
OAKMONT ENTERPRISES INC.
OBER’S LANDSCAPING
OCD CLEANING, LLC
OLD AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
P K MACHINE
PANS HOSPITALITY/DBA ROUTE 30 DINER
PATHWAY FINANCIAL GROUP
PATHWAY REAL ESTATE LLC
PATRICK T COSGROVE ELECTRIC
PAUL RISK CONSTRUCTION
PAY IT FORWARD CLEANING SERVICES
PBZ LLC
PCONTRACTOR66@GMAIL.COM
PEAK DISTRIBUTION LLC
PEARLEATHER INC DBA HACKMAN SMARTROOF
PEERLESS HARDWARE MANUFACTURING COMPANY INC
PENDU MFG.
PENN WOODS EXTERIORS LLC
PEQUEA VALLEY EXTERIORS
PERFORMANCE GROUP, INC.
PERSONALIZED COMMERCIAL CLEANING
PETROS CUSTOM CONCRETE, INC.
PHILIP K. MILLER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
PHILLIP’S PAINTING & HOME IMPROVEMENTS
PINE BROOK FARM NURSERY AND LANDSCAPING INC.
Pinnacle Improvements
PITCHED PERFECT SPOUTING LLC
PLUFF CONTRACTORS LLC
POFF LAWN MAINTENANCE INC
SHOEMAKER TRUCKING & EXCAVATING INC
SIGNATURE ONE BUILDING SERVICES
SIMERAL CONSTRUCTION
SIMERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.
SJ-HI
SKYLINE EXTERIORS LLC
SLIP INDUSTRIES INC
SM GUTTERS LANCASTER
SMOKERS VAPORS
SMOKETOWN HELICOPTERS LLC
SMUCKER EXTERIORS
SMUCKERS WOODCRAFTS
SOLID FLUE CHIMNEY SAVERS
SONCO LLC
SOUTHRIDGE ENTERPRISES
SPEEDWELL CONSTRUCTION
SPEEDWELL CONSTRUCTION -
SPEEDWELL CONSTRUCTION, INC
SPEEDWELL CONSTRUCTION, LLC
SPENCER SEO SERVICES, LLC.
SPRING GARDEN ELECTRIC, LLC
SPRING GROVE CONSTRUCTION
SPRINGVILLE FOODS
SPRUCE KNOB CONSTRUCTION
SRM PROPERTY SERVICES LLC
SS MASONRY
STAMPED CONCRETE WORKS
STATEWIDE CARPET CLEANING, INC
STAUFFER SEAMLESS SPOUTING
STEHMAN TREE SERVICE ETC LLC
STEVEN T HAHN PLUMBING & HEATING, INC
STEVE'S LAWN MAINTENANCE
STOBRO COMPANY LP
STOLTZFOOS HOME IMPROVEMENTS LLC
STOLTZFUS WOODWORKS LLC
STONE GABLES ESTATE, LLC
STONY LANE CONSTRUCTION LLC
STRICTLY KLEEN LLC.
STURDY BUILT MANUFACTURING LLC
SUN EQUITY BUILDERS, INC.
SUNMERS ELECTRIC
SUNNY SLOPE TREE SERVICE
SUNRISE CARPENTRY, LLC
SUNRISE VALLEY CONSTRUCTION LLC
SUNSET VALLEY METALCRAFT
SUPERIOR TRUSSES LLC
SUSQUEHANNA FISHING TACKLE INC
SUSQUEHANNA INSURANCE
SUSTAINABLE YARD SOLUTIONS, LTD
TCO ELECTRIC
TCW COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
TEMPLE SALVAGE YARD
THE ADVENTURE GUILD
THE BARNYARD BOYS LLC
THE BRENEMAN COMPANY
THE DOG FENCE GUY!
THE EXTERIOR COMPANY, INC.
THE FOOTHILLS PAPER
THE INN AT LEOLA VILLAGE AND SPA
THE LANCASTER SIGN CO INC
THE PROS HOME IMPROVEMENT LLC
THE RUG BEATER CLEANING ENTERPRISES, INC.
THE SHAKER SHOPPE, INC.
THE SPA & POOL PLACE INC
THE SPORTSMAN’S SHOP
THE TRAILER SHOPPE LLC
THE VILLAGE ARMS, LLC
THE WAY COMPANIES, LLC D/B/A S.A.WAY & SON PLUMBING, HEATING AND EXCAVATING
THOMAS SHULTZ--MASONRY
THOROWASH LLC
THREE SISTERS PARK
TIMBER TREE SERVICE
TIMBER WOLF TREE AND LAWN LLC
TIMOTHY STROSSER DESIGNS, LLC
TIRED IRON EXCAVATING, LLC.
TODD CONSTRUCTION LLC
TODD FEDDOCK DMD
TOM TOM PROPERTIES
TOOTHSMITHS, INC.
TOP OF THE LINE ROOFING
TORRES CONSTRUCTION
TOTAL LAWN CARE & PROPERTY MAINTENANCE INC
TOTAL PACKAGE LANDSCAPE, LLC
TOWNCLOCK CHEESE SHOPPE
TOWNEDGELAWNCARE
TOWNSLEYPAVING
TRAPPER K?S LLC
TREEWISEGUYS
TREECYCLEENTERPRISES
TRINITYFLOORINGINC.
TRISTARR
TROPGUNSHOP,LTD
TUCQUANPROPRTYSERVICES LLC
TURNERSGLASS
TWINMARCONSTRUCTION LLC.
U.S.LUMBERGROUP, LLC
UBER DRIVER &FOOD DELIVERY
UFCGYM LANCASTER
UHURU DESIGN
ULTRAGLOW ELECTRIC
UNIQUE EXCAVATING LLC
UNISSCO, LLC
UNITED EQUIPMENT LTD
VISIONTECHELECTRONICS AND RESTORATION INC.
WAREHOUSEHOTEL AT THE NOOK
WAXMASTERDETAIL CENTER
WEBBER/SMITH ASSOC., INC.
WEILER SCALE COMPANY
WENGER’S GREENHOUSE
WHEAT PLAINS LANDSCAPES
WILLIAM D. SUMNER PLUMBING & HEATING
WILLIAMSPRECHER TRUCKING DOT#1534546
WIZARD LOVK & SAFE CO
WM W TROUT JR TRUCKING LLC
WOLF AND KLINE PROPERTY MANAGMENT, INC
WOLFRock BUILDERS LLC
WOLGGIES LAWN CARE LLC
WOOD FABRICATORS, INC.
WOODSMEN & CO.
YEAGER ELECTRIC
YOUNGS CLEANING
YOUR HANDLEBARTHANDYMAN INC.
YOUR IDEALPRINTER
YOUTH WITH A MISSION LANCASTER
YUNGINGER LANDSCAPE NURSERY
ZIMMERMAN EXCAVATING OF EPHRATA
"HAVEN OF REST"
AERIAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC
AIello'S LANDSCAPING
ALAN BEHM SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
ALLEN RESTORATIONS, INC.
ANIMAL GENOME INSTITUTE
BARNETT'S LANDSCAPING SERVICE
BARRY L SELL CONTRACTOR
BEN MOYER FARMS
BENNETT'S ROOFING
BINDERY TOOLS LLC
BLUE LAKE INDUSTRIES LLC
BLUESCOPE BUILDINGS NORTH AMERICA, INC. ("BLUESCOPE BUILDINGS")
BOLTZ LANDSCAPING
BRANDT'S CONSTRUCTION
BRIAN S. MCFEETERS S.E.O. SERVICES
BROWN SIGNS, INC.
BROWNSTONE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES
C&Z CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
CANDORIS TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
CEDAR HILL LAWN SERVICE
CHAMP AIRCRAFT SERVICE LLC
CHEYNEY PROPERTY MAINTENANCE INC.
CLEMENTS VETERINARY ASSOCIATES
COCALICO LANDSCAPING
COLLINS TRUCKING INC
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY SERVICE, INC.
COPENHAVER BUILDERS, LLC
CORL FAMILY EYECARE
CORNWELL DOOR SERVICE
CRAIG MORGAN CONSTRUCTION
CREATIVE TOUCH LANDSCAPES LLC
CROCKER'S ROOFING
CTS RENOVATIONS LLC
CURTIS R SPANGLER REMODELING
CUSTER EXCAVATING
D&D EQUIPMENT REPAIR, INC.
D&T SPOUTING
D.L. ROOFING & CONSTRUCTION
DAD'S LANDSCAPING
DATA TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS, LLC
DAVID J PURCELL AND SON LLC
DEER COUNTRY FARM & LAWN, INC.
DENNIS RATCLIFF
DILKS PLUMBING LLC DBA ROTO ROOTER
DITCHCREEK UTILITY SERVICES, INC.
DRIVEON AUTO SPA & COATINGS LLC
DUST BUNNY BUSTERS LLC
EASTERN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, LLC
ELCO FAMILY DENTAL, LLC
EVERGREEN SPECIALTIES, LLC
FLUID PINPOINTING SERVICES, INC.
FOGLEMAN’S ENTERPRISES, INC.
FOGLEMAN’S TREE CARE CO.
FORTI RADIATOR AND
FOX PLUMBING INC
FSM TOOLS & SUPPLY
GASSERT ROOFING INC.
GRASSROOTS LAWN SERVICE LLC
GRAVEL HILL COMMUNICATIONS
GREEN PRO SOLUTIONS, LLC
HAAKE’S CUSTOM CONTRACTING & DESIGN LLC
HALDEMAN BROS. MASONRY INC.
HILL FARM GREENHOUSE
HOMESTEAD EXCAVATING INC
HORST SIGNS
IN-TOWN AUTOSUDS LLC
IRON VALLEY CEILINGS LLC
J.E. HORST BUILDER, LLC
JAMES LAWSON
JB MILLER CONTRACTORS LLC
JDM OUTLET
JOHN P LAYSER INC
K AND Y SALES COMPANY INC
K.S. LANDSCAPING
KEEFER INC
KEITH DONNACHIE
KEYSTONE FENCE SUPPLIES
KICK DUST INC
KREAMER BROS. FURNITURE
KYLE S BECKER
L & N ZIMMERMAN EXCAVATING INC
LADY’S TOUCH LANDSCAPE SERVICES
LANDIS HARDSCAPE
LEBANON SEABOARD CORPORATION
LEBANON VALLEY LIVESTOCK
LEED'S CYCLERY
LEHMAN EXTERIORS
LLOYD ASSOCIATES LLC
LOGICAL INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
LONG ACRE HOLLOW
LONG'S EXCAVATING
LONG'S MACHINE & TOOL INC.
LOUISE HEFFELFINGER'S BAKED GOODS
M&J GIRTON LANDSCAPING, LLC
MARK'S HELPING HAND, LLC
MATTHEW FRITZ INSPECTIONS/TESTING
MCGOWANS LANDSCAPING AND PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
MPL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
MRS EBO LLC
MUSSER'S EXCAVATING, LLC
MYERSTOWN COMPUTERS
N/A- BRYAN BENNIE (OWNER)
NOLT EXCAVATING
OFF ROAD MOTORSPORTS AND CYCLE SALES
P & N EXCAVATING INC
PEAK INDUSTRIES INC
PEIKKO
PENNSYLVANIA PRECISION CAST PARTS, INC.
PHILADELPHIA MIXING SOLUTIONS, LTD
PINE RIDGE LANDSCAPE
PONDSCAPES AND PATIOS
POWERTON GENERATORS, INC
PSQ, INC.
REED'S LOCK & ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC.
REPUTABLE STREAMLINE PROPERTIES
ROYER'S FLOWERS
RUSS GIBBLE ROOFING&SIDING GENERAL CONTRACTOR
RUST CONTRACTING
RYAN KELLY REMODELING LLC
S&H CLEANING
SANDY'S CHILDCARE
SCHREIBER LAWN AND LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE INC
SHANK DOOR LLC
SHANK LANDSCAPING
SHIRK MANUFACTURING LLC
A-1 ELECTRIC PLUMBING HEATING LLC
ABE GRANITE LLC
ACE HANDYMAN SERVICES ALLENTOWN
ADC
ADVANCED RESIDENTIAL MAINTENANCE
ALBARELL ELECTRIC INC.
ALBRIGHTS HARDWARE
ALEX'S GARDEN INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE, LLC
ALLEN ORGAN AND ALLEN INTEGRATED ASSEMBLIES
ALLENTOWN FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
ALLY HANDYMAN SERVICES
ALMIR CO
ALPHAGRAPhICS LEHIGH VALLEY
ALVIN H. BUTZ, INC. - PROPERTY RESTORATION DIVISION
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL METAL MFG
AMERICAN FENCE, INC.
AMERICAN POOLS AND SPAS
AMERICLEAN SERVICES
APPLEBY ELECTRIC, LLC
APSCO
ARK LION LLC PA HIC #087236
ASGCO MFG INC.
ATLAS COPCO COMPRESSORS, LLC DBA TAYLOR AIR CENTER
AUTO COLLISION SPECIALISTS
AWARD SERVICES
B&B CUSTOM POOLS, INC.
BARISTI COFFEE & TEA CO. LLC
BAYLOR'S TOP NOTCH TREE SERVICE
BELLES TREE SERVICE, INC.
BELLEW LAWN & LANDSCAPE LLC
BETHLEHEM WESTGATE FLORAL LLC
BIANCO INC (TRADING AS DOUGHERY ROOFING)
BLUE RIDGE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS LLC
BOB'S GENERAL CONTRACTING
BORRELLI AND RIVERA AND SONS LLC
BPNI INC
BRENT STONEBACK DBA BRENT'S TREE SERVICE
BRICKHOUSE AND ASSOCIATES
BRUCE WILSON CONTRACTING
CANN MED PC
CASEY'S CROSSING CONSTRUCTION, LLC
CATHY'S CREATIVE CATERING & CAFE
CCHAS, INC., DBA CURRENT CONCEPTS
CDL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
CEDAR HEIGHTS LAWN AND LANDCARE
CENTER VALLEY IMAGING, LLC DBA BOUNTIFUL BABIES
CERA-MET
CHALLEN CONSULTING, LLC
CHARTERS CONTRACTING
CHRISTOPHER DIPIPPA
CITYLINE-HAMILTON BUILDERS, LLC
CJ CONSTRUCTION
CLOUD CITY GAMES
CLOUD SERVICE CENTER, LLC
CLOVER HILL WINERY
CLYMER CONSTRUCTION CO
COLONIAL LANDSCAPE INC
COMPASS BUSINESS CENTER
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES, LLC.
CONCRETE FLOOR SOLUTIONS, INC.
CONDOMS GALORE
CROSSROADS BAPTIST CHURCH
CROWWOODS HOMESTEAD LLC
CYCLE GEAR
D & R PRECISION MACHINING, INC.
D.W. SERVICES LLC
DAVID A PETERS INSURANCE
DAVID SCHNELLMA REMODELING, INC.
DB MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC.
DECK MASTERS LANDSCAPE DESIGN CORP
DEER COUNTRY FARM & LAWN, INC.
DELIMART
DHTCS
DIAMOND QUALITY CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISES, INC
DIEHL PAVING INC
DONALD DURFEY CONSTRUCTION
DOO DUDES LLC
DOUBLE CLICK COMPUTERS
DPMS LANDSCAPING
DRIVELOCKER LLC
D-SIGNS & AWNINGS INC
DYNAMIC DETAILING PLUS POWERWASH INC.
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DYNAMIC SOLUTIONS FINANCING INC
ECOTECH MARINE
ECOTECH MARINE, LLC
EG ELECTRIC
ELISON CONSTRUCTION & RENOVATION
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS CONSULTANTS, LLC. DBA INDICON, INC.
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES GROUP, INC
ERWIN FORREST BUILDERS LLC
EXCEL MANAGEMENT, LLC
EXPRESS SIGN OUTLET INC
FAST TRACK PROPERTIES, LLC
FISHER ENTERPRISES INC.
FLOYD’S USED CLOTHING
FONFON DESIGNS, LLC.
FREDERICK’S LANDSCAPING
FREYSMILES ORTHODONTICS
GARDEN DESIGN INC.
GARDEN GATE NATURAL FOODS, INC.
GARDEN OF EDEN FLORIST
GATECO, INC. (DBA GATEWAY INDUSTRIAL SERVICES)
G-C ELECTRIC CO., INC.
GEHRINGER CORPORATION
GEORGE J SAUNDERS INC
GERRY’S POOL REPAIR LLC
GOT PROBLEMS GET SOLUTIONS
GR ELECTRIC LLC
GREATER VALLEY YOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, ALLENTOWN BRANCH
H.WINTER & CO.
HALE TRAILER BRAKE & WHEEL, INC.
HAMILTON ABSTRACT COMPANY
HANOVER TWP
HANSEN TECHNOLOGIES
HARTHCOCK HORTICULTURAL
HEIGHTS HOME SERVICES
HOFFMAN MANUFACTURING, INC
HOMETOWN PET CENTER LLC.
HOPEK & SON, LLC
HOPPES TREE SERVICE
HOTWASH, INC.
INFRADAPT LLC
J & J TAX SERVICES, LLC
J W CONTRACTORS INC
MAKOVSKY BROS., INC.
MALSCCH CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
MANCOR PA
MARK BOLTON'S CARPENTRY SERVICE
MARKS POOL SERVICE LLC
MATRYX PERFORMANCE, LLC
MATSON CONTRACTING LLC
MATTHEW GOLDMAN DBA MATT'S TREE SERVICE
MAYOS
MCCARTHY'S RED STAG PUB & WHISKEY BAR
MECHANICS PLUS TOWING & TRANSPORT, INC
MENDOZA STONE MASONRY
MGODSHALL CONSTRUCTION
MICHAEL THOMAS FLORAL
MICHELMAN STEEL ENTERPRISES
MIRANDA DIEGERT (CLEANING BY MD)
MONERA TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
MONTERO VIOLINS
MORTON BROWN FAMILY WEALTH
MOTORS PLUS INC
MP CUSTOM SERVICES LLC
N T ASSOCIATES INC
NATIONWIDE CONTRACTING
NAURA AKRION
NETIZEN CORPORATION
NEW TRIPOLI HOTEL
NUCHEM CORP
O'BRIENS MECHANICAL LLC
ONCE & DONE WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS LLC
OUTDOOR PROPERTY SERVICES LLC
OXI FRESH CARPET CLEANING OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY
PAINTING & DECORATING BY SHANE, LLC / SURFACE SYSTEM INSTALLATION
PASHLEY TILE
PATHS, LLC
PAWN PLUS
PENNY POWER, LTD.
PEOPLELINK STAFFING
PHOEBE FLORAL AND HOME DECOR
PINNACLE LOGISTICS
PINTANDE MASONRY & HARDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION LLC
PRECIOUS PETALS FLORIST
PRESTIGE MARBLE AND GRANITE
PROPER TREE & LANDCARE LLC
PROTECTIVE COATING CO.
PSMLV INC. DBA PENN SHEET METAL
R&K CUSTOM HOMES, INC.
R. L. REPPERT, INC.
R.J. SKELDING CO., INC.
RADUJKI CLEANING
REITH GEOTHERMAL ENERGY, INC.
RELIC HUNTER FIRING LINE
REVIVE LAWN CARE LLC
REVIVE POWER WASHING
RIVerview REMODELING LLC
RON'S CONTRACTING
RP EQUIPMENT
SA COMUNALE CO INC
SAFEGUARD
SANDERS TRANSPORT, INC T/A AQUA DUCK WATER TRANSPORT
SCHNEllMAN EXCAVATING INC
SCOTT BARTKUS
SCOTT FEGLEY INC
SEALTIGHT WATERPROOFING
SEE WATER SYSTEMS
SElig ELECTRIC
SOUTH MOUNTAIN CYCLE & CAF? LLC
SPECIALTY CLEAN LLC
SPIRIT CONTRACTORS, INC
STELLAR CONSTRUCTION
STERNER SERVICE, INC.
STEVEN J. RING CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
STROHLS LANDSCAPE & LAWN CARE LLC
SUMMIT APPAREL, INC. DBA ROYAL APPAREL
SZDJ BIKES LLC “DBA ACTION WHEELS BIKE SHOP”
TAK-FUL SERVICES LLC
TC'S CLEANING SERVICE
TEAM DASH LLC DBA LANDSCAPE MATERIALS PLUS
THE ART OF FLAVORS
THE CARING PLACE INC.
THE FROG DEPOT
THE INSTITUTE FOR HAND & UE REHAB
THE KNITTER'S EDGE
THE NANNY LOFT
THE PIZZA JOINT
#MMRSERVICES INC.


1ST ALERT SECURITY
3 GUYS PIZZA
315 REALTY CORP, INC
3BUDS LLC
570 OVERHAUL CONTRACTING
7TH LEVEL TECHNOLOGIES, INC
A.J. ROOFING, INC.
AA GRASS CUTTING
ABBEEY ROAD CONTROL INCORPORATED
ACTION 1 TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE
ADVANCED POWER WASHING LLC
AFFORDABLE LANDSCAPING & LAWN CARE, LLC
AJ GREGORIO PLUMBING & HEATING INC.
ALBRIGHT'S GLEN SUMMIT FLORAL CO.
ALBRIGHT'S GLEN SUMMIT FLORAL CO
AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS
AMERICAN EAGLE SOLUTIONS, LTD
ANTHRACITE RUBBER COMPANY
APOLLO GROUP, INC.
AQUA AMERICA PENNSYLVANIA, INC.
AROUND TOWN BICYCLES, INC.
AUKER MULTI-TRADE LANDSCAPING AND EXCAVATION
BACK MOUNTAIN DENTAL
BAKERY 52 LLC./ LONGOS BAKERY
BANASHEFSKI ELECTRIC
BAREFOOT LANDSCAPING
BARRACUDA POOL AND SPA CO
BENJENN CORP.
BERTELSMAANN SA/ OFFSET PAPERBACK MFRS. INC
BERTELSMAANN SA/ OFFSET PAPERBACK MFRS. INC LAFLIN
BERTELSMAANN SA/DYNAMIC GRAPHIC FINISHING HORSHAM
BILL FETTERMAN INC
BITTO'S LANDSCAPING AND LAWN SERVICE INC.
BLACK LABEL BUILDERS, INC.
BLOOMSBURG METAL CO LLC
BLUE RIDGE POLARIS
BLUEWATER HAZELTON LLC
BOSCO INC.
BRACES ORCHARD
BRZ ENTERPRISES
BSC LANDSCAPING LLC
BUSY BEAVER TREE SERVICE
BZB REMODELING
C.R.R. SERVICES
CAMPBELL BUSINESS MACHINES
CARMEN THE FLORIST
CARUSO CONSTRUCTION AND INSPECTION
CASTAWAY HAULING
CDE EXOTICS
CHESTNUT BARGAIN CTR
CLEAN FORCE1
CLEANING WITH A PURPOSE
CML PROPERTY PRESERVATION
COMMUNICATIONS TEST DESIGN
COMPLETE HEALTH CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
CONCEPTS FOR INDUSTRY, INC
COOPERS TREE SERVICE LLC
DAN KRATZ JR PLUMBING AND HEATING
DANIELSON INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
DAVE AND MATT'S LLC
DAVE'S LAWN AND LANDSCAPING
DAVID TREDINNICK CONSTRUCTION INC.
DAVISON MONK HOLDINGS, LLC.
DC AUTOMOTIVE, ATV, AND MOTORCYCLE PARTS AND SERVICES
DEANGELO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
DESTINY MULTISERVICE
DHD REALTY
DIVERSIFIED PAYROLL SOLUTIONS INC
DM REALTY LLC
DONS TREE SERVICE
DUPONT TOOL & MACHINE LLC
E&B BARBER PTS DBA BLUE RIDGE POLARIS
EARTH CONSERVANCY
ELSTON EXCAVATING & LANDSCAPING
E-STERN CONSTRUCTION LLC
EUGENE BURGE PLUMBING
EUROPEAN TREASURES
FENCEONE FENCE SOLUTIONS
FLOWERS 'R' US
FOOD EXPRESS PIKESCREEK INC
FORRESTER ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
FORTINI BLACKTOPPING & SEALCOATING LLC
KW ROOFING
LANOPY NETWORKS, LLC
LATONA TRUCKING INC
LAUNDRY LOUNGE
LAUREL RUN ESTATES LLC
LAZO RESTORATION, LLC, DBA SERVPRO OF KINGSTON / PITTSTON CITY & WYOMING COUNTY
LINDE CORPORATION
LUZERNE MEDICAL INC.
LYNEER STAFFING SOLUTIONS
M & J EXCAVATION INC
MARCONI ELECTRIC, INC.
MARK CALLAHAN CONSTRUCTION LLC
MARX SHEET METAL & MECHANICAL, INC.
MASONRY ARTISANS GUILD LTD
MC MANUS CONSTRUCTION LLC
MCCLURE ENTERPRISES, INC.
MCMANUS CONSTRUCTION
MEADOW RUN LAWNS AND LANDSCAPING
MELODY SPINELLI, INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
MIKE HARRISON'S
MIKE PAINTS
MIRENZI AGENCY
M-N-M CONSTRUCTION LLC
MONROE TREE SERVICE
MOORETOWN MILL
MORGAN CORPORATION ELECTRICAL SERVICES INC
MORGAN CORPORATION ELECTRICAL SERVICES INC.
MOUNTAIN TOP FOAM (TEMPUR PRODUCTION USA EIN #61-1368322)
NATIONAL HVAC SERVICER
NEIGHBOR FENCE CO, INC.
NEOVIA LOGISTICS
NEPA ACCOUNTING AND CONSULTING
NEW HORIZONS AT HAZLETON
NEWBERRY MAINTENANCE SERVICES LLC
NEWHART CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
NORTH PENN OPTICAL
NORTHEAST MECHANICAL SERVICE
NORTHEAST ROOFING SPECIALIST
NURSTAT
OFFICESTAFF INC
OLEY INDUSTRIES
ONE STOP SERVICE CENTER INC
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P M MEDICAL PRODUCTS LTD.
PAGNOTTI ENTERPRISES, INC.
PAINTING PROFESSIONALS OF NEPA
PAPER EATERS LLC
PARTINGTON INSURANCE INC
PENN GRANITE AND STONE INC
PENN STATE MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS INC
PERSONAL TOUCH LANDSCAPING
PHIL DUNN CONCRETE AND INGROUND POOLS
PHILLIPS LANDSCAPING
PHRAZZ II, LLC DBA SPHERION STAFFING
PICONE CONSTRUCTION
PITTSTON CANDY, INC
PLAINS BIKE SHOP
PLD ASSOCIATED
PREMIUM ELECTRIC
PROBUILD COMPANY LLC DBA BUILDERS FIRSTSOURCE
QUALITY ELECTRIC OF NORTHEAST PA INC
QUEEN BEE CLEANING, LLC
R&H MANUFACTURERS
R. N. FITCH AND SONS
RED CARPET INN
REGAN LANDSCAPING
RELIABLE TELECOM SUPPLY, INC.
RINEHIMER LAWNCARE LLC
RIZZO TRUCKING AND EXCAVATING
RMJ ELECTRIC LLC
ROBERT J BARNA TRUCKING
ROBERT J FABER JR. EXCAVATING LLC
ROBERT PRICE
ROLLERBED SYSTEMS LLC
ROMANYSHYN CONSTRUCTION
RON MYERS WATER WELL DRILLING
ROOF REPAIR GUYS LLC
ROYAL ESTATE LANDSCAPING
S&B LAWN & LANDSCAPING LLC
S.J. PULVER TRUCKING CO.
SANTARELLI POOLS LLC
SANTORO ENTERPRISES
SCHAPPERT CONSTRUCTION LLC
SECTOR SUPPLY LC
SERVPRO OF COLUMBIA, MONTOUR & SULLIVAN COUNTIES
SHAWNEE CEMETERY PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION
SIGN RENDERINGS LLC
SIMONCAVAGE GENERAL CONTRACTING
SIMPLY SENSATIONAL EVENTS & SWEETS
SKITCO MFG. INC.
SLOCUM CHAPEL
SMITH & MILLER ROOFING, LLC.
SMITH CONSTRUCTION
SMYDEN REALTY SERVICES LLC
STEELCASE INC.
STELL ENTERPRISES, INC.
STUART KRASAVAGE DBA S KRASAVAGE CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
SUPERIOR SEALCOATING & PAVING BY POHODA LLC
T&L HVACR
THAT SPECIAL WOMAN
THE CLOTHES HANGER
THE GREAT AMERICAN PRINTER, INC.
THE HOMEBOYS SEAMLESS GUTTERS
THE PET ZONE
TJS CHIMNEY
TOM’S PORTABLE WELDING AND FABRICATION SERVICES LLC
TOTAL LAWN CARE INC
TREETOP CHIMNEY SERVICE
TUSKES EXCAVATING, INC
UNITED GLASS VENTURES, LLC
VALLEY PEST CONTROL
VILIMIA INC
VITOS FAMILY BBQ
VOYTON CONTRACTORS
W. PETERS ENTERPRISES
WATKINS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
WEAVER BROS. LANDSCAPING, LLC
WEIDLICH BROS TREE CARE
WET WINDOWS
WILKES-BARRE MATERIALS, LLC
WILKES-BARRE/SCRANTON SENTINEL, LLC
WILLIS IDE & SON, LLC
WOODRUFF CORPORATION
WV ESTATES
YACOWATZ PLUMBING & HEATING
Z&G TREE SOLUTIONS
ZISCOAT
THOMPSONS OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
TRIPLE CROWN REMODELING
TROJAN TUBE SALES AND FABRICATIONS, INC. (DBA: TROJAN BOILER SERVICE)
ULTIMATE EXPRESS CAR WASH
WASHBRITE
WHITNEY'S THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
WILLIAMSPORT HEARING SERVICES, LLC
WINGFIELD ELECTRIC LLC
YOUNG'S LAWN CARE, LLC
MCKEAN

AJW ENTERPRISES
ALLEGHANY INDUSTRIAL INSULATION CO.
ALLEGHENY BRADFORD CORPORATION
ALMAC GROUP INC
AMERICAN REFINING GROUP, INC.
BAYLINE INSURANCE AGENCY
BELSER HALE INC.
BOB CUMMINS CONSTRUCTION
FCI MCKEAN
GET RID OF IT DUMPSTER SERVICE
JARRETT MACHINE CO
JIM COAST SALES & SERVICES INC.
JUDE DACH PAINTING
KIMBALL ENVIRONMENTAL
LUTHER MINI EXCAVATION SERVICE
MILLIRON CONSTRUCTION AND LANDSCAPING
MINICH ELECTRIC
PETERSON REFRIGERATION & A/C INC.
PREFERRED GREEN LAWN CARE
SIGN DESIGN OF WESTLINE
SPORTSMANS OUTLET
STARGRANDE LLC
TEAM MINARD PRODUCTIONS
THAT NATURAL STORE
MERCER

ABSOLUTE AMISH HOME IMP
AMERICA'S BASEMENT CONTRACTOR / SPIGELMEYER MANAGEMENT LLC
ASTRALLOY STEEL PRODUCTS, INC
B&T APPLIANCE SERVICE INC DBA BENS APPLIANCE SERVICE AND OSCARS APPLIANCE PARTS
BEAUTY PLUS Y
BEIGHTLEYS CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
BRANCA CONSTRUCTION, LLC
CALVARY FELLOWSHIP CHAPEL
CAMPBELL-PETERSON TRAIL & TURF
CASHDOLLAR & ASSOCIATES, LLC
CHAMBERS STEEL SERVICE, INC.
CHESS SERVICE INC.
CHUCK'S LAWN AND LANDSCAPING
CJ'S LANDSCAPE SERVICE
CLEAN WORLD INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED
CODY'S CORNER LLC, D.B.A. HANGRY'S SUB SHOP AND DELI
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE AND SWEEPING INC.
CONNOR MINCER
COX CONSTRUCTION, POOL SALES, AND AQUATIC DESIGNS/COX RENTALS
CROSSROADS GROUP HOMES AND SERVICES INC.
CUSTOM CORNER PRINTING
CUSTOM SIGNS AND LIGHTING INC.
CUTTING EDGE LAWN CARE AND SNOWPLOWING LLC
D&G MECHANICAL, INC.
DEL'S LAWN CARE
DOREN INC.
E HOSTETLER BUILDERS LLC
EAGLE ROOFING SYSTEMS
EAST PENN TRUCK EQUIPMENT WEST, INC
ECCB OUTDOOR
FLEXOSPAN STEEL BUILDINGS, INC.
G H HURL CONSTRUCTION INC DBA KITCHEN AND BATH CENTER
GARRETT'S FABRICATING
GC MINI STORAGE LLC
HARPER AND HOUSTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
HERMITAGE BAKERY AND SWEETS
HOGUE CONSTRUCTION
HORIZON DISPOSAL
HUDDSON GROUP INC.
IMPERIAL SYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL TIMBER AND VENEER, LC
J & K INDUSTRIAL SALES, INC
ROCKSTAR DIVISIONS LLC
RON'S GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
RORA CHEMICALS INC
RTL FORESTRY PRODUCTS INC.
SCHLABACH COMM. ROOFING
SCHWARTZ EXCAVATING LLC
SEASONAL SERVICES, INC
SECO/VACUUM TECHNOLOGIES LLC.
SHARPSVILLE FLORAL & GIFT SHOP
SHINE BRIGHT CLEANING
SPECIALTY NAMEPLATE & MANUFACTURING, INC
SPRINGFIELD HARDWOOD
STAR TECH INC
STEVENSON CONTRACTING, LLC
STIFFY'S WELL DRILLING SVC
SUPER 8
SUPERIOR LAWN & LANDSCAPE
SUPERIOR QUALITY ENTERPRISES INC
T.L. CARROLL CONTRACTING INC
TECHNICAL PRECISION
THIELEMAN HANDYMAN SERVICE
THOMAS BYLER & SONS ROOFING CONTRACTORS
THOMAS W. CONSTRUCTION LLC
THREE GALS AND A JEEP CLEANING COMPANY
TREEHOUSE SPEECH AND REHABILITATION
T-SQUARED SITE SERVICES
TURN 2 PRODUCTIONS DBA SERVPRO
WALTERS AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
WHEATLAND STEEL PROCESSING
WOODMAN TREE SERVICE
YOUNG SLATE ROOFING
MIFFLIN

BARGER LANDSCAPING
BICKEL’S CONTRACTING
BUSHMEN LANDSCAPING
CENTRAL PA BILLETS
CENTRAL PA DOCK & DOOR, LLC
COLDWATER DIESEL
COLEMAN WOOD PRODUCTS DBA PEACHEY WOOD PRODUCTS
CUSTOM CONCRETE PUMPING
D&R FIREARMS LLC
DAVID M. MAINES ASSOCIATES, INC.
DRYHOUSE FARM, LLC
EMMAUS AVE MARKET
FIRST FREEDOM VENTURES LLC DBA FIRST FREEDOM PRESERVATION
GLICK ELECTRIC, INC.
HENSON ELECTRIC
HERITAGE HOME PROPERTIES
HERSHBERGER CONSTRUCTION AND ROOFING
J&B FURNITURE
J. BOX & LUMBER CO.
K.V.SAWMILL
KAUFFMANS SPORTS
KISH VALLEY ELECTRIC
KNOUSE-FISHER TECHNOLOGIES, INC
LEWISTOWN FLORIST INC
MIDSTATE ROOFING AND COATING
MID-STATE ROOFING AND COATING, INC.
MOUNTAINSIDE HARDWOODS/PLANK’S FOREST PRODUCTS
MOYER’S GARAGE
NUVISIONS CENTER
OUTBACK CONSTRUCTION
RACHAEL ALYSE
ROMIG’S EXCAVATING, LLC
RON’S FRUIT MARKET INC
SOLID STATE MASONRY
SOUTH SIDE LAUNDRY
TACTICS FIREARM SUPPLY LLC
THE KOUNTRY KITCHEN (YAKAMOOK FAMILY LLC)
VALLEY VIEW RETIREMENT COMMUNITY
WHITSEL’S HEATING & A/C
YODER PALLET LLC
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MONROE

AAA INCOME TAX SERVICE
AC BROKERAGE & MULTI-PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
AFFORDABLE COMFORT CONTRACTING, INC.
AFTER THE FALL
ALARM INSTALLERS CORP
ALBRIGHT'S HOME CARE
ALICIA KRUGER DBA AS DRAGONFLY DESIGNS & CONTRACTING
ALL OUT VETERAN AND NON VETERAN SUPPORT INC.
ANDERSON MASONRY
AQUA PURE WELL PUMPS LLC
AROD MANAGEMENT CORP - STOGIES
BALL MASONRY
BAY IMAGE LLC
BAYMONT INN
BLUE MORNING LANDSCAPES LLC
BROTHER UHLER, LLC
BURGER ELECTRIC LLC
BUY THE LOAD, LLC
C&B LAWNCARE AND LANDSCAPE
CARL BERHEL, JR. CONSTRUCTION, INC.
CARR REALTY OF THE POCONOS
CHARLIE'S SHOE SERVICE
CHEAPSCAPES
CINEMARK
CMC CONTRACTING
CORY WILLIS TRUCKING LLC
CP CONSTRUCTION
CRAMSEY'S LAWN PATROL
CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION
DANIEL S BITTENBENDER
DARWIN KEIPER EXCAVATING
DAVE (THE WIZ) MULLER EQUIPMENT REPAIR
DAWNS SHIP & PACK
DURAH POOLS
EAST SROUDSBURG COUNSELING ASSOCIATES, LLC
EDWARD J. ZEMA CUSTOM/GENERAL CONTRACTOR
ERB'S LANDSCAPING
EXPRESS LAUNDROMAT
FAMILY RESTORATION HOME IMPROVEMENT INC.
FEEDING FAMILIES MINISTRY INC
FHI ROOFING
TURF MASTERS LLC
WEIDASLANDSCAPING
WESELOH, CARNEY & COMPANY
WILLIAM PENN SERVICES
WILLOWTREE RESTAURANT
WINDOW GENIE OF POCONOS
WS DESIGN & BUILD INC
XAVIER LANDSCAPES AND DESIGNS
ZACK’S TREE SERVICE LLC
AMERICAN DENTAL SOLUTIONS
AMERICAN READING COMPANY
AMERICAN ROOFING AND REMODELING
AMERICANAS PRECIOUS METALS
AMG RESTORATION, LLC
ANCHOR FIRE PROTECTION
ANDERSON INDUSTRIES
ANDERSON TUBE CO., INC.
ANDREW JABLOKOV
ANDREW POWELL CONTRACTING
ANRICH INC.
ANVIL STUCCO REMEDIATION & RESTORATION
APEX ROOFING & EXTERIORS
APOGEE LABS, INC.
APPLE LANDSCAPE MGT. INC.
APPLE TREE SERVICE INC.
APT ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING CO., INC.
AQC PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
AQUA CLEAN PROFESSIONAL PRESSURE WASHING, LLC
AQUA PENNSYLVANIA, INC
ARADER TREE SERVICE
ARCH JEC OF HUNTINGDON VALLEY
ARCO DESIGN/BUILD INDUSTRIAL PHILADELPHIA, INC.
ARGUS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS GROUP
ARIZONA DRY WATERPROOFING
ARMSTRONG RENOVATION LLC
ARONSON ROOFING & SIDING
ARROW TREE SERVICE LLC
AT CONSTRUCTION, INC
ATG HANDYMAN SERVICES
AUDIO VIDEO CONCEPTS
AUTO SPA AND CAR WASH
AUTOMATION & CONTROL INC.
AVO PHOTONICS, INC.
AXIS CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
AXIVA INFUSION CENTER'S
B & M LANDSCAPING CO. INC.
B&H LANDSCAPING INC.
BACCARO ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING CONTRACTORS
BALL METALPACK, LLC
BAM.COM LLC
BANES ROOFING
BASEMENT LIFEGUARD
BEEBE ROOFING AND CONTRACTING LLC
BEEMER PRECISION, INC
BELCHER ROOFING CORPORATION
BEN HAINES CONTRACTING
BENJAMIN S DALLAS CONTRACTING
BENS PAVING
BERGBAUER, INC.
BERGIN'S CHOCOLATES
BERLYMAC CLEANING SERVICE
BEYOND THE LEAF TREE AND SCRUB EXPERTS LLC
BICKEL'S LANDSCAPING & TREE SERVICE INC
BIGTIME AUTOMOTIVE INC
BIMBO BAKERIES USA INC
BISHOPS FENCING & OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
BLACKIE'S LANDSCAPING
BLAIR PARK SERVICES, LLC.
BLUE BELL BUILDERS
BLUE LION VENTURES INC, DBA STORM GUARD OF CHES-MONT PA
BLUE TAPE FOODS, LLC
BOB FRISCH PLUMBING LLC
BOB MCGRATHS TREE SERVICE LLC
BOONE & SON CONTRACTING LLC DBA A1 CONCRETE
BOROUGH OF LANSDALE
BOTANICA COTTAGES
BOULDEN COMPANY
BOVE FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
BOWER BUILDERS
BOYD INSTRUMENT AND SUPPLY
BRACCIA BUILDERS
BRENDAN STANTON, INC DBA BSI ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
BRIAN J TEMME TREE SERVICE
BRIAN R. WASSER BUILDER/CONTRACTOR INC.
BRIARA TRADING COMPANY
BRIDGE ST. HOMES LLC
BRIGHT SERVICES
BRUCKER'S HOME MAINTENANCE
BRUDER ELECTRIC, INC
BRUNO'S PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
BUILD WITH WAGLER
BUILDERS INCORPORATED
BURRIS LLC
BUSO TREE AND LANDSCAPING LLC
BLX-MONT OFFICE SUPPLY CO., INC.
C S PRODUCTS, INC (CONSHOHOCKEN STEEL PRODUCTS)
C&G PLASTERING
C&S LAWN AND LANDSCAPE
C&S RESEARCH CORP
C. ANTHONY PAINTING, INC.
C.A.M.O. MECHANICAL, INC
C.D. KALLER INC.
C.Y. CONSTRUCTION
CAHILL MAINTENANCE SERVICE INC.
CAMPION CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
CAPSTAN TAX STRATEGIES
CAR WASH
CARBO ELECTRIC
CARDINAL/INTERNATIONAL GROOVING AND GRINDING
CARFAGNO CLEANING INCORPORATED
CARNEY PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING, INC.
CARPENTER SON
CARPET CARE SERVICES LLC
CATALFANO BROTHERS LLC
CATANIA CONSTRUCTION
CBS KOSHER FOOD PROGRAM
CDI LAWN EQUIPMENT
CDI MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC
CEDARVILLE ENGINEERING GROUP LLC
CENTRAL MONTGOMERY ABSTRACT COMPANY
CERTA PROPAINTERS, LTD.
C-H LUMBER & PALLETS LLC
CHARLES
CHARLES G. KELLER INC.
CHARLIES LAWN CARE
CHRISTIAN MILITELLO
CHRISTIANSEN MEMORIALS
CHRISTMAN ENTERPRISES LLC/ DBA KINGS OF REBAR
CHRISTMANS TREE SERVICE
CHRISTOFORETTI BUILDING CONTRACTORS LLC
CHROMATAN CORPORATION
CIFALDI PROPERTY INVESTMENTS, LLC
CIRCLE CYCLE BIKE SHOP
CJ MILLER VACUUM CENTER INC
CLAUSS BROTHERS CONTRACTORS INC
DAVID D. LANDIS CUSTOM BUILDER
DAVID H LIGHTKEP INC
DAVID KING LANDSCAPING, INC
DAVID M. MCDONNELL GENERAL CONTRACTOR LLC.
DAVID NEVIN HANDYMEN SERVICES
DAVIS PAINTING & POWER WASHING LLC
DAVIS PAINTING LLC
DB COMMUNICATIONS
DBA FRANK COUGHEY
DBE LLC
DE NORA WATER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
DEBBIE'S CLEANING SERVICES
DEFI AUTO, LLC (D/B/A DEFI SOLUTIONS)
DEFRANGESCO CONSTRUCTION
DELTA INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
DEMOTT'S LANDSCAPE SERVICES LLC
DESOUZA BROWN INC
DEVOLL PLUMBING HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
DIAMOND AUTOMOTIVE
DICESARE ROOFING LTD
DISCIPLE INC
DISHLER LANDSCAPING, INC.
DISPERSION TECH SYSTEMS LLC DBA BFR HYDRAULICS
DISPERSION TECH. SYSTEMS LLC DBA ELECTROFAST DISTRIBUTION
DIVERSIFIED CUSTOM INTEGRATIONS
DJS HOME REMODELING LLC
DMENVIRONMENTAL
DO - DA, INC.
DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS GROUP, LLC
DONOFRIO’S HANDYMAN SERVICE
DOUG BENNER CONTRACTING
DOWNING AND NELSON CO
DR CONSTRUCTION INC
DR MARK SARACINO
DRAINXPRESS SEWER AND DRAIN
DRAKEFORD ELECTRIC
DRUMM DESIGN REMODEL, LLC
DRY TECH WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS
DS POOL SERVICE
DS POOL SERVICE, INC.
DUDLIK INDUSTRIES INC.
E. S. MYERS CONTRACTING INC
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FLICKER'S POWER WASHING
FLORAL & HARDY OF SKIPPACK
FLUID AUDIO COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
FMA PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES
FMP MEDIA SOLUTIONS, INC.
FOOD FOR ALL
FORD MOWING
FORTE LANDSCAPING
FORTE ROOFING
FORTY2, LLC
FOUR BEANS COFFEE LLC
FOX BINDERY, INC D/B/A FOX GROUP
FRAN TAYLOR PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
FRANK BOVA LANDSCAPING LLC
FRANK'S CLEANING SERVICES, INC.
G2 LABORATORIES, LLC
GABRIEL COSTANZO LANDSCAPING INC
GALBALLY LANDSCAPING, INC
GALLEO POOLS, INC.
GALLO BROTHERS DEVELOP
GANNON LANDSCAPING INC
GARY'S CATERING
GENERAL FLANGE & FORGE
GENERAL FLOOR INDUSTRIES, INC.
GEORGE ROBERTSON & SONS, INC.
GERmantown tool machine shop, INC.
GIANNONE ENTERPRISES LLC
GLADWYNE MONTESSORI SCHOOL
GLASGOW INC.
GOD'S ACRES LANDSCAPING
GOLF CAR SPECIALTIES
GREEN CLEAN
GRINDING ACRES LLC
GUY M. COOPER INC
H & H SYSTEMS, INC.
H & R LANDSCAPING, INC.
H AND R REMODELING
H. T. BAUERLE ASSOCIATES
H.B. Frazer company
H.C PODY COMPANY
HALFPENNY TECHNOLOGIES, INC
HALTEMAN LANDSCAPING
HALTER CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
HANDCRAFTED LANDSCAPES, INC.
HARDY MACHINE LLC
HARTLAND RESTORATION & DEMOLITION, INC.
HASBROUCK POOL AND SPA INC
HEALTH SOLUTION USA, LLC
HEALTHNOW ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
HEFFERNAN & PARTNERS / J. E. HEFFERNAN, INC.
HENKELS & MccoY, INC.
HENRY F. MICHELL CO.
HENRY NOLAN’S LANDSCAPING
HERS SPECK MASONRY
HH FLUORESCENT PARTS INC.
HOFF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LLC
HOMESTAR REMODELING LLC
HOMETOWN SEPTIC SERVICES INC.
HOUNDDOG CONTRACTING
HOW PROPERTY INVESTMENTS
HUMAN ACHIEVEMENT PROJECT, INC.
HUNSBERGERBUILDERS
HUNT LANDSCAPES LLC
ICR SPECIALTIES
ICXC GROUP, INC DBA MONSTER TREE SERVICE OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY
IKO STUMP GRINDER
IN TOUCH MASSAGE THERAPY
INDIAN VALLEY EYE CARE
INDIAN VALLEY MASONRY CO., INC
INFRASOURCE CONSTRUCTION, LLC
INNOVATIVE CRATING SOLUTIONS, LLC.
INNOVATIVE SMILES LLC
INTEGRATED DIABETES SERVICES LLC
INTEGRATED SECURITY SYSTEMS, LLC
INTEGRATED SERVICE SOLUTIONS, INC.
INTERSTATE: PREMIER FACILITY SERVICES PROVIDER
INTREN
IRA L. BILOFSKY LCSW
ISOLUTIONS INSURANCE ADVISORS
IT LANDES COMPANY, LLC
ITS SOLD HERE
J. MASTROCOLA HAULING INC.
J.A. EMILUS’ SONS, INC.
J.M. CARPENTRY
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J.S. CONTRACTING
JACOBY’S INSURANCE
JACOBY’S INSURANCE AND MESSENGER SERVICE
JACOBY’S MESSENGER SERVICE
JADE PRECISION MEDICAL COMPONENTS (ARCH MEDICAL SOLUTIONS)
JAMES G. BIDDLE CO. DBA MEGGER
JAMES R KENNEY EXCAVATING & PAVING INC.
JAMES R. KENNEY EXCAVATING & PAVING INC.
JAMES SANDERS
JAMISON HOME SERVICES, LLC
JANVILLE HOME IMPROVEMENTS INC.
JB SUPPLY INC
JC PLANTS
JD PLUMBING & HEATING
JDT PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT
JEFFDANIELS JEEP CUSTOMIZING
JEFF’S WINDOW CLEANING AND POWER WASHING
JENKINTOWN ELECTRIC MAJOR APPLIANCES
JIM SCHALL’S QUALITY LAWN CARE
JL HORAGN SERVICES, LLC
JLN ELECTRIC LLC
JM DRAFTING & CONTRACTING LLC
JM RESOURCES, INC.
JMK ASSOCIATES DBA PREMIER POOLS AND SPAS
JOBSITE PRODUCTS
JOHN B WARD & CO
JOHN D. KULP CUSTOM REMODELING LLC
JOHN F DONNELLY HOME IMPROVEMENTS
JOHN M TOTH INC.
JOHN SEBASTIAN PAINTING AND RENOVATING
JOLLY GREEN GIANT LANDSCAPING
JOSEPH E. GIBBONS, CPA
JOSEPH MANERO & SONS INC.
J-PRO INC.
JRL DESIGN, INC.
JUDGE ELECTRICAL INC
JUSTIN COHEN CONTRACTING LLC
K. GULLER, LLC
KATEK LLC
KAUFFMAN HOME RENOVATIONS, LLC
KEHOE CONSTRUCTION
KELLER
SAGENT M&C, LLC (D/B/A SAGENT LENDING TECHNOLOGIES)
SAMBRICK BUILDERS, INC.
SAMUEL GODSHALL
SANITIZATION SYSTEMS
SAVATREE
S-BOND TECHNOLOGIES
SCALFARO CARPENTRY
SCHILLER AND HERSH ASSOCIATES, INC
SCHLOSSER STEEL, INC.
SCHNEIDER HAULING
SCHROEDER MASONRY INC
SCOT FAZIO CONTRACTORS LLC
SCOTTS STUMP GRINDING LLC
SCOUT RESTORATION LLC
SCRIPT DASH INC., D/B/A ALTO PHARMACY
SCULLIN CONSTRUCTION INC
SDP LANDSCAPE MGMT
SEÑOR SALSA
SENTRY ONE SECURITY
SENTRY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
SERVPRO OF DOYLESTOWN
SERVPRO OF POTTSTOWN/Souderton
SERVPRO OF WARMINSTER / LANSDALE / BLUE BELL
SEYDEL CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC
SHANE GABEL FLOORING
SHORQUIP SUPPLY INC.
SHREINER TREE CARE SPECIALISTS INC.
SILVER LINING HOME CARE
SMARTIN' TIDY LLC
SOFIDEL AMERICA
SOFT WASH PA
SOUL PERFORMANCE LLC
SPADONE LLC
SPAHR?S ARCHIVES
SPARKED INNOVATIONS
SPEAR EXCAVATING, LLC
SPECIFIED CONSTRUCTION, INC.
SPECTROCELL, INC.
SPINIEO INC.
SPOTLESS GRILL CLEANING
SPRAY AWAY POWERWASHING LLC
SPRING RIDGE ASSOCIATES, LP
THE FALCONE CENTER
THE FLOWER SHOP
THE GALMAN GROUP
THE GUTTER EXPERT INC.
THE JUDGE GROUP
THE LOGIC GROUP, INC.
THE ORGANIZING PROFESSIONALS
THE ROOFERS
THE WOODSHOP
THREE PEAS IN A POD
THRIVWORKS COUNSELING
TIMBER EDGE FARM
TIMOTHY J GOODWIN CONTRACTING
TIMOTHY SCHAEFER ROOFING AND SIDING INC.
TKOS BASEMENT WATERPROOFING LLC
TLC DIRECT PLUS INC
TOMASCO LANDSCAPING INC.
TOOL & EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS, INC
TOP 2 BOTTOM CLEANING SERVICE & POWER WASHING
TOP GRADE EXCAVATING INC
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION INC.
TOTAL EQUESTRIAN ENTERPRISES
TOTAL RESTORATION AND CONTRACTING
TOWAMENCIN TOWNSHIP TAX COLLECTOR
TOWERS ROOFING INC
TRAPPE SHEET METAL FABRICATION
TREELINE SPORTS INC
TRIPP LANDSCAPING-EXCAVATING
TRI-STATE HORTICULTURAL SERVICES
TRU-BREW COFFEE SERVICE INC.
TRUE SHINE
TUFANO & SONS ROOFING
TYRONE MASONRY INC
UKM TRANSIT PRODUCTS, INC.
UNION JACKS OLDE CONGO HOTEL
UNION JACKS PUB
UNITECH SERVICES GROUP
UNITED GRANITE
UNITED STATES STONE CO., INC
UNIVERSAL MACHINE CO. OF POTTSTOWN INC.
US TAPE COMPANY
US WATER SERVICE
VALCOURT BUILDING SERVICES
VALERIE DESIGNS, LLC
VALLEY ELECTRONICS LLC
VALLEY FORGE RUG CO
VALLEY GREEN FOODS, LLC
VALLEYGREEN FLOWERS & GIFTS
VAN TREE SERVICE, LLC
VENUS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
VINCENT’S PIZZA
VINK & BERI LLC
VORTECHS AUTOMATION INC
W RENOVATIONS LLC.
W.R.FRIEL EXCAVATING
WALLACE TREE AND STUMP REVIVAL
WALTON CONTRACTING INC
WALTON’S ELECTRIC, INC.
WANDERING WEEDERS
WARREN LIGHTNING ROD CO.
WAYNE CARMINT LANDSCAPING, INC.
WETTER LANDSCAPING, INC
WHEELS AND TIRES AUTO SERVICE
WHEELWORKS
WHITEMARSH TOWNSHIP
WHOLESALE GRANITE MARBLE AND TILE INC
WILLIAMS ELITE TRUCKING LLC
WILLLOW GROVE PAINTING INC.
WILLS INSURANCE MANAGEMENT INC.
WILMAR DEVELOPMENT GROUP
WIRECO WORLD GROUP / PHILLYSTRAN
WISSAHICKON VALLEY SWEEP
WISTA INC / KING SHOOTERS SUPPLY
XO SMOKE INC.
XTHETA INC
XTREME KLEENING SERVICES, LLC
YARD DOODY LLC
YOCUM ROOFING & SIDING INC.
YORDY’S PRESSURE WASHING
ZAHNER SERVICE GROUP
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH OF AMBLER
MONTOUR

ADVANCED ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS INC
ATLANTIC CULINARY ENVIRONMENTS, INC.
BETTS EXCAVATING INC
BURST LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES
DENNY'S TREE SERVICE
ECO AIR MECHANICAL SERVICES, LLC
FISHERS ROOFING AND CONSTRUCTION
GRAY BUILDERS
GREAT DANE
HILL CREST LAMINATING LLC
JASON MATTHEW SMITH DBA SMITH SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
KEY TRUCKING INC
LIMESTONE MOBILE CONCRETE
MICHELLE’S HOME CLEANING
NATALIE’S CLEANING SERVICE
S R &S CONSTRUCTION
SAUERS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LLC
STECKLEY CLEANING SERVICES LLC
SWANK & SON PUMP CO., INC
ULTIMATE EXPRESS CAR WASH
YOU CALL WE HAUL BIG OR SMALL LLC
NORTHAMPTON

3 DAUGHTERS CONSTRUCTION LLC
A & A LAWN AND SNOW
A C POWER COMPANY INC
A+WATERPROOFING AND FOUNDATION REPAIR
ABE MATERIALS - EASTON, A DIVISION OF H&K GROUP, INC.
ADVANCED DRYWALL SYSTEMS II
ADVANTAGE FENCE
AFFORDABLE GUYS MOVING
AFFORDABLE STUMP AND TREE REMOVAL
AHNER INGROUND POOLS UNLIMITED
ALL SEASON TREE CARE INC
ALLIED CENTRAL SERVICES
ALLIED PERSONNEL SERVICES
AMERICAN HEALTH CARE APPAREL, LTD
AMERICAN HIGH-TECH DESIGNS, INC.
AMERICAN MICROSEMICONDUCTORS
ANGEL'S ROOFING & SIDING INC
AQUADUCKS POOL SERVICE
ARBOR FENCE CO INC
ARIAS PERFECT IMAGE LLC
ARTISTIC TREESCAPES, LLC
ASHLEY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
ASSA ABLOY DOOR GROUP
B BIECHY CONSTRUCTION
BAKERLY
BANGOR STEEL CORP.
BARNSDALE ASSOCIATES, LLC
BE SQUARED CONSTRUCTION & HOME SERVICES LLC
BEAN INC
BEAU?S PEEPS DBA HOPE UNIFORM & SECURITY PRODUCTS
BELLA VIA PRODUCTION SERVICES LLC.
BELYEÀ COMPANY INCORPORATED
BETHLEHEM STEEL BASEBALL
BETTERSCAPES TREE SERVICE
BIKE USA INC.
BIRD'S EYE VIEW CONSTRUCTION
BRIAN PHELPS SR. ROOFING
BROAD ENTERPRISES INC.
BROWN CONSTRUCTION GROUP
BURDS TREE SERVICE LLC
BUSY BUBBLES LAUNDROMAT
C.F. MARTIN & CO., INC.
CALLAN EYE CARE FAMILY OPTOMETRY
CALPINE CORPORATION
CANDACE POTAK CLEANING
CARRIAGE HOUSE LANDSCAPE DESIGN
CASSIDON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
CFP INC DBA MERRY MAIDS
CKJ ENTERPRISES
CLIFFORD ROSS ENTERPRISES, INC.
CONVENIENCE COLLISION AND AUTO REPAIR
CRAFT RUG MILLS
CRAMER'S CASHWAY INC.
CUISINE BY CHRISTINA, PCS
CURTISS R. MARKULICS
CUT-N-VAC LAWN CARE SYSTEMS, INC.
CUTTING EDGE LANDSCAPING
D&J ELECTRICAL SERVICE
D&S FLORIST AND BOUTIQUE
DARYON HOTELS INTERNATIONAL LLC
DELANEY CARPENTRY LLC DBA HONEY DO HANDYMAN
DELEON EXCAVATING AND CONSTRUCTION
DER ELECTRIC
DESHLERS MACHINE
DESMOND POOLS AND SPAS INC.
DIMARCOS
DONALD L KEENEY GENERAL CONTRACTORS INC.
DR MARYBETH MARCINCIN
DUCTZ OF THE GREATER POCONOS
DUTT ROOFING SOLUTIONS LLC
E. J. HILL & SONS INC
EARTHTONES LANDSCAPE
EAST COAST FLOOR DISTRIBUTION
EAST PENN TRUCK EQUIPMENT
EASTON LAWN CARE, LLC
ELECTRONICS ON MAIN
ELITE FENCING CONCEPTS
ELLITE POOL SERVICE
EUGENE HANKEE & SON PLUMBING-HEATING
EVOLUTION HVACR LLC
EXPRESS LAUNDROMAT II
FIRST REGIONAL COMPOST AUTHORITY
FLANK’S TREE SERVICE
FLEISCHER BROS INC
NANA’S OASIS POOL SUPPLY LLC
NAZARETH PLATE GLASS CO., INC.
NELLO’S SPECIALTY MEATS LLC
NM LAWN MAINTENANCE, LLC
NORTHAMPTON AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOVAK HOME IMPROVEMENTS, CO.
OAK HILL CONTROLS
OMICRON MANAGEMENT GROUP - D.B.A. STIRLING PAINTING
ORBEL CORPORATION
ORTHODONTICS OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY
OTT PAVING
PA WINTER SERVICES LLC
PACT TWO, LLC
PATTI’S PETALS, INC.
PENN QUAKER SITE
PENN’S FARMS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, INC.
PEOPLES PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LLC
PJC PROPERTIES LLC
POCONO METAL, INC.
POSAVEK CONSTRUCTION INC.
POTAK COMMERCIAL MAINTENANCE LLC.
POWERSUPPLY ELECTRIC
PROCESSFLO, INC
PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS INC.
PSNC INC
QMF INC.
QUEST TERMITE & PEST MANAGEMENT
QUOIT FACTORY - SOLE PROPRIETOR
R C SONS GREENHOUSE
R.J. DOERR COMPANY
RAG & BONE RECYCLING, LLC
REEB MILLWORK CORPORATION
RELIABLE SIGN
REPH EXCAVATING
REPUBLIC LENS COMPANY
RFE ENTERPRISE LLC
RICHARD DIEHL PAVING
RICK SCHMIDT ELECTRIC INC.
RJM TREE SERVICE
ROMANIELLO’S CUSTOM WOOD RAILS
RONCA CONSTRUCTION CORP. (RCC)
RVJ CUSTOM CARPENTRY
RYAN AMATO PAINTING, LLC
S. YAHRAES EMERGENCY VEHICLES, LLC
SAMLERS SERVICES GENERAL CONTRACTOR
SCHNEIDER ROOFING & SIDING
SCHOLLHAMMER ELECTRIC LLC
SCHWARTZ LAWN SERVICE
SEPTICS PLUS
SERVICEMASTER
SERVICEMASTER BY ROUND THE CLOCK CLEANING
SERVPRO OF EASTON, BETHLEHEM & WHITEHALL
SIGNATURE STRUCTURES LLC
SNOWLEAF LANDSCAPING LLC
SNOWSCAPES
SNYDER STAIRS, LLC
SPRAY-TEK INC.
SPRING LANDSCAPE DESIGN, LLC
ST. JOHN’S LUTHERAN DAY CARE CENTER
STATE OF THE ARC WELDING
STATE OF THE ARC WELDING & FABRICATING LLC
STITCH FIX, INC.
STONEHILL CONSTRUCTION INC.
STRAIGHT EDGE SERVICES
STREETERS SERVICE 1ST
STUFFED PUFFS, LLC
SUNSHINE MOWERS
SUPERIOR TREE SERVICE
SUSSICK CONSTRUCTION LLC
T3 TECHNOLOGIES LLC.
TEAMKJ CONSTRUCTION LLC
TERPS HARDSCAPE AND DESIGN
THE CHILDREN’S HOME OF EASTON, INC.
THE GUTTER GUYS - LEHIGH VALLEY
TIM’S LAWN CARE SERVICE
TJ LAWN CARE
TOGGAS CONSTRUCTION
TR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
TREE F LIFE TREE MANAGEMENT SERVICE
TRIPPLE TECH
TRU COLORS RESTORATION INC
TUNDRA DESIGN STUDIO
TWINMED LLC
VALLEY COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
VALLEY TOWING AND RECOVERY
VANDINE CEMETERY LETTERING
VAXFORM LLC
VETERANS VALLEY LANDSCAPING LLC
VMC FACILITIES
WALE APPARATUS CO.
WERNER & SONS WELL DRILLING
WESTERN EXPRESS
WILLOW PARK POOLS & SPAS
WIND GAP ELECTRIC, INC.
YOUNG ENOUGH LLC
YOUR WIRELESS/ VERIZON
ZIPPY’S CAR WASH
RALPH E. KNORR (RALPH'S LAWN SERVICE)
RICHARD H STAHL SONS INC
ROBS GENERAL CONTRACTING INC.
RODS TREE AND LAWN SERVICE
SETH PARRISH CONSTRUCTION
SHAMROCK CONCRETE & HOME HEATING OIL
SHAMROCK CONCRETE AND HEATING OIL
SHIMOCK'S FURNITURE
SHIPMAN LANDSCAPE AND CONSTRUCTION
SHUMAKER INDUSTRIES INC
SNYDER'S LOGGING AND SAWMILL
STONE FORTRESS RESIDENTIAL
STONE VALLEY SEEDERS
STOVERS ELECTRIC
TATER-CANN'S LLC.
TAYLOR'S GARAGE INC
TED'S TREE SERVICE
TMAR ROOFING
TRI-EDISON ELECTRIC
TWO BROTHERS ENTERPRISES OF NORTHUMBERLAND LLC
ULRICH CONTRACTING
USA CARPET
WATSONTOWN BRICK COMPANY
WILLIAM CARVELL (DBA)
WORKFORCE
ZARTMAN CONSTRUCTION INC.
ZIPPY'S CAR WASH
ADVANCED ENERGY PRODUCTS
AQUA-NICHE
BAILEYS EXCAVATING & LANDSCAPING
BASIN HILL CONCRETE
BI-CON SERVICES, INC
BLUE MOUNTAIN PROCESSORS LLC
BRITCHER’S LANDSCAPING
CAPITAL TAX COLLECTION BUREAU
CLEAR VISION AUTO GLASS
COLLINS DECK SEALING LLC
DEER RIDGE CONSTRUCTION
DORUNDO’S CLEANING SERVICE
FARHAT EXCAVATING, LLC
FISHERS ROOFING
GANTT SERVICES INC.
GILLS CONSTRUCTION
GRADY REISINGER- REISINGER LOGGING & LUMBER
GUNS PLUS LLC
H&F BUILDERS LLC
HOFFMAN RADIO NETWORK, LLC
HOMEFRONT CYBER SUPPORT AND SECURITY LLC
HRI, INC.
I.M. GOOD TREE SERVICE, LLC
JEFF’S ROOFING
KINER & SONS SERVICES
L.A. LUKENS HEATING AND COOLING
LIBERTY VALLEY EXTERIORS LLC
LUGAILA MECHANICAL
MARY H KIGER
MARY H. KIGER JANITORIAL SERVICES
MERLIN FOX
MILT’S REPAIR SERVICE
MONARCH ENTERPRISES
MORRISON EXCAVATING INC
MORRISON INC
MOUNTAIN SIDE CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION
MW SMITH FARMS
NAY’S EXCAVATION, LLC
NEWPORT ASSEMBLY OF GOD
PALM EXCAVATING INC.
PEACHEY’S DRYWALL L.L.C.
PRIVATE HOME\HEALTH CARE
R & E FARM
R.E. DAVIDSON & SON, INC.
REFRESH2O WATER SYSTEMS, INC.
SIPPEL DEVELOPMENT CO, INC
SNYDER PAVING AND EXCAVATING
SOLID ROCK STONEWORK
STOLTZFUS EXTERIORS
STUMPS & MORE
THE MASTER'S CARPENTER
THE POOL GUY LLC (PA33114)
TK ENERGY SOLUTIONS
X10 ELECTRIC LLC
MONTE AND SONS AUTO REPAIR, INC
MOSES CONSTRUCTION INC.
MOTHERLAND PRODUCE
MURPHY ROOFING
MYANMAR GROCERY STORE
N & K DELI INC
NEIGHBORHOOD BIKE WORKS
NEVIN ELECTRIC LLC
NEW PHO HA SAIGON
NICE GUY REALTY LLC
NOREAR EAST APARTMENTS
NOREAR EAST BUILDING PRODUCTS
NORTHWEST HOLDINGS LLC
NORTHWEST VICTIM SERVICES
NV GROUP INC.
OAT FOUNDRY LLC
OLAVE'S CLEANING
ON SITE PERSONNEL LLC
ONSITE INNOVATIONS LLC/PIVOT ONSITE INNOVATIONS
OVERBROOK SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
PAINTERS UNITED LLC
PALMER WATERPROOFING, INC.
PAQUIK TAX SERVICE
PARALLEL EDGE, INC.
PARKSIDE FAMILY MEDICINE
PENNYPACK FLOWERS
PETROSKI PHYSIOTHERAPY AND PERFORMANCE
PHILADELPHIA BOAT SUPPLY
PHILADELPHIA CYCLE CENTER
PHILADELPHIA FAMILY COURT
PHILADELPHIA INSECTARIUM AND BUTTERFLY PAVILION
PHILADELPHIA MATTRESS COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART
PHILADELPHIA REGIONAL PORT AUTHORITY
PHILADELPHIA ZOO
PHILIPS BROTHERS ELECTRIC
PHILLY CLASS A DEMOLITION INC
PHILLY DWELL LLC
PHILLY ELECTRIC WHEELS
PHILLY OVERHEAD DOORS, INC
PHILLY SHIPYARD, INC.
PHL PETS, LLC.
PIAZZA PARTNERS 1, LP
PORT RICHMOND INVESTMENTS
PREBelli INDUSTRIES
PREMIER WINDOW CLEANING LLC
PRESTIGE DESIGN & JEFFERSON LLC
PRIME EXTERIOR RENOVATIONS LLC
PRO 1 HOME IMPROVEMENTS
PROGRESSIVE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
PROVIDENT MARKETING
PUBLIC HOUSING IMPROVEMENTS, INC.
PULLMAN SST INC. ON BEHALF OF THE ARTS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
PULLMAN SST, INC. IN CARE OF MORRIS ARBORETUM
QUALITY AIR HVAC TRUST
QUEENIE’S PETS
RADIAN
RAIBOW SEAFOOD
RARE HEATING AND AIR LLC
RBK ELECTRIC
RB’S CHOCOLATE REVENGE
RDM-CONSTRUCTION, LLC
REAL DEAL ELECTRONICS
RECYCLEDELPHIA, INC
RESIDENTIAL HOUSE BACKYARD ADDITION
RESTORE POC
REYES APPLIANCE
RICCO CONSTRUCTION CORP. DBA RICCO DEMOLITION
RICOCHET MANUFACTURING CO, INC.
RIO LANDSCAPING LLC
RIVERSIDE MATERIALS, INC
RNV ELECTRIC LLC
ROBERT GOODMAN INC
ROBERT GOODMAN INC T/A GOODMAN PLUMBING CO
ROBINSON MASONRY
ROCK CONSTRUCTION & DEV LLC
ROD’S CUTTING EDGE
ROSA PHOTO AND FINGERPRINTING
ROUND ROOM (D/B/A TCC/THE CELLULAR CONNECTION AND WIRELESS ZONE)
RYAN LANDSCAPING
RYLO DESIGN LLC
S W SMITH MOVING
SAFETY 1ST PARATRANSIT INC.
SAINT JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY
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TRAMA ROOFING COMPANY
TRANSART LOGISTICS
TRIPLE PLAY SPORTS
TROTTER SERVICES
TWINWAY TRUCKING INC.
TYS LANDSCAPING
UNIQUE DESIGNS BY MICHAEL A DELBONIFRO
UNITED MAKERS
UNTOUCHABLE ROOFERS
VBC|CONSTRUCTION
VCVA MANAGEMENT
VH SERVICES
VIPPLUMBING INC
VSPOT PHILADELPHIA
WAYNE MILLS CO INC
WC LANDSCAPE & CONTRACTING LLC
WELLS FARGO & COMPANY
WEPENER RESTORATION L.L.C. DBA MARBLELIFE OF DELAWARE VALLEY
WFN LLC
WILLIAM A.J. SHAFFER’S SONS, INC
WILLIAMS BLM SERVICES
WIRELESS ADVANTAGE
WM. J. DONOVAN CO.
WOLGIN ENDODONTIC GROUP
WORKHORSE ROOFING AND CONTRACTING LLC
WORLD HEALTH CARE INFRASTRUCTURES/ THE PHILADELPHIA AIDS CONSORTIUM
WUXI ADVANCED THERAPIES UNIT (ATU)
Y-PERS INC
PIKE

ALC PROPERTY MAINTENANCE, LLC
AQUARIUS PLUMBING & ELECTRIC, LLC.
AROUND THE CLOCK
ATLAS ARSENAL LLC
BOB SCHAFER EXCAVATING
CIERVO AND SONS RENOVATIONS
CLARION SAFETY SYSTEMS LLC
CUTTING EDGE SERVICES
D2K GRAPHICS
FETTER'S APPLIANCE REPAIR
FORREST TV & APPLIANCE REPAIR
G & T ELECTRIC
GROUND GOPHER PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
INDIAN ROCKS ASSOCIATION
KAI'S ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES
KOSS INC.
LAND DESIGNERS LLC
LIGHTHOUSE HARBOR MARINA, INC.
LOCAL CONCRETE DELIVERY COMPANY
LUTZ EXCAVATING
MILFORD PROPERTY MAINTENANCE, LLC
MOUNTAINEER POWER EQ & RENTAL
NG GILBERT SERVICES, LLC.
PANTHER TRUCKING AND EXCAVATING
PIKE PRESSURE WASHING LLC
PROMISED LAND INN
PROSweep CHIMNEY & FIREPLACE
RON WILDRICK ELECTRIC
SAFETY LABEL SOLUTIONS, INC.
SC OF PA, INC. (DBA SMOKER'S CHOICE)
SEELEY'S MARINA
SPARNON WETLAND SERVICES, INC.
SPIRAL TOOL CORP DBA STC INDUSTRIES
SUMMIT EXTERIORS
SUMMIT HOLDING LLC
THE BUSY BUSY BEAVER TREE SERVICE
THE ESCAPE PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION INC.
TM MOREY
TRIVELPIECE EXCAVATION
TWIN RIVERS EXTERIOR DESIGN LLC
VOLTRON ELECTRIC INC
WALDHEIM MECHANICAL LLC
POTTER

BEAU GROSS
COUDERSPORT LODGING
MAHALEYS OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
NORTHERN TIER TRADING COMPANY
SMOKER EXCAVATING, INC.
THE CARPENTER'S SHOP, INC.
SCHUYLKILL

12VOLT DAVES AUDIO
A ONE SERVICE, INC
AC BOARDWALK (TM)
AMBROSE HEARING CENTER
ANDREW MARTIN BUILDER AND RENOVATIONS
ATEL COMMUNICATIONS INC.
BAYBRAN LLC DBA CREATIVE PRINTING
BETCO INC.
BETCO, INC.
BG ELECTRIC
BIROS UTILITIES INC
BLUE CRUE TREE SERVICE
BOB DUDASH EXCAVATING LLC
BOWERS HOME IMPROVEMENTS
BREAKTHROUGH HEALTH PA
CAREGIVERS AIDE, LLC
CIRCLE M CONSTRUCTION CO INC
COOMBE CONTRACTING COMPANY
COVE VILLAGE ASSOCIATION
CUSTOM GUN FINISHES
D & S TRANSPORTATION LLC
DAVID ESCH JR
EASTERN LAWN AND TURF COMPANY
EDGECOMON MOWING
ED-WAY ERECTORS, INC
EXCAVATION TECH INC.
FLORAL ARRAY
FLORAL CREATIONS
G & S LAWN & TREE CARE
GEORGE LINK & SON INC.
GREENFIELD EXCAVATING
GUERS TOPSOIL AND MULCH PRODUCTS
HABECKER PRESSURE WASHING LLC
HANDYMAN JOHN
J & L TRUCKING
JAMES IRONWORKS & SERVICES LLC
JARED IMSCHWEILER
JESSE CHARLES CARPENTRY
JOSEPH HUTTA PLUMBING AND HEATING
JOSEPH KRAMER
JWL POLE BUILDINGS LLC
KAHLER'S GUN SHOP
TOM’S PLUMBING AND HEATING
TOSCA
UNIVERSAL FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES, INC.
VALLEY ENTERPRISES INC.
VMW TRUCKING, LLC
WALTER STUMP INSURANCE AGENCY LLC
WELCOMETOTHEDOOR
WESTWOOD STORAGE, LLC
WILL’S TREE SERVICE AND REMOVAL
WILLIAMSON WOODCUTTING & LANDSCAPING
ZERBE LANDSCAPING
ZUKOVICH GAME BIRDS, LLC
ALDERFER LUMBER
APEX HOMES OF PA, LLC
BIG POP'S MOWING, LLC
BILLINGS' VENDING SERVICE
BINGAMAN & SON LUMBER INC. - CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS - A PREVIOUS WAIVER WAS FILED CORPORATE WIDE (5 LOCATIONS) BUT NEW GUIDANCE SHOWS WE SHOULD FILE INDIVIDUALLY
BRICES LAWN CARE
BUILDING SOLUTIONS SINCE 1977 LLC
CHAPMAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
CK CONSTRUCTION
CORNERSTONE CARPENTRY
DAVCO PALLET
DO IT ALL CONSTRUCTION
DUNKELBERGER FARM TRUCKING LLC
EARTH ENERGY INNOVATIONS LLC.
ELROY SHOWERS CONSTRUCTION
ERIC BRUBAKER
GLENN HOLLER CHIMNEY SWEEP, LLC
GRACIS
H.O.G CONSTRUCTION
HACENBERG'S TREE SERVICE
HAWK'S LANDSCAPING AND NURSERY
HILLY RIDGE SALES & SERVICE
HORST CRAFT MILLWORKS LLC
JOHNS CARPETS AND AIR DUCT CLEANING LLC
JORDAN'S TREE TRIMMING
KENT DUNKELBERGER EXCAVATING, LLC
KLEEN MIST CAR WASH
KRS REMODELING
M. CONRAD CONSTRUCTION
MAP CONSTRUCTION
MOUNTAIN WIRE ROPE SERVICE LLC
MOYER'S MARINE SALES LLC
OHT TRANSPORT
ONAVAGE & SON TRUCKING LLC
ONLINE ADVERTISING OHIO LLC
R.E. DAVIDSON & SON INC.
RALPH STUCK LUMBER CO., INC.
RITEWAY SEALING & PAVING INC
RIVER VALLEY BUILDERS, LLC
RJ HOFFMAN & SONS, INC
RODGERS ROOFING
SHADE LUMBER COMPANY INC
SOMERSET

ALLEGHENY SHOVEL AND DRAG, INC.
ALLIED SEALS INC.
ANGERMEIER TOOL & DIE
ANGUS MACGREGOR’S TRADING POST LLC
BEHON SERVICES, LLC
BIG DOGS TRUCK SALES LLC
BILLS TREE TRIMMING & TREE REMOVAL
BOB FEATHER HOMES
BRIGHT IDEA ELECTRICAL
C&S PYRAMID BUILDERS, INC.
CHORES UNLIMITED INC., DBA CUI SERVICES
CHRISTINA’S CLEANING SERVICE
CLAPPER TABLE ENTERPRISES, LLC
COMMONWEALTH CONTRACTING, INC.
CRILON CORP
D & N LOGGING MATS
D VOLOCKO CONSTRUCTION LLC
D&S CUSTOM COVERS DBA D&S CUSTOM COVERS
DEPENDABLE LAWN SERVICE INC
DERRICOTT CONSTRUCTION
DUSTIN R LIVENGOOD PAINTING & DECORATING INC.
EASTERN ELEVATOR SERVICE & SALES CO.
EMECO
FOCHTMAN BROTHERS
FORMICA OPTICAL
GARLITZ EXCAVATING INC
HARRY E SHAFFER ELECTRIC COMPANY INC.
HENRY’S CAKE AND CANDY SUPPLIES
HIGHPOINT ELECTRONICS DBA HIGHPOINT TV & APPLIANCE
HOLLOWAY CONSTRUCTION
HUGHES SPECIALTY CONTRACTING
IDEAL TREE SERVICE
INDIAN LAKE MULCH
INTEGRITY PALLET AND BOX
IRON CITY CONVEYORS
JEFFERY L RICHARDSON LLC / SNAP-ON TOOLS
JIM BOYER RENTALS
JONES BROTHERS TRUCKING, INC.
JTS SWAP & SHOP
KERR CONSTRUCTION
KING & BUNGARD LUMBER CO. INC.
KNEPPCO EQUIPMENT, LLC
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LANTZ LAWNCARE
LAUREL HIGHLANDS FINANCIAL SERVICES LP
LAUREL HOME IMPROVEMENT
LEVEL ACRES NURSERY & LANDSCAPING
MATTHEW SMITH
MCVICKER MANAGEMENT, INC. DBA SOMERSET DOOR & COLUMN
MEADE MEYERS EXCAVATING
MESSER CONSTRUCTION LLC
MEYERS CARPET CLEANING
MEYERS REPAIR SERVICE LLC
MILLER ELECTRIC SUPPLY
MOSHOLDER?S LANDSCAPING/DRIVEWAY CARE
NORRIS PLANNING AND MANUFACTURING
PAUL BUNYAN, INC.
PHOTOCURE
PURCHASE AUTO REPAIR AND TIRE
RGB ELECTRIC
RIFLE ENTERPRISES LLC
ROARING FORK EXCAVATING LLC
ROMESBERG TRUCKING, INC. DBA-MOBILE SOLIDS SOLUTION
RT30 TIRE & BRAKE
SAM BEACHY & SONS
SCHELL ELECTRIC, INC.
SHAWN BAKER TRUCKING
SHERRY’S CLEANING
SHROYER ELECTRIC INC. /SHROYER CONSTRUCTION LLC
SILVER BELL
SIMKO’S DRIVELINE AND WELDING
SOMERSET MOBILE CONCRETE LLC
SOMERSET OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT LLC
STONER FURNITURE
STROMBERG GARRIGAN & ASSOCIATES, INC.
SUPER CITY AUTO COLLISION, SERVICE, SALES LLC
THE KNEPPER AGENCY, INC.
THOMAS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, LLC
TM LAWN CARE SERVICE
WES CONSTRUCTION
WEYAND SIGN & LIGHTING LLC.
WICKS INSURANCE LLC
YODER EQUIPMENT LLC
YOUGH LAKE MARINA
ZIMMERMAN ELECTRONICS
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SUSQUEHANNA

ARROWHEAD BIBLE CAMP
BEER EXPRESS
BENEDICT CONSTRUCTION INC
BROADLINE CONSTRUCTION INC.
CABOT OIL & GAS
CAMRON WELDING INC.
CASTROGIOVANNI INSURANCE AGENCY
CLASSIC SHOTSCHELL CO
DANIEL R. RICCI JR, INS AGENCY INC
DAVE'S POWER EQUIPMENT, INC.
FIRST OPTION BUILDING PRODUCTS
GC SCHEER INSPECTIONS & TESTING, LLC
GLEZEN'S POWER EQUIPMENT INC
GUILD FLAGSTONE II, LLC
HALLSTEAD FAMILY PHARMACY
HARFORD STONE COMPANY
INDEPENDENCE TIMBER INC.
JP REILLY CONSTRUCTION
K. BRONG CONSTRUCTION
KENDRA II, LLC
KENNETH SCAVONE ENTERPRISES
LAWTON POWER SYSTEMS LLC
ORDIE PRICE'S SAWMILL, INC.
PREMIER BLUESTONE INC.
QUICK'S LOCKSMITH SERVICE
RHL COMPANIES INC.
RIORDAN ELECTRIC
RLE EQUIPMENT
ROSENKRANS SIGNS, INC.
SALVIA LANDSCAPE DESIGN LLC
SERENITY LODGE
SHERIDAN ELECTRIC
SMITH CONSTRUCTION
SPONGE-JET, INC
STRAIT'S CONSTRUCTION INC
THOMAS KAZMIERCZAK
TIMBERLINE LAWN & RV, INC.
TIMBERLINE LAWN AND RV INC.
WILDER DIAMOND BLADES
YODER CREEK SIDE PALLET
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKIKOS FLORAL ARTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAK FORGE ARMOURY, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANYON MOTORSPORTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNNINGHAM, STAURING &amp; ASSOCIATES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID HASLUND JR BUILDING AND MASONRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. FROME ENTERPRISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED'S MOWER SHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGGLESTON ENTERPRISES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILLMORE LANDSCAPING AND LAWN CARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILLMORE LAWN SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLASS TORCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD MOUNTAIN ENT. INC. DBA IVAN SWARTZ ELECTRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERIRAGE SPRINGS MARKETPLACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORTONS COUNTRY CABIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORTON'S COUNTRY CABIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL DESIGNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. HOUSE &amp; SON LUMBER LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K/W ELECTRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEYSTONE NORTH, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTINS LANDSCAPE SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIKE'S OUTDOOR SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL EVANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REESE WELDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADY GROVE NATURAL MARKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARP LANDSCAPING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNOR &amp; SHERANT LUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUARTS STALKERS TACKLE CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMMYS NOTARY SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIOGA STREET CARWASH INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWISTER CONSTRUCTION LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED COUNTRY JELLIFF AUCTION &amp; REALTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAUPACA FOUNDRY, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELLSBORO WOODLANDS INN ON THE GREEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNION
BRANDON HAINES
BRENDA’S CLEANING SERVICE
BROOKSIDE BIKES
BUFFALO VALLEY CONSTRUCTION, LLC
CLEAR LIFE HEARING INSTRUMENT CENTER
COLBY CO SERVICE CENTER, LLC
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY SERVICE, INC.
DDS CONSTRUCTION
EAGLE CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS, INC.
FOGLES LANDSCAPE SUPPLY LLC
GAF
GUER BROTHERS INC.
HERITAGE PRINTING AND DESIGN
INNOVATIVE SPECIALTIES, INC.
J & C ROOFING AND GUTTERS
KAUFFMAN’S AUTO & DAIRY FARM SERVICES
KAUFFMAN’S POLISHING
KELLY RV INC
KEYSTONE POWER WASHERS
KUHNS BROS. LUMBER CO. INC.
LLOYD’S LAWN & LABOR LLC
MARK C. OBERHEIM DMD
MARK CROMLEY’S EXCAVATING
MARTINS SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MATTHEW HOSTETLER CONSTRUCTION
MEPUSH, INC.
NICOLE SPOTTS STATE FARM
NO SWEAT LAWN MOWING
RITZ CRAFT CORPORATION LLC
RITZ-CRAFT CUSTOM HOMES
RUNKLE’S CLEANING
SATURN MACHINE & WELDING
SHANE ERB CONSTRUCTION LLC
STEIN’S FLOWERS & GIFTS INC
STEVE’S PROFESSIONAL HANDYMAN SERVICE
STRAUB WALL SYSTEMS
T&B MINI EXCAVATING
THAT FISH GIRL AQUARIUM & POND SERVICES
TILO INDUSTRIES LLC
VALLEY PEST MANAGEMENT
WARREN

AMP AMERICAN PETROLEUM LLC
ANDY LOOMIS LAWN CARE/SNOW PLOWING
BARONS TREE SERVICE
BINGAMAN & SON LUMBER - CLARENDON DIVISION - A PREVIOUS CORPORATE WIDE WAIVER WAS SUBMITTED FOR ALL 5 LOCATIONS, BUT NEW GUIDANCE HAS TOLD US TO FILE FOR EACH LOCATION
Caldwell Motor Toyz
CJ'S HOME DECOR & FIREPLACES LLC
Dreamboat Marine
Dust Be Gone Residential Cleaners
Fox & Sons Excavating, LLC
G & S Graphics
GMAZ, Inc.
Hoden Electric
HOLCOMB PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LLC.
Huber Blacktop Company LLC
IA Construction
J & S Lindell Landscaping
Jack Black Excavating
Laird Landscape and Hauling
Lawson Pallet Co
Nick Johnson Construction
Ralston Computer Services
Rest Stop 6 Inn
Safe Wire Electric
Slater Run Resources LLC
Warren Area Networking, LLC.
Warren Glass and Parts Company
Warren Radiator and Gas Tank Repair
Wingards Landscape and Excavate
Wingards Landscape and Excavating
Wingards Landscape and Excavation
WASHINGTON
A PLUS PAINTING & RENOVATIONS LLC
A.BETLER
ABREEZ CONTRACTING LLC
ACA UNLIMITED
ACCUTREX PRODUCTS INC. (CAGE CODE: 4V664)
ACTION BUILDERS
ADDSLEY PAINTING INC DBA FRESH COAT PAINTERS
ALE FIREARMS
ALEX E PARIS CONTRACTING CO. INC
ALL STATES PLUMBING PROFESSIONALS
ALLSITE FACILITIES, LLC
ALTERIO’S CATERING SERVICE
AMC CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING LLC
AMERICAN MEDICAL PROGRAMS
AMERI-CARE PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE COMPANY
ANSYS, INC.
ARK HOME IMPROVEMENTS, INC.
ATLANTIC NITROGEN AND TESTING / ATLANTIC NITROGEN PUMPING SERVICES
B&E SERVICES
BABKO III CONSTRUCTION
BARCHEMY, LLC
BEVERLY CLEANING
BILL PARADISE
BLYTH & SHEARN
BONGIORNO CONTRACTING INC.
BOSSONG PLUMBING LLC
BRADDOCK PAINTING & RESTORATION LLC
BRONCO OILFIELD SERVICES
BROWN’S CLEANING SERVICES
BRUNO PLUMBING & HEATING, INC
C&G HANDYMAN SERVICE
CANARY, LLC AND SUBSIDIARIES CANARY DRILLING SERVICES, LLC
CAPITAL CAMPS AND RETREAT CENTER
CAPITAL RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES, INC.
CARING TRANSITIONS OF SOUTHWEST PITTSBURGH
CAROLS CLEANING BUSINESS
CARPET APPEARANCE MANAGEMENT COMPANY INC.
CHARLES PAPPAS JR. REMODELING CO. INC.
CHRS BURY CEMENT CONTRACTING LLC
CIMAROLLI ELECTRIC
CONTROLLED CLIMATE SYSTEMS, INC./METRO HEATING & COOLING
COOK LANDSCAPING
COOPER ELECTRIC SERVICES, INC.
COST CLEANING SERVICES INC.
COUNTRY CANVAS
COUNTRY CANVAS LLC
COVENANT HEALTH SERVICES, LLC, DBA VISITING ANGELS SENIOR CARE
CROSS COUNTRY INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES
CROSS ROADS MOWER CENTER
CUPARI HOME IMPROVEMENTS
CUSTOM PLASTERING BY LACKS
D?ARRIGO LANDSCAPING LLC
DAN THE SWINGSET MAN
DANO LAWN SERVICE
DAVIS CONTRACTING
DEAN MARTIN & CO. ROOFING
DELATTRE CORPORATION
DIMOFF LANDSCAPING
DIPIAZZA MACHINING
DJ LUTON PLUMBING LLC.
DJM RENTAL PROPERTIES
DORAN ELECTRIC
EARTH FX CONTRACTING LLC
ECB CONTRACTING
EDWARD J. HARRIS, CPA
ENERGY FISHING & RENTAL SERVICES, INC.
ENERGY RESOURCE GROUP, LLC   DBA/ ERG
ERIC GISELLA, SELF EMPLOYED
EVERYTHING JANITORIAL AND MORE
EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT PROFESSIONALS
FESS PAINTING
FRY CONTRACTING
GENERAL ALLOYS, INC.
GIBBY EXCAVATING
GOLDSBOROUGH & VANSANT, INC. - BUTLER FORGE & METAL WORKS DIV
GREENTREE SERVICES
GTR TECHNOLOGIES INC.
HARSHMAN CE GROUP
HARSHMAN CE GROUP LLC
HARTLEY SERVICES LLC
HBF CONCRETE & MASONRY
HICKORY AUTO SERVICE INC
HLS LLC
HOFFMAN HOME EXTERIORS, LLC
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RUSH ACCOUNTING PC
RYAN MARTIK CONTRACTING, LLC
RYAN WABNEG ELECTRICAL & CONTRACTING SERVICES
S & S MOWING
SAL’S LANDSCAPING
SAL’S QUALITY AUTO CARE
SAMSON GLASS & MIRROR INC
SCHMIDT LANDSCAPING INC.
SCHOLLAERT, INC.
SCHOTT EQUIPMENT SALES
SCOTT O. MCINTOSH D/B/A IN TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES
SENTRY WELLHEAD SYSTEMS, LLC
SEWARD FENCE CO, INC.
SIERRA CHEMICALS LC
SLAGLE ROOFING & CONSTRUCTION, INC.
SMITTY'S MARINA
SQUEEGEEBROS
STAAB PLUMBING LLC
STANDARD HOME SERVICES
STANTON CONTRACTING AND WOODWORKING
STEVE LECH RESIDENCE
STRNISHA EXCAVATION INC
SUNSHINE CARPET CLEANING
SUTHERLAND LUMBER CO
SYREK ELECTRIC LLC
TARR ENERGY SERVICES LLC
TARR READY MIX CONCRETE & BUILDING SUPPLIES, INC.
TENNIS ROOFING AND ASPHALT, INC.
THE BUBBLE WORKS CAR WASH
THE EYE GALLERY
THE GATOR GROUP (GATOR WATER SERVICES, GATOR TRANSPORTATION & ENERGY SERVICES)
THE ROOFING MASTERS LLC
THE TANDEM CONNECTION
THE TILTED TULIP FLORAL BOUTIQUE
TIGHT LINE SERVICES
TKO TRASH KNOCK OUT INC
TNS CONSTRUCTION
TOM’S EQUIPMENT, INC.
TOTTERDALE’S CONCRETE N ASPHALT
TRAFFIC CONTROL & ENGINEERING CO.
TRI STATE VOICE AND DATA INC
TRI-COUNTY CARPET CLEANING
TRIGON INC. - FPD CO
TRUPRO CONTRACTING
TURTLE TWIST, INC.
VILLELLA REMODELING
VINTAGE GRACE BOUTIQUE
W.G. TOMKO, INC.
WARGO TRACTOR LLC
WHEELS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING & SUPPLIER, INC.
WILLIAM PORTER $ CO
WOODCO CONTRACTING, LLC
WOODCRAFT SUPPLY, LLC / CANONSBURG PA LOCATION
WORLD CLASS POOLS
YESCO CONTRACTING, INC.
ZENNER VENDING SERVICE
OSBORNES LAWN AND GARDEN
PIONEER CONSTRUCTION CO.
PRESTIGE MOTORS LLC
PRIME WALL COVERING AND PAINTING
PURE PRO CLEANING SERVICES
QUALTEK RECOVERY LOGISTICS LLC
QWIK MART
REINFURT EXCAVATING
RO NO RANCH
RUTLEDGE EXCAVATING, INC.
SHADYVALLEY ENTERPRISES INC.
SK CONSTRUCTION
SOLLENNE HOMES
SPRINGHILL CHIMNEY SERVICE.
TERRY ROBERTS LOGGING
TIDY T’S HOUSE CLEANING
WALLENPAUPACK LAKE ESTATES, POA
WAYNE ENTERPRISES
WEST BRANCH CONSTRUCTION
WINDWARD SOLAR LLC
WR REESE JR LANDSCAPING & EXCAVATING LLC
724 GARAGE DOOR LLC
A & A CYCLE SPORTS
AA GARRETT ROOFING & HEATING, INC.
AB CONCRETE
ABSTER GENERAL CONTRACTING
ACR KITCHEN AND BATH, LLC
ADVANCED FIRE COMPANY, INC.
AIR LIQUID SYSTEMS, INC.
AKRINOCK PAINTING AND PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
ALDI MONROEVILLE
ALGROW MANAGEMENT COMPANY, INC
ALKAB CONTRACT MANUFACTURING, INC
ALL IMPROVEMENTS BY RHEA
ALL SEASONS HOUSEKEEPING LLC
ALL STATES TRANSPORTATION & SHASKO GLOBAL LOGISTICS (LANDSTAR AGENTS)
ALLEGHENY RIVER MARINA SERVICES
ALLEGHENY RIVER TERMINALS, INC
ALLEGHENY SEWER AND PLUMBING LLC
ALLSTATE REMODELING CO
ALS CONSTRUCTION LANDSCAPING SUPPLY
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL FELT & SUPPLY INC.
AMERICAN PAVING CO.
ANDEN CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
ANDREWS SALES & SERVICE
APPROVED FIRE PROTECTION COMPANY INC.
ARMSTRONG DRILLING, INC.
ARMY AND NAVY STORE
ASA CONCRETE SERVICES
AUTOMATED ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS
AUTO-MOBILE DETAILING
AVANTE CONSULTING SERVICES DBA SALEM 22 LINENS
B & L PAVING LLC
B. BROS. EXCAVATING, LLC
BAACKE WATER TIGHT HOME IMPROVEMENT
BAILEY’S JUNK REMOVAL
BAIP, INC. DBA BAI DOCUMENT SERVICES
BALLYHOO LAWN CARE LLC
BARR’S VENDING SERVICE
BEAUFORT SERVICES, INC.
BEILER BROTHERS ASPHALT LLC
BELLA CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INC
BETTER EDGE
BILLS SMALL ENGINE SERVICE
BK ELECTRIC
BLOSER MANSION
BOYTIM MANUFACTURING
BRIAN MCCLAIN
BRIDGEPORT TECHNOLOGY INC.
BRINKOTREESERVICE
BROADWAY PAVING
BRYN ENTERPRISES LLC
BUCCI HOME IMPROVEMENTS AND RESTORATION LLC.
C & S LANDSCAPING
C.R.SCHWARTZ GENERAL CONTRACTORS
CABIN HILL MAYTAG & SLEEPSOURCE
CAJOTA CONTRACTING LLC
CAR STEREO ONE
CARPENTER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
CARSON'S EXTERIOR CLEANING
CCA SOLUTIONS
CHAPEL HILL INVESTMENT ANALYSTS, INC.
CHERYL TILKER
CHIMNEY KING MASONRY RESTORATION
CHROMAGLASS, INC.
CJM & SON SERVICES
CLARIDGE FOOD CENTER
CLARK TREE SERVICE INC
CLB LANDSCAPING
CLEAN SOLUTIONS LLC
COLVIN'S LAWN CARE
COMFAB, INC.
COMO'S CLEANING & RESTORATION SERVICES
COMOS CLEANING AND RESTORATION
COMPLETE BILLING SYSTEMS
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
COUNTRY FARMS
CREEKSIDE LANDSCAPE SUPPLY
CTS CONSTRUCTION & REMODELING, LLC
CUSTOM FENCING LLC
D & Z PRINTERS
D&M MECHANICAL CONTRACTING INC
D.B.E.C. WHOLESALE COMPANY
D1 LANDSCAPING
DAIRY QUEEN
DAVID LOHR
DEANS DRAIN SERVICE
DEAUGUSTINE CONSTRUCTION
DEFENDERS ARMORY LLC
DELGROSSO REMODELING AND CONSTRUCTION
DEN MASONRY
DERRY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
DHH ROCKS & MORE
DMILIO INC
DOM'S SPECIALTY CONCRETE, LLC.
DOMINION ENERGY TRANSMISSION, INC.
DON COFFMAN ENTERPRISES
DONNELLY'S PLUMBING, HEATING & AIR-CONDITIONING
DOUBLE V CONSTRUCTION LLC
DR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS, LLC
DREW PULLION FLOORING
EARTH FIRST BUILDERS
EAST - WEST CONTRACTING LLC
ED MILLER ELECTRIC
ED'S LAWN SERVICE
ED'S HEATING AND COOLING, LLC
EHC INDUSTRIES, INC.
ELITE MOTORS INC
ELLIOTT COMPANY
EMERY TREE SERVICE OF PA, INC.
ENERGY SWING WINDOWS
EXCAVATION/CONTRACTING BY EREMIC INC.
EXPERT GLASS COMPANY LLC
EXPERT GLASS COMPANY LLC
EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT PROFESSIONALS
EXTON MOWER SALES AND SERVICE LLC
F&A HOMES LLC
FARBARIK PLUMBING, LLC
FASSNACHT'S LAWN SERVICES
FASTSIGNS
FEDERER MACHINE LLC
FERRI LAND COMPANY
FIREWICZ COMMERCIAL DOOR
FIRST CALL PLUMBING, HEATING & A/C INC.
FIRST CHOICE FLOORS & INSTALLATIONS DBA PGH FLOORS
FIRST SECURITY INSURANCE
FLEXSCREEN PITTSBURGH
FORD HEALTHY HOME PEST CONTROL LLC
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L. AND L. ROOFING, INC.
L. P. AERO PLASTICS, INC.
LALIBERTE MASONRY
LATROBE GLASS AND MIRROR
LATROBE SPEEDWAY
LAUREL HIGHLANDS VISITORS BUREAU
LAWN RX INC
LESLEH PRECISION INC/DBA HENRY REPEATING ARMS
LEYBOLD USA INC.
LIFETIME ROOFING LLC
LINEAR MACHINING
LISCIO PRO LAWN CARE/ SNOW REMOVAL
LLOYD EXCAVATING, INC.
LMR BOVE INC
LOCK STOCK AND BARREL, INC.
LOOKING GOOD WINDOW CLEANING
LOVELL PAVING
LUMPY'S DELI & PIE SHOP
LUNA LUNE LLC DBA VILLI ELECTRICAL SERVICES
M. COLLINS CLEANING SERVICES
MANACK FENCE & CONTRACTING, LLC
MARK FUNK MASONRY MAINTENANCE
MARKS CARPET CLEANING
MARTELLO TREE SERVICE
MASE PAINTING AND WALLCOVERING
MASSAGE SYNERGY LLC
MASTER KLEEN CLEANING AND RESTORATION INC
MATTERN ELECTRIC
MATT'S LAWN CARE
MCKEEVER AND SONS PLUMBING
MELE & MELE & SONS, INC.
MELWOOD SUPPLY LLC
MERICHKO LANDSCAPING
MICHAEL A CHAPMAN DDS PC
MICKS PROPERTIES LLC
MIKE SMITH CONSTRUCTION
MILLS INSURANCE RESTORATION
MINNICK ELECTRIC INC
MOCHNALY LANDSCAPE & DESIGN
MONTORE BUILDING SERVICES, LLC DBA SQUEEGEE SQUAD
MOORE & MORFORD INC
MORET CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
MORNAK EXCAVATION INC.
MSI CORPORATION
MUELLER SERVICE AND REPAIR
MURPHY'S TREE SERVICE
MURRYSVILLE CAR WASH
MYERS GENERAL CONTRACTING
NACELLE LOGISTICS
NELSON TREE CO.
NICE AND CLEAN SERVICES
NK INSTALLATIONS LLC
NOBLE ENVIRONMENTAL
NORMAN ALAN COMPANY, LLC
OVERHEAD CRANE SALES AND SERVICE LLC
PEACO ELECTRIC INC.
PELLMAN ELECTRIC ASSOCIATES, LLC
PENNSYLVANIA FLOORS
PERFECTION CLEANING INC
PERILLO'S TREE SERVICE
PERSONAL CLEANING
PISCIONE ELECTRIC LLC
PITT SERVICE CENTER
PITTSBURGH DENTAL SLEEP MEDICINE
PRECISION DEFENSE SERVICES DBA (PDS INDUSTRIES)
PRECISION POWER WASHING
PREFERRED PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
PREMIER HOME SERVICES LLC
PREMIER MAINTENANCE PLUS LLC
PREMIERE AUDIO VIDEO SERVICES
PRESTIGE PAVING AND GEN CON INC
PROSITE SYSTEMS INC
PRS PHARMACY SERVICES
PURCHASING SERVICES CO.
R & M MACHINING CO INC
R.E.C. GUNWORKS LLC
RAIMONDO MASONRY RESTORATION CONTRACTOR
RALPH J FLICKINGER
RAMPART SECURITY SYSTEMS
RAZENHAUL LLC
RDM'S LANDSCAPING LLC
REALMS OF CATERING
REDPRINT LLC.
REL ELECTRIC
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TD HOME IMPROVEMENTS
TECH 2000 WOODWORKS INC.
TENASKA WESTMORELAND GENERATING STATION
THAT GUY ELECTRICAL SERVICES LLC.
THE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
THOMAS DIDIANO & SON DEVELOPERS INC.
THORNTON'S PLUMBING
THREE KELLY
THREE RIVERS OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
TIMBER TREE SERVICE
TINY BUBBLES
TK PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LLC
TLC GREEN.COM
TODD A. STERLITZ DBA PUGLIESE FLOWERS & GIFTS
TOMMY EDDINGTON PAVING
TONY BOSWELL PAVING/SEALCOATING
TOOLCO INC
TRADESMEN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
TRC STAFFING SERVICES
TRI STATE REBAR CO., LLC
TRI-FORM INC.
TROYER SERVICES
TRUMP’S LANDSCAPING LLC
TSB INC
TUCKER AUTO-MATION
TURGELIAI LLC DBA BESTBORN BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
U.S. MICRO-SOLUTIONS, INC.
ULERY ARCHITECTURE
UNITY EXCAVATING
VALLEY LANDSCAPING AND LAWN CARE
VAL’S CAR WASH
VENTANA USA
VERSA-FAB, INC.
VERTOSICK CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
VILLAGE POOLS INC.
W CONSTRUCTION INC.
W&S AUTO TRUCK REPAIR
W.A. PETRAKIS CONTRACTING AND LANDSCAPING
WALL ELECTRIC INC.
WALL KING INC.
WASH WORLD EXPRESS, LLC
WATSON CONCRETE & EXCAVATION INC.
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WEBER GENERAL CONTRACTING LLC
WEST NEWTON CAR WASH
WESTERN MOUNTAIN INC
WESTMORELAND AGRICULTURAL FAIR
WESTMORELAND ALLERGY AND ASTHMA ASSOCIATES
WESTMORELAND COUNTY BLIND ASSN.
WESTMORELAND ELECTRIC SERVICES, LLC
WESTMORELAND SANITARY LANDFILL LLC
WESTMORELAND WINDOW WASHING
WILKINS SERVICES
WILLOWBROOK CARWASH & DETAILING
WM RAUSE CONSTRUCTION
WOHAR CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CENTER
WOLF'S CLEANING SERVICES & THREE RIVERSCHEM DRY
XYCOM TECHNOLOGY GROUP, INC.
YPT SERVICE LLC
ZACK SERAKOWSKI CONTRACTING
ZEIDO TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
ZL REMODELING & SECURITY
WYOMING

ALL AMERICAN TREE SERVICE
BLOCKUS HYDRAULIC SERVICES
BURKE ELECTRIC
CENTERMORELAND CONCRETE
CENTERMORELAND CONCRETE INC.
CORY J.DURSO TREE REMOVAL
DAVIS GREGORY & KYLE INC
DONEGAL LANDSCAPING
DOWNTOWN SUNDARY
EXOTIC DREAMS FIBERGLASS
FIREPLACE GALLERY
HAYDUK ENTERPRISES, INC.
HEATH GUMBLE LANDSCAPING, LLC DBA GUMBLE'S GARDEN CENTER
HOMESTEAD HEALING TREE SERVICES LLC.
JIM LAMBERTI CONTRACTING SERVICES LLC
JOHN D. HIMKA PAINTING
JUSTIN SKUTACK ENTERPRISES LLC
KINTNER INSURANCE/STEVE'S TITLE & TAG
MONZIE'S FLORAL DESIGN LLC
NICE'S LANDSCAPE SERVICES
NORTHEAST SIGNAL AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
REEVES RENT-A-JOHN, INC
ROOFING & BUILDING SOLUTIONS INC.
SHERWOOD FREIGHTLINER, STERLING & WESTERN STAR INC.
SHUPP'S EXCAVATING
SILVER SPRINGS RANCH
SIMPLE TREASURES
SOUTHWEST SAVORY
STEVEN WINTERS CONSTRUCTION
SUGAR HOLLOW WATER SERVICES
SUNRISE PROPERTY SERVICES & TREE REMOVAL
VISOKY CONSTRUCTION
WINOLA CONSTRUCTION
WUENSTEL BROTHERS GARAGE DOOR COMPANY
ENVIRO-CLEAN SEPTIC SERVICE LLC
ESHBACH MULCH PRODUCTS
EXPERIMENTAL MACHINE
EYSTER'S MACHINE SHOP INC
FAITHFUL CARPENTRY SERVICES LLC
FARMERS DAUGHTER
FEDEX/TARGET
FHS/MAZZELLA
FINE FINISHINGS LTD
FIREWOOD EXTRACTORS
FIRST CHOICE WATERPROOFING, LLC
FITZKEE’S CANDIES INC
FOCUS TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC.
FOR THE LOVE OF A VETERAN, INC
FORBES SERVICES LLC DBA COOKE’S SHARPENING AND GRINDING SERVICE
FORD ELECTRICAL SERVICES
FOSTERS FLOWER SHOP
FRANK OF ALL TRADES LLC
FROM THE GROUND UP
FROM THE GROUND UP LANDSCAPING AND CONTRACTING, LLC
GALLAHER LANDSCAPING LLC
GARRETY GLASS INC
GARY S. BRAHAM
GBLAWNLAND
GEA EXTERIORS
GENIE ELECTRONICS CO. INC
GEORGE H CRAKER III
GEORGE H. BIXLER INC.
GETTYS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING
GGS INFORMATION SERVICES, INC
GILBERT’S CLEANING SERVICE
GIOVANNI SPATARO
GL KREINER, INC
GLOBAL ENERGY SERVICES
GODFREY’S HEAVY EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
GORDNER’S FIRE PROTECTION, LLC
GRACE ELECTRIC & SERVICES LLC
GRAN-U-LAWN
GREG SIPE PAINTING AND CONTRACTING
GROUND EFFECTS LANDSCAPING LLC
H & H CASTINGS INC
H&H GENERAL EXCAVATING CO
H.O.P.E. (HELP FOR ONCOLOGY PROBLEMS AND EMOTIONAL SUPPORT)
HAAS LANDSCAPING LLC
HAGER KITCHENS & BATHS
HALISCO LAND DEVELOPERS, LLC
HAMMOND'S LAWN AND LANDSCAPE, LLC
HANDYMAN XPRESS SERVICES LLC
HANOVER HEARING CENTER
HARCON SERVICES INC
HARMONY PLUS WOODWORKS INC
HAWN'S OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT INC.
HEALTHY LIVING FOODS LLC
HEAVENLY PAWS ANIMAL SHELTER, INC
HEIDLER ROOFING SERVICES INC
HEINER'S ROOFING
HELLION CUSTOM CYCLES, INC.
HERBAMOUR
HERSH CONCEPTS, LLC
HERTZ-A-CRETE CONST PA 035616
HIDDEN STABLES
HILL ENTERPRISES
HOFFMAN'S PAINTING & REMODELING
HOLLAND CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
HOLLYS CLEANING SERVICE
HOME OF THE CLEAN
HOMECHEK, INC.
HOPEWELL CLEANING SERVICE, LLC
HOWDYS WHOLESALE SIGNS
HR PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
HUFNAGEL NURSERY & LANDSCAPING INC
HURSH MECHANICAL
HW BUBB CONSTRUCTION, LLC
HYDRO CONSULTING & MAINTENANCE SERVICES, INC
I.B. ABEL, INC.
ILYES HOLDINGS 2 LLC
IMMACULATE GROUNDS PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LLC
IMPACT DISASTER SERVICES, LLC
IMPRESSIVE SIGNS, INC.
INDIGO POINTE TOWNHOMES
INFORMATION COLLECTION ENTERPRISES LLC
INTEGRITY FIRST HOME BUYERS, CR PROPERTY GROUP, AND 360 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
IRON HORSE FARM
IRON STAG INC. DBA / IRON STAG CRANE SERVICE
KTB FOODS INC
LAMDINSCAPE HARDSCAPES
LAWNSMITHS LLC
LEER ELECTRIC
LEFEVER ELECTRIC INC.
LENY'S WINDOW TINTS, LLC
LENNY HAINES' THE LANDSCAPE COMPANY & NURSERY
LIBERTY SOFTWASH
LIGHTY CONCRETE LLC
LION TOOLING SERVICES, LLC
LIT ELECTRICAL
LIVE ELECTRIC LLC
LM FRESH START CLEANZ
LOBAR SITE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LOBIANCO CONSTRUCTION INC.
LUMI TRAK, INC.
LYTER FINANCIAL AND MEDICARE
M&C ELECTRICAL INC.
M&P RV
M&T CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT, INC.
MAJOR RESTORATION SERVICES
MAKE MY AUTO SHINE
MANCHESTER HYDRAULICS, INC.
MANIFOLD EXCAVATING, LLC
MANN AND PARKER LUMBER CO.
MARKEY'S BUILDING MAINTENANCE, INC.
MARKLE MOWER & DOOR CHECK CO., INC.
MARKLE SECURITY SERVICES
MARSHALL'S PALLET AND DELIVERY SERVICE
MARSTELLER DRIVEWAY SERVICES
MARTIN METAL WORKS INC
MCCONNELL ENTERPRISES MANUFACTURING INC.
MDI RESTORATION
MEMTEC SERVICES INC.
MENGES MILL MANAGEMENT, LLC
MGD SERVICES LLC
MICHAEL R FEIGHT ACCOUNTING SERVICE
MILLER'S ROOFING, INC.
MILLIT VENTURES LLC
MILLPRO
ML SMALL LANDSCAPE INC.
PROFESSIONAL PAVING
PROFESSIONAL WASH SERVICES
PRO-PAC, INC.
R ARTHUR ZEIGLER INC
R & K MECHANICAL SERVICES
R & R COMPONENTS, INC.
R.E. KUBA CONSTRUCTION INC
R.S. HOFFMAN HVAC & PLUMBING LLC
REAL SERVICES INC
REAM PRINTING COMPANY INC.
REFUGE CLEANING AND PROPERTY SERVICES
RELIANCE CRANE & HOIST, INC
REMCON, INC.
RENDER LANDSCAPING AND MASONRY LLC
RFT SERVICES, LLC
RG INDUSTRIES, INC.
RICE TRUCKING INC.
RICHARD E. WONDERS, JR.
RICHLEAF LANDSCAPING LLC
RICK ANDERSON, GENERAL
RICK HOFFMAN PAVING & EXCAVATING
RICK STANSBURY TREE EXPERT
RICKS TREE CARE AND LANDSCAPING
RIVER SUPPLY INC.
RIVER VALLEY LANDSCAPES INC
RIVERSIDE LOFTS DEVELOPMENT LLC.
RL LIVINGSTON, INC
RM DECKER CINSTRUCTION
ROBBIE'S OIL SERVICE LLC
ROBERT M. WHITEFORD JR. INC.
ROBISON LAWN & LANDSCAPE
ROCHER INC
ROCK COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE, LLC
ROUNDTOP MOUNTAIN RESORT
ROYAL REMODELING 13
RSL ELECTRIC LLC
RUDACILLE'S LAWN AND LANDSCAPING, INC
RUSS INVESTMENTS LP (DBA PHILLY CAR WASH)
RUSSELL WINDOW CLEANING & PRESSURE WASHING
RUSSELL WINDOW CLEANING AND PRESSURE WASHING
RYCO ELECTRIC LLC
S & S MOBILE POWER WASH
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S&W PETROLEUM SERVICES INC.
SALEM CEMETERIES
SAMS BACKHOE AND SNOW REMOVAL SERVICE
SAM’S BACKHOE AND SNOW REMOVAL SERVICE, LLC
SCHAEFER WHOLESALE FLORISTS, INC
SEIBERT MECHANICAL
SENTRY FIRE PROTECTION, INC.
SET IN STONE BY KRONE LLC.
SHAFFNERS GUN SHOP
SHARON MAURER
SHARRETTS PLATING CO., INC.
SHEKINAH WORSHIP CENTER
SHERMAN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INC.
SHOFFNER LLC. J.L. MARTIN & SONS SEPTIC SERVICE
SHREWSBURY FAMILY PET SHOP
SHULTZ CONSTRUCTION LLC
SIELING & JONES INC
SIPE?S DRIVEWAY SEALING
SLAGHAMMERS WELDING LLC
SMITH AND BECK ENTERPRISES
SMITH VILLAGE HOME FURNISHINGS
SMITH WATERPROOFING
SMITH’S LANDSCAPING AND REMODELING
SNK MOBILE SERVICES LLC
SOLID ROCK REMODELING
SOUTHERN END EXCAVATING, LLC
SPAHR LAWN CARE
SPARTAN COMPUTERS, LLC
SQUEEGEE KLEAN, LLC
STAGEMYER FLOWER SHOP
STAMBACH & SHINDLER INC.
STAPLETON SOLUTIONS
STARS & STRIPES LAWN CARE
STATE LINE CONCRETE LIFTING A DIVISION OF APEX GEOSYSTEMS LLC
STEAM INTO HISTORY, INC.
STEPHAN’S MOVING LLC
STONE WALL HOLDINGS LLC
SUMMIT DRYWALL INC.
SWEITZER'S COUNTRYSIDE FIBER MILL LLC
SWIFT RIVER ELECTRICAL CORPORATION
SWOPE'S SALVAGE
T B M HARDWOODS INC.
T&H MOTORSPORTS LLC
TAYLOR FENCE PLUS
TECTA AMERICA EAST LLC ARCHITECTURAL METALS
TG POWERSPORTS
THE MITIGATOR INC
THE MOBILE MARKETING DISPLAY CO.
THE SEPTIC DOCTOR / Z-TEX PLUMBING
THERMAL LOGISTICS INC
THERON L MILLS
THOMAS H CLINGAN ELECTRICAL SERVICES LLC
TIMBER TASKFORCE TREE SERVICE
TISTA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
TJ&M SERVICES
TNT HAULING
TNT MECHANICAL
TODD A. GOSNELL PAVING CONTRACTORS, INC.
TOME/KAUFFMAN SEPTIC SERVICES AND PORTABLE TOILETS LLC.
TOOMEY CONTRACTING
TOP QUALITY CLEANING SERVICES LLC
TOTAL MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
TRACK BUILDERS, INC.
TRANSITIONS FOR EVERY BODY LLC
TRAVCO ENTERPRISES, INC.
TRAVIS'S OUTDOOR SERVICES
TRI-STATE CONCRETE SERVICES INC
TRUMP LAWN AND LAND COMPANY
TURF'S UP! LAWN SERVICE
TYLER NESS CUSTOM HOMES AND REMODELING
URBEN ELECTRIC
URICK LAWN CARE
US HEMP FARMS LLC
VALUE INN
VERNON MASIMORE SONS, INC
VOITH HYDRO, INC
VTG INC. T/A DIAL-A-TEMP
W. CRAIG ADAMS INC
WALTERSDORFF MFG CO
WANDA'S CLEAN AS CAN BE LLC
WC MANUFACTURING CO LLC
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Exemptions Not Required Response Example

COVID-19 BUSINESS CLOSURE EXEMPTION REQUEST
STANDARD NOTIFICATION
NOT REQUIRED

«ContactFirstName» «ContactLastName»
«BusinessName»
«BusinessAddress1»
«BusinessAddress2»
«BusinessCity», «BusinessState» «BusinessZip»
«ContactEmail»

RE: Request # «SubmissionID»

Dear «ContactFirstName» «ContactLastName»:

Based on the information submitted in your request, Governor Wolf and Secretary Levine’s recent orders calling for the closure of non-life-sustaining businesses do not appear to require your business to close at this time. Certain operations of your business described in your request appear to be within a life-sustaining business sector that contributes to the health and safety of Pennsylvania. You do not require an exemption to remain open for business as to these operations. For further information regarding what operations are or support a life-sustaining business sector, please see the Department of Community and Economic Development’s guidance at https://dced.pa.gov/resources.

Your business must remain in compliance with the social distancing and other mitigation measures which have been established by the Department of Health and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as currently in effect or as may be amended in the future. Virtual and telework operations (e.g. work from home) must be the primary option when available. In-person work at a business site is only to be performed on the most limited basis possible to deliver the services or goods of your life-sustaining business.

We appreciate your efforts to combat the spread of COVID-19.